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The Bridge Router can
hold all the electronics you'll
need for a small console: I/O
cards, mix engines, and DSP
processors. Naturally it can
also have automatic fail -over
DSP and CPU cards to keep

you on -air. You can expand the
system with a simple cage -to -

cage interconnect.

It's not just a Digital Console,
IT'S AN ENTIRE AUDIO INFRASTRUCTURE

YOU CAN START with a simple AES router with analog and digital inputs and
outputs. From there you can add logic I/O cards and scheduling software; you can

link multiple master bridge cages together to achieve thousands and thousands of
I/O ports; you can create a custom system that includes multiple smaller remote

satellite cages- with everything interconnected via CATS or fiberoptic links.
BUT THAT'S JUST THE BEGINNING: you can also add mix engine cards, interface

to your automation system; you can choose from two different WHEATSTONE series
control surfaces CD -5.1 or D-9) , each specially configured for production room, on -

air or remote truck applications. We also provide a full complement of Ethernet
protocol remote router control panels, as well as a complete family of plug-in

modules that interface the routing system to existing Wheatstone
digital and analog standalone consoles.

The D-9 is
Compact yet Powerful:
It can route, generate and monitor 5.1
surround signals and produce simultaneous 5.1 and
stereo master signals for your dual broadcast chain.
The console also provides extensive, rapid communication
paths throughout your entire Bridge system. Motorized
faders and control setting storage and recall make show -
to -show transitions fast, easy and accurate.

Wheatstone Knows Live Audio. The 0-5.1 is loaded with
MXMs, foldbacks, and clear easy -to -read displays. You'll have all
the power you need when the news breaks! Its intuitive layout
helps your operators work error -free, and it can handle and

generate all the 5.1 content and simultaneous stereo
capability any large or medium market station could need.

WI--)c)t_i-t-c)r) the digital audio leaders
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone.corn

www_wheatst cne.corri
Made in USA Copyright 2003 by Wheatstone Corporation



Remote, in-depth transmitter, transmitter facility and studio analysis and management...anywhere, anytime...from Harris!

Tired of the personal sacrifices you make every time something's not right at the transmitter? Tired

of watching your 50 -hour week turn into 80?

We understand. And we've got the solution: Harris Remote Management. Now, take
advantage of a fully integrated suite of remote tools that offer complete studio monitoring and
control, transmitter monitoring, and transmitter facility monitoring. With an unmatched history as

the technology leader for broadcast facility management, Harris provides the ultimate IP-driven

control and intelligence products, products you can integrate as separate components (with later

upgrades) or as complete solution. You'll enjoy web -based monitoring available through wireless

laptop, cell phone, and PDA. You'll be able to solve problems with your counterparts dozens...or

thousands of miles away. Best of all, you'll work more efficiently...and get your life back.

For more information about Harris Remote Management and ReCon, eCDi'' and HBM, contact your local District Sales Manager

or visit us online at www.broadcast.harris.com.

www.broadcast.harris.com

eCDP-, ReCon and HBM are three

separate packages that work great together

eCDr- Transmitter Remote Management:
Transmitter status rontrol and monitoring with

transmitter signal performance monitoring.

ReCon - Facilities Remote Management:
Remote control power and flexibility along

with ease of installation and use.

HBM - Network -Remote Management
Consolidate expert manpower, cut response

time and increase broadcast system availability



This is technology you can touch.

AirSpeed-, a revolutionary new breed

of broadcast video server, accelerates

your I/O by providing immediate access

to incoming feeds. Affordable, reliable

AirSpeed systems scale easily and

play to air within moments of editing

the story - with an interface you

already know how to use. Call your

Avid broadcast sales manager today

or visit www.avid.com/airspeed.

BEcau

Photo: Sogecable Javier Serrano. ©2004 Avid Technologni, Inc. All rights reserved. Product features. specificaticns, system requirements, and availability are subject to change without notice. AirSi
of their respective owners.



BE first.
iE it's only nEws once.

From ingEst to playout, nothing stands in the way of a great story.

To be a leader, you have to stay on top of the news, the competition, and the

latest technology. That's why Avid has become a leading choice of news

organizations around the world for innovative editing, media asset

management, networking, storage, and newsroom systems. Integrated,

all -digital, end -to -end broadcast solutions from Avid continue to set the

pace in versatility, reliability, and price/performance, so broadcasters

can focus on today's news - and not worry about tomorrow's technology.

Amake manage MOVE I media- Vi
d and make manage move I media are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Avid Technototty, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries. Allother trademarks contained herein are the property
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to operate completely

in native 720p HD.
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In our "get the news first...and faster" world, Panasonic's DVCPRO P2

Series provides the instant advantage, with no moving parts, no consumed

media and no need for digitization prior to editing. P2 solutions offer

low operating costs and seamlessly connect original -quality DVCPRO

data to laptop editors, servers and IT media. Just what you'd expect from

DVCPRO. To find out how Panasonic can improve your news operation,

call 1-800-528-8601 or visit www.panasonic.com/p2

Dita Panasonic ideas for life

U 2004 Panasonic Broadcast
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What do the following
acronyms stand for?
ACATS

DVD

MPEG

VADA
THX

Correct entries will be
eligible for a drawing of
Broadcast Engineering T-
shirts. Enter by e-mail. Title
your entry "Freezeframe-
August" in the subject fled
and send it to:
editoreprimediabusiness.cam.
Correct answers received by
Oct. 1, 2004, are eligible to
win.
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High Definition.
Higher Standards.

Highest Performance.

As hi-def takes over the field, one media company 13 prepared to exceed your needs. At Maxell,

we set a highe- standard. Thus, each and every Maxell hi-def product. from D-5 to HDCPM, incorporates

the most advan,.:ed technologies and manufacturing techniques to deliver the highest performance possible.

To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, ca I 800-533-2836 or visit www.maxell.com.

HDCAM
D5C 6.3M maxell

Expanding Memory & Mobility

Recordable Media Data Storage Portable Energy Technological Partnerships



Eitorial

Attend school
get cool stuff.

want to go back to school. Why would I want to
return to the classroom? I've already got a BA
and MA degree. Some would say I have a PhD in

BS, but that's another story.
No, I'm not looking for another degree; I just want all

the cool stuff that new students are being given. Today's
students are no longer buying hundreds of dollars worth
of books. Instead, they're given cool new technology and
electronic freebies under the guise of better education.

The latest taxpayer giveaways are free Apple iPods to
freshman entering Duke University. Yes, it seems that
the popular MP3 recorder has been reclassified from
toy to tool by Duke's professors. The university received
a $500,000 grant to equip new students with "minicom-
puters for educational uses." In reality, the minicom-
puters are Apple iPods. Calling an Apple iPod loaded
with 5000 songs an educational tool is like telling your
parents you need an HDTV because you want to watch
the Weather Channel. While Apple did discount the
Duke iPods, the university's cost was nowhere near the
FOB wholesale price on a generic MP3 player ($18.00).
But, of course, we couldn't have our new students run-
ning around with a generic $20 MP3 player when we
can get federal funding for a $300 one, could we?

Initially, the iPods will be loaded with Duke -related

downloads, including freshman -orientation informa-
tion and the school calendar. Just how long do you
think it will take the students to erase that informa-
tion to make space for some serious tunes? Duke also
will create a special Web site modeled on the Apple
iTunes site, where students can download music and
course content, including language lessons, recorded
lectures and audio books. Doesn't this all sound so aca-
demically important?

Not content with just giving away MP3 players, the
grant also will fund the hiring of an academic com-
puting specialist (that means one new head count),
provide additional funding for faculty (that means
bonus money for the professors) and provide research
funds (that means an academic slush fund for all the
stuff they'll want to buy later).

This program is only one of many federally funded
grants allowing schools to scam (I mean, distribute)
free technology to students under the guise of new
technology for education.

Here in Kansas City, one elementary-school district
recently gave all its students PDAs, complete with wire-
less interconnection capability. The reasoning was that
the technology would allow teachers to walk among stu-
dents and wirelessly distribute class assignments, tuto-
rials and other teaching aids. Students are supposed to
"sync" their PDAs nightly to get the latest assignments.

Colleges regularly give entering freshmen laptop
computers, claiming these, too, are "tools." I wonder
what the MTBF is for those "free" $1400 laptops. I spent
15 years on college campuses and I know how students
treat things for which they don't pay.

I'm not suggesting that students regress to the days
of chalk and slate, but classifying MP3 players as "mini-
computers for education" goes way too far in my book.

Oh well, I just hope that, by the time I reapply for
admission, they are giving away free HDTV sets. After
all, couldn't that be called "digital image -enhancement
technology" for education? There's probably a federal
grant program somewhere for just that.

,4406, 44-1
editorial director

Send comments to:  editor@orimediabusiness.com  www.broadcastengineering.com
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DENSITE. SERIES
ADVANCED INTERFACING CONTROLLED OVER IP

(DENSITE)

(DENSITE)

GC-IP Gruetitv Co,"tee over tP
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How smart can interfacing get?
You may be surprised.

Take a look at Miranda's Densite Series which offers advanced control over
IP from the desktop.

From a highly adapted interface, you can see thumbnails of signal feeds,
waveform and vectorscope displays, as well as full proc-amp controls.

And the range has just been expanded with 23 new cards to cover all the
essential interfacing and distribution functions.

So if you're looking for more intelligent interfacing solutions, call Miranda.

Miranda Technologies
tel.: 514.333.1772 - ussales@miranda.com



Hollywood obsoletes six

million HDTV sets
Brad,
Yes! In previous years, the MPAA

and RIAA have called the consumers
(in general) crooks, criminals, what-
ever. They've been doing everything
they can to prove they are criminals
without any true evidence of it en
masse. Yes, it happens, but at the level
they claim? I truly doubt it!

In the meantime, while they've used
their efforts to prove this, they've lost
the true focus of what they should
have paid attention to ... the changing
markets. TV and radio have changed
in incredible ways, not just in the tech-
nology in our areas, but in technolo-
gies everywhere.

Your editorial is so right on the
money that I was almost giggling af-
ter reading it. I have become so disen-
chanted with Mr. Valenti's words that
I don't listen anymore. Personally, I
wouldn't take the time to copy mov-
ies due to the effort and money in-
volved. Yes, I agree that there are
people out there that would do that.
But should Congress mandate the
copy protection flag in the DVI inter-
face? No. Let the industry continue to
work closely with Hollywood to keep
on top of this.

As always, Congress is slightly behind
the curve when enacting laws. So even
this CP Law will be outdated ... again!

And in the meantime, while the MPAA
waits for the law, the industry will con-
tinue to step quickly and aggressively
toward new technologies with all of
their protection problems. Maybe the
MPAA and RIAA will get tired of chas-
ing their tails and ours?!

TERRY WHITE

COLUMBIA, MD

IT engineer vs.

video engineer
Being an ex -IT girl and now the

president (and operator) of my own
facility, as well as dealing with real-
time audio and video issues for clients,
I find your view of IT personnel ig-
norant of reality.

Let's try your logic for a moment.
Taped show goes off the air due to ana-
log tape -transport drive motor seizing
and spilling tape all over the machine
room floor. Lost time? ... Heck, lost
show, lost ad time and lost fees ... Cost?
Let us suggest, moderately extensive.

Taped show previously transferred to
digital disk on video server ... Drive fails
during show, but no downtime ... We
implemented a RAID technology array.

Ok, how about drive goes down and
RAID controller goes down ... Still, no
downtime. The entire system was set
up with a cluster configuration with
dual systems on hot standby. And
when the tape op loaded the show it
was automatically duplicated on the
RAID subsystem on the hot standby
system, as well as the RAID subsystem
on the primary video server.

A full -on analog system can fail and
bring down the house as fast as a com-
pletely digital if -based system ... It's all
about quality of personnel. Hire good
people and don't try to save 15 cents
on a system. Hire cheap IT help with
no experience and you get what you pay
for. Just like in video land.

GEORGIA

WORLD WIDE AUDIO

Twilight Zone
I read your e-zine editorial and had

to laugh at your wonderful weaving
from the 60's television show to the
present-day content providers. One
thing of note is the program for which
you attribute the lines "We control ...:'
I believe it was actually "The Outer
Limits" and not "The Twilight Zone."
This was one of my favorite shows as
a kid. I loved the "high-tech" oscillo-
scope display they used. Good por-
trayal. Keep up the great work.

BILL ROBERTSON

ACTERNA BE

June Freezeframe:
Qin what year were 12 video

serverlike products introduced
at the same NAB?

A. In 1994, the 12 products were:
Cable products:
Micropolis AV Server series 100
Channelmatic Adcart/D digital

ad insertion system

Broadcast products:
EMASS storage system
IBM fully scalable video server
BTS Media pool (private suite)
HP video server
Tektronix Profile
Avid Media Recorder media

server/library
Alamar Mach II
Dynatech Digistore Broadcast
Spot playback system
Basys MAESTRO
ASC VR virtual recorder

Winner
No correct entries this month

Test your knowledge!
See the Freezeframe question of the

month on page 8 and enter to win
a Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

Send answers to bdick@primediabusiness.com
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AFFORDABILITY THROUGH INNOVATION
SD to HD in half the channels

You need thread multiple formats through
one server as cost-effectively as possible

Meet the only plafform that can pull it off.

The new Profile' 6G server line is the sixth generation of our Ennnny.

award -winning line of video servers. Built for today's multi -format
transmission needs, it supports SD and HD materials in the same
server-and the Profile 6G PVS 3500 does it on the same timeline.
No external devices. No extra staff for converting materials. No
automation system reprogramming.

Just one system that handles everything.

Profile 6G server products feature the same familiar, highly intuitive
user interface found on all Profile XP Media Plafform systems, but
go a step further by providing simplified media management and
built-in HD encoders and decoders and built-in SD/HD up -and

down -conversion. They also feature a 2 Gb Fibre Channel storage

system that is 40 percent less expensive than previous

generations.The new Profile 6G line also supports a new Grass

Valley " Universal Interface Module (UIM) that supports high-speed

Fibre Channel and Gigabit Ethernet connectivity and industry -standard

streaming file formats such as the Material eXchange Format (MXF)

and SMPTE 360M to transfix files in and out of standalone Profile
servers and Grass Valley Open Storage Area Network (SAN) systems.

In fact, whatever the topology-standalone, distributed, or
centralized-Profile 6G servers are a perfect fit. Need to upgrade
an existing Profile XP Media Plafform system to a Profile 6G server?

We can do that, too.

To learn more about the Prcfile 6G line, please visit:
www.ttiomsongrassvallelLcom/Profile6G.

A 0 THOMSON BRAND

Gig-r-rass vat ley
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Squeeze
harder
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

It seems like broadcasters are be-
ing squeezed at every turn these
days. The networks are putting

the squeeze on compensation for affili-
ates. In many cases, the cash flow has
been reversed; networks are forcing af-
filiates to return commercial inventory
even as affiliate compensation has
slowed to a trickle. Then there's the rat-
ings squeeze, as the programming di-
versity offered by multichannel services
like cable and DBS continues to frag-
ment audiences and eat into broadcast-
ers' viewing share. Recently, Clear
Channel Communications announced
an initiative to reduce commercial clut-
ter on local radio, where it is not un-
common to find more than 20 minutes
of each drive -time hour crammed full
of commercials. Across the board,
broadcasters are starting to acknowl-
edge that they have maximized the
number of spots they can squeeze into
programming. Despite all of this,
broadcasting is still a highly profitable
business, which probably accounts for

the desire of those who have business
relationships with local stations to tap
into the substantial cash flow the sta-
tions generate.

But there is one area where squeez-
ing harder could benefit broadcasters.
One of the big advantages of going
digital is the ability to use digital com-
pression to squeeze more programs
into the bandwidth that previously
could carry only one standard -defini-
tion (NTSC) program. With MPEG-2
compression, a 6MHz channel can

111.11110

the ATSC standard does not currently
support its use. And, as the FCC DTV-
receiver mandates kick in, MPEG-2
becomes even more firmly en-
trenched. And then there's the issue
of the royalty structure created for
using the AVC codec. MPEG-LA, the
licensing authority for both MPEG-2
and MPEG-4, is joining the long list
of broadcast business partners trying
to tap into a lucrative ongoing cash
flow. Improved compression tech-
nologies, such as those offered by

Broadcasters may have to think twice
about using AVC.

carry HDTV, a mix of HD and SD, or a
multicast with five or more SD pro-
grams. With the new Advanced Video
Codec (AVC), a.k.a. MPEG-4 part 10
or H.264, such a multicast could carry
up to 10 SD -quality programs.

But broadcasters may have to think
twice about using AVC. For one thing,

What bu  s women CE sho = rs?

Unhelpful sales staff tops complaint list

74%

72%

70%

68%

66%

64%

62%
Unhelpful

salespeople
Pushy

salespeople
Out -of -stock

items

SOURCE: Insight Media www insightmedia.info

MPEG's AVC and Microsoft's Win-
dows Media (VC -9), have the poten-
tial to squeeze more channels into a
broadcast multiplex. But using these
technologies could put a squeeze on
profits as well.

Meet your new partner
Last year, in a column entitled

"Devolution," we explored the history
behind the development of digital
video compression standards, leading
to the current crop of next -generation
codecs. In that column, we noted that
video compression technology is
evolving rapidly. Faster processors and
cheaper memory make it possible to
use advanced algorithms that need
computational power four to five
times what the MPEG-2 algorithms
require. And we noted that, since the
MPEG-2 algorithm was standardized
in 1995, processing power has in-
creased by the requisite four to five
times.

The past year has seen significant
developments associated with the
next -generation codecs discussed in
that column. Most significant is the

14 broadcastengineering.com AUGUST 2004



SONY

HD Anycam.

Welcome to the HD goalpost cam. HD weather cam. HC church cam.

Or HD machine vision cam. Welcome to the Sony HDC-X300, so small

and affordable, it boldly goes where no high definition camera has
gone before. Switch instantly among 601, 501, 30P, 25 or signals

via flexible HD -SDI, R/G/B or Y/Pb/Pr outputs. Marvel at Sony's all -new

1/2 -inch 1.5-megapixel CCDs. And benefit from tally, trigger and Slow

Shutter. There's even Ito focus with the matching, digitally -controlled

19x zoom lens. And you can systematize with Sony's LUMA" HD monitors

and HDCAM' portable VTR. The Sony HDC-X300 is the definitive high

definition camera for anytime... anywhere... anyone.

LIKE NO OTHER

2004 Sony Electmr s Inc Ali r.yhts r osetved Reprc,auct,on in whole or in part .,hout vmittan peTmiss,on is proht.t,1
c) t, Sony FILYZAM Ltke Vn Oth, ond L.IMA ar, traderndri, of
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growing manufacturer support for
both the AVC and VC -9 codecs, and
the decision by the DVD Consortium
to support three codecs in the new
HD-DVD standard: MPEG-2, AVC
and VC -9. Of most concern, however,
are MPEG-LA's licensing terms for the
AVC codec and the announcement
that MPEG-LA will issue a license for

w Microsoft's VC -9 as well.
Microsoft took an unprecedented

step last year, submitting the VC -9
standard to the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers

Z (SMPTE) for standardiza-
O tion. In so doing,- Microsoft was required to
W publish the complete
CO specifications for VC -9.

This revealed what many,
including this author, have
suspected: VC -9 shares
many algorithmic tech-
niques with the AVC stan-
dard. Microsoft helped de-
velop AVC and was in-
cluded in the AVC intellec-
tual property pool. Early
this year, MPEG-LA announced its
intention to provide a license for VC -
9, issuing a call for intellectual prop-
erty. Companies with intellectual
property claims on VC -9 are meet-
ing now to work out licensing terms.

Meanwhile, MPEG-LA has been
working on the terms of the AVC li-
cense. The organization created a
firestorm of controversy last year
when it announced its intention to
include a wide range of new, so-called
use fees for the AVC codec, including
fees on broadcasters who use the codec
to deliver advertiser -supported pro-
gramming. MPEG-LA established the
precedent for use fees with the MPEG-
2 license, which requires DVD manu-
facturers to collect a small royalty on
each DVD they manufacture that uses
MPEG-2 compression.

The initial terms for the MPEG-4
standard, which uses a compression
codec less advanced than AVC,
included use fees for Internet stream-
ing, subscription video services and
pay -per -view applications. The an-

nouncement of licensing terms for
AVC included a proposal that broad-
casters pay use fees based on the num-
ber of potential viewers in their mar-
ket. Over -the -air broadcasters and
cable/DBS systems that might use the
new compression technology reacted
to this proposal with broad concerns.

This past March, Japanese broadcast-
ers helped MPEG-LA set another pre-
cedent, agreeing to new licensing
terms for the AVC codec. The Japanese
DTV broadcast system includes a ro-
bust channel that can deliver video

turers must pay to comply with the
FCC mandates. The first of these re-
quirements activated in July on sets
with screens that are 36 inches or larger.
These sets also include content protec-
tion systems to meet the FCC mandate
for the broadcast flag. Estimates are that
the total royalties may exceed $25 per
set. By comparison, the royalty to build
an NTSC receiver was approximately
$1. A wide range of organizations are
tapping into this new source of cash
flow. LG Electronics (which acquired
Zenith) expects to take in more than
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Figure 1. A comparison of picture quality versus bit rate
illustrates MPEG-4 AVC's superiority over MPEG-2.

services to portable and mobile receiv-
ers. The enhanced compression effi-
ciency of AVC is a critical component
of this reduced -data -rate service. The
Japanese broadcasters agreed to a one-
time $2500 license for each AVC en-
coder that they will use to program a
channel in the new service. This ap-
proach is far less cumbersome than
calculating royalties based on market

$100 million per year from
the royalties on 8-VSB.
Then there is the Grand
Alliance patent pool and
other patents related to the
implementation of the
ATSC standard. MPEG-
LA tacks on a few bucks for
the MPEG-2 decoder.
Then there are royalties as-
sociated with IEEE 1394
for digital transmission
content protection
(DTCP) and DVI for high -

bandwidth digital content protection
(HDCP). Most of the large consumer
electronics companies are involved in
these patent pools, but the computer
industry is starting to tap in as well.

In June, MPEG-LA announced the
final license terms for the AVC codec.
Broadcasters can pay either the one-
time $2500 license per AVC encoder
or pay annual use fees, which could

Being squeezed harder is something that
broadcasters may need to get used to.

size or per -use fees. Thus, the Japanese
broadcasters have set the precedent for
charging royalties for the ongoing use
of a technology. Perhaps this is just a
sign of the times, because the royal-
ties associated with the manufacture
of a digital television receiver dwarf
the modest royalties paid for the use
of the NTSC and PAL video -encod-
ing (compression) standards.

There are no published figures for the
royalties that DTV receiver manufac-

be significantly higher, thus making
this option largely irrelevant. Given
the current cost of hardware encod-
ers for AVC, the license fee represents
only a small fraction of the cost. In a
few years, however, it could equal
the cost to manufacture an AVC en-
coder. The bottom line is that, while
squeezing harder may be desirable,
being squeezed harder is something
that broadcasters may need to get used
to, unless they want to keep using

16 broadcastengineering.com AUGUST 2004



MPEG-2 for the next 50 years. Then
again, this may be exactly what the
companies behind the MPEG-LA
patent pool are trying to achieve.

Competitive pressure
Unfortunately, broadcasters may not

be able to sit on their legacy much longer.
Improved compression technology is a

111111111111111

One of the major stories coming out
of NAB this year was the reality that a
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significant factor that enables new com-
petitors to capture market share.

desktop computer can easily handle the
task of producing HDTV content. Like -

A desktop computer can easily handle the task of
producing HOW content.

wise, the home entertainment PC will
soon be able to display HDTV -quality
content using either the AVC or VC -9
co,'-_cs. Apple demonstrated a software
AVC codec playing HD content on an
Apple Cinema HD display. The com-
pany will include AVC support in the
next major release of QuickTime.
Microsoft demonstrated a variety of
applications using HD video com-
pressed using VC -9. And virtually all of
the companies that supply professional
MPEG-2 encoders for broadcasters were
demonstrating support for AVC and/or
VC -9. Just before NAB, a new start-up,
Modulus Video, announced that it will
offer AVC encoders for both standard-

and high -definition video. The initial
thrust for Modulus will be in the
backhaul markets where bandwidth is
at a premium and the more expensive
AVC licensing provisions do not apply.

For more information, visit the fol-
lowing Web sites:

Download February 2003,
"Devolution"

http://broadcastengineering.com/
aps/transmission/broadcasting_
devolution/index.html

MPEG-LA licensing for MPEG-2,
MPEG-4, AVC, VC -9

http://www.mpegla.com/
Modulus Video

http://www.modulusvideo.com/ BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube labs, and he hosts and moder-
ates the OpenDTV Forum.
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cbirkmaier@primediabusiness.com
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by design.
As non-linear editing systems and video
storage servers expand in your facility,
so does the need for high-performance
Ethernet and fiber infrastructure products.

Broadcasters depend on their systems to
work flawlessly all day every day, and
cannot afford to lose valuable time
because of "network problems." ADC
knows how to apply Ethernet and fiber in
broadcast networks better than anyone.
In fact, ADC's Cat 6 Ethernet jacks were
the first products on the market to be
independently certified for Cat 6 performance.

Our decades of manufacturing and systems
integration experience are reflected in
the quality and unique designs of our
products. Whether it is AES audio, digital
video, HD, RS422, Cat 5E/Cat 6, multi -
mode or single mode fiber, ADC has the
leading products to meet your needs.

mimINUM8MM 41111.1111. 01111.11111.
01.1...M IMAM 111.1.0.10

Cat 6 24 -Port Patch Panel
ADC's patented left angle/right angle
termination design relieves cable tension.

Find a distributor at www.adc.com
and call today for fast delivery

For a free copy of ADC's 12th
edition broadcast product catalog,
call 1.800.366.3891 ext. 20000.
Or visit adc.com/broadcast.
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Digital Studio Cable Guide
We are in the midst of a digital revolution. Radio

and television broadcasters are going digital.

Digital formats have worked their way into
recording studios, video post -production, film

production and many associated applications,

and the reason is clear - digital provides

superior audio and video performance.

Binary coding is a vast simplification of complex

audio and video signals. But because the signal

is binary, receiving equipment can decipher

the bit stream, ignore any noise and correct

for any attenuation. Audio and Video signals

are so sophisticated and complex however -

reducing them to binary code requires much

higher frequencies than if they were left in

analog sine waves. Digital AN cables need to

handle ever -higher digital frequencies. Also

because this is AN, it must be processed in

real-time, in sequence, and live. We only give

alphanumeric "data" the luxury of re -transmits,

processing delay, and blank screen tolerance.

AN signals must remain on -air, without any

pause to "compile." These are the challenges

broadcast quality AN cables have to meet.

Digital is very stable, which reduces equipment

adjustments significantly. Copies or reproductions

retain the quality of the original. Signal

degradation is virtually eliminated, and noise

immunity is greatly improved. Whether it's a

radio, TV or post -production application, all of

these advantages result in improved picture and

sound quality as well as interactivity, high-speed

data and Internet access, pay -per -view services,

simultaneous data/Internet access and

personalized electronic news.

Although digital promises to revolutionize
the AN industry as we know it, it also poses a

challenge when it comes to designing, choosing,

and installing a new system. It has been estimated

that there may be as many as 18 different DIV
formats to choose from, with new ones being
proposed all the time, all of which vary in the

level of compression and transmission frequency.

Various options also face the radio industry.

With all of these equipment options available,

it becomes very important in the design phase

to determine the correct cable to connect
each of these pieces of equipment. The wrong

choice in cable can be as costly as the wrong

choice in equipment.

This Digital Studio Cable Guide will help you

understand the important aspects of digital
cables and the correct part numbers to use

for a given format.
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Digital Audio
The specification for digital audio was
developed jointly by the Audio Engineering
Society and European Broadcast Union
(AES/EBU). The two key electrical
parameters in this specification that
pertain to cable are the data rate, which
depends on the sampling rate (see table
below) and impedance of 110 ohms ±20%
for twisted pair constructions and 75 ohms
for coax designs.

Sampling Rate Bandwidth

32.0 kHz 4.096 MHz

38.0 kHz 4.864 MHz

44.1 kHz 5.645 MHz

48.0 kHz 6.144 MHz

88.2 kHz 11.289 MHz

96.0 kHz 12.228 MHz

192.0 kHz 24.576 MHz

Twisted Pair Parameters
The AES/EBU specification, with its broad
impedance tolerance, allows for cables
with impedances from 88 ohms to 132
ohms to be used, with 110 ohms being
ideal. The twisted pair should be shielded,
and in the case of multi -pair, each pair
individually shielded. Foil shielding is
recommended for permanent installs,
and foil plus braid for flexed applications.
One pair is capable of carrying two
channels of digital audio.

The cables are terminated with either
XLR connectors or are punched down
or soldered in patch panels. Most digital
audio cables utilize foam polyethylene
to minimize the cable's size. Standard
foam polyethylenes are susceptible to
crushing which can change impedance.
Belden cables utilize a special foam
high -density polyethylene that provides
exceptional crush resistance when
compared to standard foam insulations.

The advent of digital microphones
requires AES/EBU cable designs with
added flexibility, such as Belden 1800F,
a 110 ohm design featuring our ultra -
flexible "French Braid" construction.

Although AES/EBU specifications require
shielding on each channel of data, data -
grade UTP "Category 5" can easily meet
the common mode balance requirements
(-30 dB) without being shielded.

Can analog cables be used for digital?
Yes, but only for distances of roughly 50 ft
or so. The actual length is determined by
the error correction and jitter tolerance
of the receiving device. The impedance of
most analog cables ranges from 40 ohms

to 70 ohms. This large mismatch from
the nominal 110 ohms results in signal
reflection and jitter causing bit errors at
the receiver. Also, the high capacitance
of analog cables greatly increases the
rise time of the digital square wave.

Can digital cables (paired) be used for
analog?Absolutely! The capacitance of
digital cables is extremely low, making
them a superior analog cable.

Digital Audio Over Coax
The transmission of digital audio over
75 ohm coax requires the use of baluns
unless the device contains unbalanced
coax AES inputs or outputs or the audio
signal is embedded on a digital video
signal. The baluns convert the unbalanced
coax signal to a 110 ohm balanced
transmission.

Much greater transmission distances
are obtainable over coax as compared
to twisted pair. The same coax used for
digital video is ideal for digital audio.
The coax used should have a pure copper
center conductor (no copper covered
steel or aluminum) and have good braid
coverage (90' or more). Using one coax
for both audio and video gives the added
advantage of using one type of strip and
crimp tool and one type of connector.

Embedding the audio is popular in TV
applications. Embedded signals are often
used in "pass through" installations such
as cable head -ends. However, if audio
manipulation is desired such as spot
insertion or replacement, then audio must
be "de -embedded" or de -multiplexed
from the video stream. This is a complex
and expensive procedure. For maximum
versatility, separate audio and video
runs are suggested.

Digital and HD Radio
When radio broadcast converts to digital
- the cable selection will be equally
critical and arguably more so. The basic
specification parameters for digital audio
cable are entirely different than for
analog audio. The key attribute for the
cable is no longer lower capacitance as
in analog audio. The Digital Audio signal
is impedance specific and it is the
impedance of the cable that is now
critical. Fortunately, by nature of their
design, Digital Audio cables have built-in
low capacitance which makes them
excellent analog cables. (The converse is
not true: almost no excellent (or even
good) analog audio cables are suitable for
digital, because they were not designed
with digital audio's impedance in mind.)
The point: whether you're converting to



digital now or later, whether you're
converting wholly or partially, whether
you'll be broadcasting 100% digitally or
simulcasting analog and digital - Digital
Audio cabling is essential to efficient
design and value engineering. Even if
your immediate needs are strictly analog,
installing AES/EBU digital audio cable,
like 1800B, now will give you the best
performing analog audio service, and will
spare you cable replacement when the
day arrives that you upgrade to digital.
This is the key to "futureproofing."

Where AES/EBU format is used, 110 ohm
shielded balanced line cables are the
standard. IP technology may be employed
to integrate station data networking
resources and requirements with
programming and advertising content.
Where IP technology is deployed, high
quality UTP (Category 5e, Category 6 UTP,
or MediaTwist®) can be used. Television
stations may choose to use AES3 format,
employ baluns, and multiplex digital
audio over 75 ohm coax infrastructure.
Where the environment may be electrically
noisy, the shielded AES/EBU cables, or
AES 3, and coax will be preferred.

Radio Broadcasts will benefit tremendously
from Digital Conversion and will be driven
by the benefits it offers - even without
government mandate: AM clarity equal
to current FM; FM clarity rivaling current
CD's; new embedded text offering news,
weather, traffic, and financial market
information, interactivity, customization,
and audio -on -demand. Digital Conversion
in radio broadcasting may happen quickly
because of low entry barriers: A low
cost to convert, it's use of the existing
spectrum, and the preservation of existing
analog service permitting consumers to
upgrade on their own timetable. However
this revolution unfolds, and however
your station deploys: Belden has the
cable for AES/EBU, IP or AES 3 digital
and HD Radio upgrades.

Digital Video (SDI)
The Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers (SMPTE) has
developed two different standards for
serial digital transmissions (SDI). A third
format that transmits at 540 Mb/s is
under development. There is also a
European standards body known as
ITU (formerly CCIR) that developed the
specifications for Europe known as PAL
Each of these specifications differs in
frequency and transmission technology,
i.e., composite or component.

> SMPTE 259M - Covers digital video
transmissions of composite NTSC

143 Mb/s (Level A) and PAL 177 Mb/s
(Level B). It also covers 525/625
component transmissions of 270 Mb/s
(Level C) and 360 Mb/s (Level 0).

> SMPTE 292M - Covers the newest format
for HDTV transmissions at 1.458 Gb/s.

> SMPTE 344M - Covers component
widescreen transmissions of 540 Mb/s.

> ITU-R BT.601 - International standard
covers component PAL transmissions
of 177 Mb/s.

Coax Parameters
All of the above standards were
designed to work with standard analog
video coax cables. It is true, analog coax
cables of precision grade will work okay
at the higher digital frequencies. However,
newer coax constructions that have
been designed specifically for digital
transmissions offer performance
advantages over the old analog designs.
These new constructions employ several
design parameters to provide the precision
electrical characteristics required for
high frequency transmissions over
longer distances.

> Center Conductor - The center
conductors are solid bare copper.
Solid conductors provide better
impedance stability and return loss (RL).
RL expresses the amount of signal lost
due to the signal reflecting back to
the source. This reduces the signal
reaching the receiver, thus increasing
attenuation and decreasing effective
transmission distance.

Digital transmissions contain low
frequency elements that travel down
the center of the conductor and high
frequency elements that travel on the
outside of the conductor due to skin
effect. For these reasons, uncoated
pure copper conductors are used for
optimum performance.

> Dielectric - The dielectric material
(insulation) consists of solid or foam
high -density polyethylene. The special
formulation Belden uses is more
crush -resistant than standard foam
polyethylenes and is less prone to
conductor migration. Both crushing
and conductor migration can cause
a change in the cables impedance
which, in turn, will cause an increase
in RL While the nominal velocity of
propagation of a solid dielectric is
66%, gas injection technology provides
extremely consistent foaming and
high velocities of propagation
(82 to 84%). The velocity is kept

very constant to minimize timing
problems. Foam dielectrics reduce
the size of the coax compared to
older solid dielectric designs.

> Shield - Precision analog cables
utilize double braid shields which are
effective but not optimum for digital's
high frequencies. Braid shields are
ideal for frequencies under 10 MHz
while foil shields work best above that
frequency. Since digital transmissions
contain both low and high frequencies,
foil -braid designs are used.

> Testing - Lastly, to ensure that the
cables are electrically sound, every
reel must be 100% sweep tested for
RL to at least the third harmonic of
the fundamental frequency and
exhibit no less than SMPTE's minimum
suggested level of 15 dB. For HD
cables at an uncompressed data rate
of 1.485 Gb/s, this gives a bandwidth
of 750 MHz and a third harmonic
frequency of 2.25 GHz (3 x 750).
Belden sweep tests all of its HD cables
to 3 GHz, with guaranteed minimum
RL steps of 23 dB to 850 MHz and
21 dB from 851 MHz to 3 GHz. More
technical information on RL and other
cable parameters can be found on
Belden's Web site at www.belden.com.

Installable Performance®
When looking at guaranteed performance
on a cable's data sheet, one naturally expects
that the cable will deliver that same
performance after it has been installed.
This assumption doesn't always hold true,
however, because the installation itself can
dramatically alter the cable performance.

Typically, when cables are installed they
are pulled and yanked on, bent around
corners, stepped on, and may kink when
coming off the reel. All of these factors
can change the physical properties of the
cable, which in turn may degrade the
cable's electrical performance.

To help ensure that the cable's electrical
performance is not compromised through
improper installation techniques, three
key cable attributes must be held to a
high level: conductor adhesion, crush
resistance and Return Loss.

Conductor Adhesion
Conductor adhesion is most important to
connectorization and connector reliability.
Improper levels of conductor adhesion can
make the connectorization process harder
and can cause connector failures both
during and after installation. If adhesion
levels are too low, the conductor can

3



With digital audio cables,

much greater transmission

distances are obtainable

over coax versus twisted pair.

The coax used should have a

pure copper center conductor

and good braid coverage.
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move within the dielectric and actually
migrate and appear to grow or lengthen
in the cable. A cable with low conductor
adhesion may appear to be fine prior
to installation. However, the rigors of
installation can break the conductor
adhesion due to all of the pulling and
bending that occurs. Once the bond
between the conductor and insulation is
broken, the conductor migration can, in
some cases, result in the center pin of the
BNC connector being pushed out of the
casing. To prevent this from occurring,
Belden uses a skin/foam insulation
process that ensures a high degree of
conductor adhesion. In addition, all
Belden cables are tested for conductor
adhesion to further ensure performance.

Crush Resistance
As stated earlier, most of the cables
used for SDI are foam dielectrics. Foam
dielectrics are, by nature, softer than
their solid counter parts. If the cable
is improperly handled or installed, the
dielectric can be crushed and deformed
thereby changing the impedance and
causing RL The special proprietary
formulation Belden uses is more crush -
resistant than standard foam polyethylene
making it far less prone to deformation.

Return Loss Headroom
In order to ensure the SMPTE minimum
level of 15 dB RL is met, the cables used
must be several dB better to ensure the
minimum level is met after the rigors of
installation. Other components in the
transmission chain can also degrade RL
such as a bad termination or improper
patch bay connections. Belden's
guaranteed minimum level of 21 dB RL
gives the user 6 dB of RL headroom to
account for such potential inconsistencies.

Careful attention to all of the above
attributes ensures that the cable the
customer receives from Belden will
meet performance specifications after
installation. After all, that is what
Installable Performance is all about.

Can analog coax cables be used for
digital? Yes, only if it is of precision video
grade. Standard video cables may have
stranded center conductors or copper
covered steel. They also may not have
adequate shielding as mentioned above.
Standard video cables are usually not
tested for RL. Beware of plain old coax!

Can digital coax cables be used for
analog? Yes, but only if your plant has
cable equalization (EQ) designed to work
within the loss characteristics of the
particular coax. If the transmission
distance is short, equalization may not be

a problem. Many equipment manufacturers
are now making equalization cards
designed specifically for the new digital
cables when running analog.

Can I mix foam and solid polyethylene
designs together in the same run?
If you run analog in short un-equalized
runs, you can mix cables together.
However, you will have two connectors,
with different dimensions, two different
stripping tools, and two different crimping
tools. For longer EQ'd runs you will need
two different EQ cards as well. Belden
suggests you standardize on one cable
for as long as you can. Foam core cables
have a delay of 1.24 ns/ft compared to
1.54 ns/ft. for solid polyethylene. The loss
characteristics of the cables will also be
different. Both parameters must be taken
into consideration if mixing cable types.
As a rule of thumb, it's best to stay with
one design throughout.

Video Connectors
Most connectors used for analog video
are 50 ohm BNCs. In analog video, where
the quarter wavelength of the signal is
approximately 60 feet, the impedance
mismatch of a 1/2 inch BNC connector,
or even a dozen in a row, is minimal.
However, the quarter wavelength of a
digital signal can be as short as three
inches at HD frequencies. While one or
two 50 ohm connectors would probably
not have an effect, a dozen of them
(6 inches) is significant and will result
in a RL problem. Most video signals go
through many connectors in a typical
studio. For this reason, it is recommended
to use not only 75 ohm connectors,
but also connectors demonstrated to
maintain their impedance up to at
least the third harmonic (2.25 GHz).

Cable Installation
Care must be taken when installing digital,
and especially high definition, coax.
Improper handling, cable pulling and
installation techniques can deform the
cables which can in turn cause a RL
problem. The following practices should be
utilized when installing any digital cable.

Installation Basics
> Do not step on the cables.

> Do not lay equipment
on the cables.

> Do not kink the cables.

> Cable pulls should be done in a slow
steady fashion - no jerking. Do not
exceed the cables maximum pulling
tension (call the manufacturer for
this information).



> Do not exceed the minimum bend
radius of the cable: 10 times the
diameter of the cable.

> Do not cinch cable ties too tightly. If
you cannot move any cable inside a
tied bundle, the cable tie is too tight.

> Do not put cable ties or J hooks
at identical distances apart. This
can lead to deformation at a given
wavelength, which can cause RL
Place cable ties at random distances.

> Cables should be supported by
cable trays, J -hooks, etc. to take
the gravitational forces off of the
cable. Cable sag should be less
than 8 inches.

> Conduit runs in excess of 90' and/or
with more than two 90° equivalent
turns should include a pull box. Each
90° turn is equivalent to the friction
of a 30' straight conduit run.

> If cable is pulled into conduit, an
anti -friction lubricant should be
used that is compatible with the
cable jacketing material.

> Maintain the original physical
shape of the cable.

Testing Digital Video
Currently there are no standards to test
digital video or HDTV. However, Belden
suggests measuring and documenting
the RL on every link to ensure that the
SMPTE minimum suggested level of
15 dB is met. RL is the measurement of
reflected signal caused by impedance
discontinuities in the channel. These
discontinuities are caused by connectors,
cable, transition devices, patch panels
and improper cable installation or
handling. Any reflected energy reduces
the power of the transmitted signal.
Measuring RL will give a good expectation
of just how well each link will do with
SDI or HD video.

Digital Camera Cables
In 1998 the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers (SMPTE) developed
the industry standard SMPTE 311 for
High -Definition Television Camera cables
to assure clear, reliable transmission of
audio, video and camera control cables.

Belden's new composite cable incorporates
two tight -buffer, single -mode lOpm
optical fibers for video, four 20 AWG or
two 16 AWG conductors (depending on
the design) are used for power and two
24 AWG conductors for control and sound.
The fibers, color -coded blue and yellow,
permit long -haul transmission of critical
audio and video signals with extraordinary
reliability and clarity. The new standard

provides a cable smaller in diameter and
lighter in weight than traditional camera
cables resulting in easier handling during
installation or in field applications.

Belden's SMPTE 311 cables are 7804R and
7804C. 7804R is made with tight buffer
fiber designs and (4) 20 AWG auxiliary
(power) conductors per traditional design
parameters. 7804C has been designed with
breakout fibers to enhance ruggedness
and with (2) 16 AWG auxiliary (power)
conductors to simplify termination and
reduce installation time. In addition, a
central stainless steel strength member
is used for additional durability during
installation. The overall jacket is black
Belflex® providing exceptional flexibility.

The Future

Unshielded Twisted Pairs (UTP)

The digitization of audio and video signals
has given rise to a convergence with
data wiring technology, which utilizes
unshielded twisted pairs.

It is a misconception to equate digital
AN signals to digital data signals though,
simply because "they are both digital."
Ethernet is digital coding of very discreet
alphanumeric data: 26 letters and 10
numbers. And Ethernet protocols allow
for the use of packets which may be
scrambled, transmitted, certain packets
re -transmitted, unscrambled and
recompiled before the information
is presented. All that processing and
reprocessing introduces delay which we
tolerate for this media. AN signals are
comprised of millions of colors, hues and
tones, with different volumes, inflections,
tempo and motion. And we require its
playback to occur live and in real time.
Just as a picture is worth a thousand
words and can be taken in the blink of
an eye - AN signals are much more than
"data" - even when they are digital.

While almost any UTP cable can handle
low -bandwidth or low data -rate
applications (such as a telephone), few
cables can handle signals like 270 Mb/s
digital video for appreciable distances.
Like coax, it's a question of what
bandwidth (frequency) or data rate
and how far. Distance is the key.

The consistency of a UTP cable
determines the transmission distance.
Physical characteristics of concentricity,
conductor -to -conductor and pair -to -pair
spacing relationships, and how well they
are maintained along the length of the
cable determine how far a signal at a
given frequency can be carried without

excessive attenuation. The quality of
the cable determines the quality of the
signal at a distance.

NanoSkew®

NanoSkew (7987R) is a 4 -pair, 100 ohm
24 AWG UTP cable with no EIATTIA data
category rating. It is designed for the
lowest possible skew delay difference
between pairs, which is the critical factor
for component video applications.
NanoSkew is designed specifically for
video, and is strictly for video applications.
It should not be used where Ethernet
data will be transmitted. See Belden new
product bulletin NP212 for complete
details about NanoSkew Cables.

Brilliance VideoTwist®

Brilliance VideoTwist cables are Category
5e and Category 6 cables incorporating
low -skew characteristics for video
performance. Ethernet cables not
designed with video in mind do not
pay as close attention to minimizing
skew and to delivering consistent skew
performance. The insulated conductors of
each pair are bonded together so they
maintain their spacing and orientation
throughout the run, around bends, and
enduring the rigors of installation. This
gives them the consistent physical
characteristics so important for stable
impedance. Their blend of Video
performance (low skew between pairs)
and Data rating make Brilliance
VideoTwist the ideal choice for shared
sheath applications, for video over IP,
for KVM applications, and where
one cable is preferred for both data
circuits and for video circuits. Belden
bulletin NP212 gives the full details
of Brilliance VideoTwist.

Fiber Optic Cables

At some point, either in bandwidth or
distance, copper cables may not be able to
perform the task at hand. In these cases,
fiber optic cables are an option. Fiber
comes as either single -mode or multimode
core constructions. Multimode has a
50 micron or 62.5 micron fiber core.
62.5 micron fiber has a modal bandwidth
of 160 MHz at 850 nm and 500 MHz at
1300 nm. Single -mode has an 8.3 micron
core with a theoretical exit bandwidth
into the gigahertz, essentially unlimited.
Technologies are now extending even
these bandwidths. Multimode and single -
mode connectors are easy to install and
can be field installed in minutes. Belden
offers a comprehensive line of fiber
optic cables.
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BRILLIANCE BROADCAST CABLES
AES/EBU Digital Audio Cable
Single- and Double -Pair Cables

BRILLIANCE°

Description
Part
No.

UL NEC/
C(UL) CEC

Type

No.
of

Pairs

Color
Code

Standard
Lengths

Standard
Unit Weight

Lbs. kg

Nom. DCR

Cond. Shield

Nominal
OD Nom.

Imp.
(il)

Nom. Nom. Capacitance
Vel.
of pF/ pF/ pF/ pF/

Prop Ft.m Ft.m
26 AWG Stranded (7x34) .018" Tinned Copper  Twisted Pair  Beldfoil® Shield  26 AWG Stranded TC Drain Wire

Datalene® Insulation  Chrome or Violet PVC Jacket
2 -Conductor Digital
Video Time Code Cable
80°C

Shorting Fold

9180 NEC:

CMR
CEC:

CMG FT4

Black,
White

1000 304.8 11.0 5.0 37.30/M' 23.10/M' .144 3.66 110 76% 13 43 26
122.30/km 75.863/km

For cross -connect use with 7891A (et al.)
Digital Audio Snake Cables, see page 7.

85

24 AWG Stranded (7x32) Tinned Copper  Twisted Pairs  Overall 100% Beldfoil Shield  24 AWG Drain Wire

Datalene Insulation  Slate Gray or Violet PVC Jacket
60°C 18008 NEC:

CMG

CEC:

CMG FT4

Black, 500 152.4
Red U-1000 U-304.8

1000 304.8
5000* 1524.0

500 ft. put-up available in Gray only. 5000 ft. put-up available in Violet only.
The jacket and shield are bonded so both can be removed with automatic stripping equipment.

12.0 5.5 23.763/M' 18.963/M' .177 4.57 110 76% 13 43 26 85
18.0 8.2 77.76)/km 62.00/km
18.0 8.2 For cross -connect use with 1803F (et al.)
88.8 40.4 Digital Audio Snake Cables, see page 7.

For Plenum version of 1800B, see 18018.

24 AWG Stranded (42x40) HC Bare Copper  Conductors Cabled with Fillers  TC "French Braid" Shield (95% Coverage)  BC Drain Wire

Datalene Insulation  Matte PVC Jacket (Red, Yellow, Green, Blue, Gray or Black)
Digital Mic Cable
High -Flex
60°C

1800F NEC: Black, 500" 152.4 13.5 6.1 23.70/M' 5.00/M' .211 5.36
CL2R Red U-1000 U-304.8 26.0 11.8 77.70/km 16.40/ km

1000 304.8 26.0 11.8

French Braid

"500 ft. and 1000 ft. put -ups available in Black only.

24 AWG Stranded (7x32) Tinned Copper  Twisted Pairs  Overall 100% Beldfoil Shield  24 AWG Drain Wire

Plenum  Foam FEP Teflon® Insulation  Natural White or Violet Flamarrest Jacket
75°C, Non -conduit 18018 NEC: Black, 500t 152.4 9.0 4.1 23.70/M' 18.90/M'

CMP Red U -1000t U-304.8 14.0 6.4 77.762/km 62.00/km
CEC: 10001 304.8 14.0 6.4

CMP FT6

.165 4.19

24 AWG Stranded (7x32) Tinned Copper  Dual Twisted Pairs  Overall 100% Beldfoil Shield  24 AWG Drain Wire

Datalene Insulation  Violet PVC Jacket in Zip -Cord Construction
60°C 18028 NEC:

CMG
CEC:

CMG FT4

2 Black, 500 152.4 18.5 8.4 23.752/M' 18.90/M' .180 4.57
Red U-1000 U-304.8 36.0 16.4 77.70/km 62.062/km x x

1000 304.8 37.0 16.8 .360 9.14

The jacket and shield are bonded so both can be removed with automatic stripping equipment.

110 76% 13 43 26 85

110 78% 13 43 26 85

110 76% 13 43 26 85

22 AWG Stranded (7x30) Tinned Copper  Twisted Pair with Fillers  Overall 100% Beldfoil Shield + 90% TC Braid Shield  24 AWG Drain Wire

Datalene Insulation  Black High -Flex Matte PVC Jacket
High -Flex
60°C

1696A Blue, 250 76.2 8.0 3.6 14.80./M' 4.60/M' .234 5.94 110 76% 13 43 26 85
White 500 152.4 16.0 7.3 48.50/km 15.20/km

U-1000 U-304.8 32.0 14.5
1000 304.8 32.0 14.5

BC = Bare Copper  DCR = DC Resistance  HC = High -conductivity  TC = Tinned Copper

Capacitance between conductors. **Capacitance between one conductor and other conductors connected to shield.
tSpools and/or UnReel" cartons are one piece, but length may vary ±10% for spools and I5% for UnReel from length shown.

Belden

Teflon is a DuPont trademark.

Belden Electronics Division Technical Support: 1-800-BELDEN-1 or 1-800-BELDEN-3  www.belden.com
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BRILLIANCE' BROADCAST CABLES

AES/EBU Digital Audio Cable
Multi -Pair Snake Cables
Individually Shielded and Jacketed Pairs

Individually Shielded and Jacketed Pairs
NEC: CMG (CEC: CMG FT4)

Product Description

26 AWG or 24 AWG stranded tinned copper conductor.
Datalene° insulation. Pairs individually shielded with bonded
Beldfoil° and have numbered and color -coded PVC jackets
(see Chart 7 in Technical Information Section for colors).
Pair jackets and shields are bonded so both strip simultaneously
with automatic stripping equipment. Overall Beldfoil shield plus
overall Purple PVC jacket and nylon rip cord.

Datalene insulation features include low dielectric constant and
a dissipation factor for high-speed, low -distortion data handling.
Physical properties include good crush resistance and light weight.

Color Code: Black, Red.

Specifications

Nominal OD - Conductor
26 AWG .019" (.48mm)
24 AWG .024" (.60mm)

Nominal OD - Insulation
26 AWG .054" (1.37mm)
24 AWG .070" (1.78mm)

Inner Pair Jacket OD
26 AWG
24 AWG

.136" (3.45mm)
.167" (4.24mm)

Approvals
Nominal DCR (26 AWG)

Conductor
Shield

Nominal DCR (24 AWG)
Conductor
Shield

Nominal Impedance
Nominal Velocity of Propagation

NEC: CMG (CEC: CMG FT4)

37.312/M' (122.30/km)
23.112/M' (75.812/km)

23.712/M' (77.70/km)
18.90/!vr (62.012/km)

1100 ±100
76%

Nominal Capacitance
Between Conductors 13 pF/Ft. (43 pF/m) Length may vary -10% to +0% from length shown.

Between Conductor/Shield* 26 pF/Ft. (85 pF/m) 1.7880A is designed to fit in 25 -pin D -sub connectors used in digital console board equipment.

BRILLIANCE'

Part
No.

No.
of

Pairs

Standard
Lengths

Ft. m

Standard
Unit Weight

Lbs. kg

Nominal OD

Inch mm

Individually Shielded & Jacketed
26 AWG (7x34)  NEC: CMG (CEC: CMG)

7891A CID 2 500
1000

152.4
304.8

28.0
56.0

12.7
25.5

.343 8.71

7890A GD 4 100 30.5 8.2 3.7 .399 10.13

250 76.2 18.0 8.2

500 152.4 31.0 14.1

1000 304.8 61.0 27.7

7880k COD 8 250 76.2 29.8 13.5 .541 13.74
500 152.4 57.0 25.9

1000 304.8 141.0 64.1

Fits D -Sub connectors.

7892A MD 12 500 152.4 85.0 38.6 .679 17.25
1000 304.8 174.0 79.1

7893A em 16 500 152.4 109.5 49.8 .770 19.56

1000 304.8 240.0 109.1

24 AWG (7x32)  Flexible  NEC: CMG (CEC: CMG FT4)

DCR = DC Resistance

*Capacitance between one conductor and other conductors connected to shield.

For AN cable assemblies, visit the Belden Web site for a list of Belden Certified Assemblers.

1803F 4 250 76.2 30.0 13.6 .488 12.40

500 152.4 57.5 26.1

1000 304.8 107.0 48.6

1805F 8 250 76.2 52.3 23.8 .661 16.79

500 152.4 103.5 47.0
1000 304.8 205.0 93.2

1806F 12 250 76.2 78.8 35.8 .829 21.06
500 152.4 156.0 70.9

1000 304.8 322.0 146.4

1850F GD 16 250 76.2 99.5 45.2 .944 23.98
500 152.4 209.5 95.2

1000 304.8 410.0 186.4

1852F CM 24 250 76.2 156.0 70.9 1.205 30.61

500 152.4 322.0 146.4
1000 304.8 646.0 293.6

1854F MD 32 250 76.2 224.0 101.8 1.346 34.19
500 152.4 434.0 197.3

1000 304.8 846.0 384.5

BeldenBelden Electronics Division Technical Support: 1-800-BELDEN-1 or 1-800-BELDEN-3  www.belden.com
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BRILLIANCE BROADCAST CABLES

AES/EBU Digital Audio Cable
Plenum -Rated, Multi -Pair Snake Cables
Individually Shielded Pairs

Individually Shielded Pairs
NEC: CMP (CEC: CMP FT6)

Product Description

24 AWG stranded (7x32) tinned copper conductor. Foam FEP
insulation. Twisted pairs individually shielded with 100% Beldfoil®.
Overall Gray fluorocopolymer jacket (except 82729 which has
Natural Flamarrest® jacket). 24 AWG stranded tinned copper
drain wire.

Color Code: See Chart 5 (in Technical Information Section)

Specifications

Nominal OD - Conductor .024" (.60mm)
Nominal OD - Insulation
Approvals

NEC
CEC

.062" (1.57mm)

CMP
CMP FT6

UL Ratings

Voltage Rating
Nominal DC Resistance

Conductor
Shield

Nominal Impedance

Non -conduit Plenum

300V RMS

23.711/M' (77.70Jkm)
18.952/M' (62.052/km)

10052

Nominal Velocity of Propagation
Nominal Capacitance

Between Conductors
Between Conductor/Shield*

76%

13.5 pF/Ft. (44 pF/m)
22.5 pF/Ft. (73.8 pF/m)

"Capacitance between one conductor and other conductors connected to shield.

Digital Audio Attenuation

BRILLIANCE'

Part
No.

No.
of

Pairs

Standard
Lengths

Ft. m

Standard
Unit Weight

Lbs. kg

Nominal OD

Inch mm

Plenum Individually Shielded NEC: CMP (CEC: CMP FT6)
24 AWG

82729 2 U-1000
1000

U-304.8
304.8

27.0
28.0

12.3
12.7

.255 6.48

89729 2 500 152.4 18.5 8.4 .261 6.63
1000 304.8 31.0 14.1

89730 3 500 152.4 23.0 10.5 .278 7.06
1000 304.8 40.0 18.2

89728 4 500 152.4 26.5 12.0 .307 7.80
1000 304.8 50.0 22.7

89705 5 500 152.4 30.5 13.9 .327 8.31
1000 304.8 62.0 28.2

89731 6 500 152.4 35.0 15.9 .361 9.17
1000 304.8 71.0 32.3

89757 7 500 152.4 39.5 18.0 .361 9.17
1000 304.8 80.0 36.4

89732 9 1000 304.8 106.0 48.2 .433 11.00

89734 12 500 152.4 71.0 32.3 .498 12.65
1000 304.8 140.0 63.6

89758 18 500 152.4 100.5 45.7 .616 15.65
1000 304.8 204.0 92.7

Spools are one piece, but length may vary ±10% from length shown.

Part Number

9180, 7880A Series

2 MHz 4 MHz 5 MHz 6 MHz 12 MHz 25 MHz

dB/100 Ft dB/100m dB/100 Ft dB/100m dB/100 Ft dB/100m demo Ft. dB/100m dB/00 Ft dB/100m dB/100 Ft dB/100m

1.67 5.48 2.11 6.92 2.30 7.55 2.46 9.07 3.16 10.37 4.22 13.85
1800F 1.28 4.20 2.17 7.12 2.62 8.60 3.01 9.88 4.72 15.49 7.17 23.52
18008, 1801B, 1802B, 1803F Series 1.30 4.27 1.56 5.12 1.70 5.58 1.81 5.94 2.28 7.48 3.08 10.10
1696A .93 3.05 1.15 3.77 1.20 3.94 1.30 4.27 1.60 5.25 1.97 6.46
179DT (coax) 1.34 4.40 1.67 5.48 1.74 5.71 1.99 6.53 2.77 9.09 3.83 12.57
1855A (coax) .57 1.86 .82 2.70 .92 3.02 1.00 3.29 1.30 4.27 1.80 5.91
1505A (coax) .41 1.35 .58 1.89 .63 2.07 .69 2.25 .90 2.95 1.30 4.27
1505F (coax) .34 1.11 .53 1.74 .60 1.97 .67 2.20 .98 3.22 1.44 4.72
1694A (coax) .16 .52 .48 1.57 .54 1.77 .59 1.93 .80 2.62 1.00 3.28
Values reflect typical results

Maximum Recommended Transmission Distance at Digital Audio Data Rates (AES3-2003)*

Part Number

9180, 7880A Series

2 MHz 4 MHz 5 MHz 6 MHz 12 MHz 25 MHz

Ft m Ft. m Ft. Ft

1198 365 948 289 870 265 813 248 633 193 474 144
1800F 1563 476 922 281 763 233 664 208 424 129 279 85
18008,18018, 1802B, 1603F Series 1538 469 1282 391 1176 359 1105 337 877 267 649 198
1696A 2151 655 1739 530 1667 508 1538 463 1250 381 1015 309
179DT (AES3)t 1493 455 1198 365 1149 350 1005 306 722 220 522 159

(AES-31c1)tt 597 182 479 146 460 140 402 123 289 88 209 64
1855A (AES3)r 3521 1073 2427 740 2174 663 1992 607 1538 469 1111 339

(AES-3id)tt 1408 429 970 295 869 265 796 242 615 188 444 135
1505A (AES3)r 4866 1483 3478 1060 3175 968 2911 887 2222 677 1538 469

(AES-3id)tt 1946 593 1391 424 1270 387 1164 35E 888 270 615 188
1505F (AES3)r 5882 1793 3774 1150 3333 1016 2985 91C 2041 622 1389 423

(AES-3id)tt 2353 717 1509 460 1333 406 1194 364 816 249 556 169
1694A (AES3)t 5882 1793 4184 1275 3704 1129 3407 1039 2500 762 2000 610

(AES-3id)tt 2353 717 1673 510 1482 452 1363 416 1000 305 800 244
*Longer transmission distances are achievable but are contingent upon system component quality of inpuVoutput voltages.

tTransmission distance calculations assume minimum allowable output signal amplitude (2V per AES3-2003) and minimum allowable input signal amplitude (200mV pe AES3-2003).

tt Per AES-3i9-2001, when using analog video distribution equipment to implement AES-aid. maximum transmission distances are 40% of AES3 values assuming a minimum allowable output signal amplitude of 1V and
a minimum allowable input signal amplitude of 320mV.

 Implementation of AES3 with coaxial cable and 110-750 balms can be achieved with transmission distances of 91% at the AES3 coaxial distances listed above.

Belden Electronics Division Technical Support: 1-800-BELDEN-1 or 1-800-BELDEN-3  www belden com



BRILLIANCE BROADCAST CABLES

Precision Video Cable for Analog and Digital
DigiTruck- Miniature Coax for Broadcast Production Trucks
and Sub -Miniature RG-59/U Type BRILLIANCE'

Description
Part
No.

UL NEC/
C(UL) CEC

Type

Standard Lengths

Ft. m

Standard
Unit Weight

Lbs. kg

Conductor
(stranding)

ameter
Nam. DCR

Nominal
Core OD

IOW
Shielding
Materials
Nom. OCR

Nominal OD Non.
Imp.

(at

Nom.
Vel.
of

Prop.

Nominal
Capacitance

pF/Ft. pF/m

Nominal
Attenuation

dB/
100 Ft

dB/
100m

28.5 AWG Solid .012" Bare Copper  Duobond® Foil (100%)+ 95% Tinned Copper Braid Shield

Gas -injected Foam HDPE Insulation  PVC Jacket (Red, Green, Blue, White, Yellow, Brown, Orange, Gray, Violet, Black)
DigiTruck 179DT NEC: 500 152.4 4.2 1.9 2'3.5 AWG .056 1.42 Duobond .100 .254 75 77% 17.4 57.4

SDI/HDTV CM 1000 304.8 8.0 3.6 (solid) Foil (100%)

Digital Video .012" + 95%

75°C BC TC Braid

108(2/M' 8.9(2/M'

1

3.6
10

71.5
135
270
360
540
720
750

1000
1500
2250
3000

1.18
1.54
2.25
5.66
7.51

10.50
12.20
15.10
17.50
17.80
20.70
25.40
31.50
36.70

350(2/km 29.2(2/km

100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 3 GHz.

25 AWG Stranded (19x37) .021" Bare Copper  Duofoil® + 95% Tinned Copper Braid Shield

Gas -injected Foam HDPE Insulation  PVC Jacket (Available in 10 colors)*
1

3.6
'0

71.5
135
270
360
540
720
750

1000
1500
2250
3000

.5

1.0
1.6
3.7
5.0
7.1
8.2

10.1
11.8
12.0
13.9
17.0
20.8
24.0

SDI/HDTV 1865A NEC: 1000 304.8 16.0 7.3 25 AWG .094 2.39 Duofoil .150 3.81 75 82% 16.5 54.1

Digital Video CMR (19x37) 95%

75°C CEC: .021" TO Braid

CMG FT4 BC 6.0(2/M'
27.4(2/M' 19.8(2/km

(misvi4-AIA 89.9(2/km

100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 3 GHz.

23 AWG Solid .023" Bare Copper  Duofoil + 95% Tinned Copper Braid Shield

Gas -injected Foam HDPE Insulation  PVC Jacket (Available in 10 colors)*
1

3.6
10

71.5
135
270
360
540
720
750

1000
1500
2250
3000

.4

.8
1.2
3.1
3.8
5.4
6.2
7.7
9.5
9.6

10.5
13.0
16.0
18.5

SDI/HDTV 1855A NEC: 500- 152.4 9.0 4.1 23 AWG .102 2.59 Duofoil .159 4.03 75 83% 16.3 53.5

Digital Video CMR 1000 304.8 18.0 8.2 (solid) + 95%

75°C CEC: U-1000° U-304.8 18.0 8.2 .023" TC Braid

CMG FT4 BC 4.152/M'
20.1(2/M' 13.5(2/km
65.9(2/km Also available in multiples, bundled.

See 7787A through 7792A.

100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 3 GHz.

'500 tt. put-up available in Black only.
11-1000 It. put-up available in Gray only.

BC = Bare Copper  DCR = DC Resistance  HDPE = Foam High -density Polyethylene  TC = Tinned Copper

For Connector Cross Reference, visit www.belden.com or call Customer Service 1-800-BELDEN-1. For NV cable assemblies, visit the Belden Web site for a list of Belden Certified Asssemblers.

*Available in Brown, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet, Gray, White or Black.

Belden

3.87
5.05
7.38

18.57
24.64
34.45
40.03
49.54
57.41
58.40
67.91
83.33

103.35
120.41

1.5
3.1
5.2

12.1
16.4
23.3
26.9
33.1
38.7
39.4
45.6
55.8
68.2
78.7

1.3
2.6
3.9

10.2
12.5
17.7
20.3
25.3
31.2
31.5
34.5
42.7
52.5
60.7

Belden Electronics Division Technical Support: 1-8 0-BELDEN-1 or 1-8 0 0-BELDEN-3  www.belden.com
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BRILLIANCE® BROADCAST CABLES

Precision Video Cable for Analog and Digital
RG-59/U Type

BRILLIANCE'

Description
Part
No.

UL NEC/
C(UL) CEC

Type

Standard Lengths

Ft. m

Standard
Unit Weight

Lbs.

Conductor
(stranding)
Diameter

Nom. OCR

Nominal
Core OD

Shielding
Materials

Nom. DCR

Nominal OD Nom.

(S2)

Nom.
Vel
of

Prop.

Nominal
Capacitance

pF/m

Nominal
Attenuation

cm
dB/

100 Ft.
dB/

100m

23 AWG Solid .022" Bare Copper  Duofoil® + 95% Tinned Copper Braid Shield

Polyethylene Insulation  Black Polyethylene Jacket
80°C 9209- U-500 U-152.4 15.0 6.8 23 AWG .146 3.71

U-1000 U-304.8 29.0 13.2 (solid)
.022"

BC

20.42/M'
66.9a/km

Duofoil
+ 95%

IC Braid
4.50./M'

14.8Wkm

.220 5.59 75 66% 21.0 68.9

100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 850 MHz.

1 .4 1.2
3.6 .5 1.8

10.0 1.2 3.8
71.5 2.9 9.5
135 4.0 13.0
270 5.6 18.4
360 6.6 21.5
540 8.3 27.2
720 9.7 31.7
750 9.9 32.5

1000 11.6 38.0

20 AWG Solid .032" Bare Copper  Duofoil + 95% Tinned Copper Braid Shield

Gas -injected Foam HDPE Insulation  PVC Jacket (Available in 10 colors)
SDI/HDTV 1505A
Digital Video
75°C

NEC:

CMR
CEC:

CMG FT4

500* 152.4 17.5 8.0 20 AWG .145 3.68
1000* 304.8 36.0 16.4 (solid)
5000* 1524.0 165.4 75.2 .032"

BC

10.0a/M'
32.80,/km

Duofoil
+ 95%

TC Braid
3.80./M'

12.50/km

500 ft. put-up available in Black, Red or Blue only.
.1000 ft. and 5000 ft. put -ups available in all ten colors: Black, Brown, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet, Gray or White.

.234 5.94 75 83% 16.3 53.5

For Plenum version of 1505A,
see 1506A.

Also available in bundled versions.
See 7794A through 7798A.

100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 3 GHz.

1 .3 1.0
3.6 .6 2.0
10 .9 3.0

71.5 2.1 6.9
135 2.7 8.9
270 3.8 12.5
360 4.4 14.4
540 5.5 18.0
720 6.4 21.0
750 6.5 21.3

1000 7.6 24.9
1500 9.3 30.5
2250 11.6 38.1
3000 13.4 44.0

22 AWG Stranded (7x29) .031" Bare Compacted Copper*  Double Tinned Copper Braid Shield

Gasinjected Foam HDPE Insulation  PVC Jacket (Matte Black, Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, White or Violet)
High -Flex
SDI/HDTV
Video Patch
75°C

1505F NEC:

CM

CEC:

CM

1000 304.8 44.0 20.0 22 AWG
(7x29)
.031"
BCC

12.20/M'
40.00/km

.145 3.68 TC Double .242 6.15
Braid

95% Shield
Coverage
2.41/M'
7.8S /km

75

100% Sweep tested

80% 17.0 55.7

5 MHz to 3 GHz.

1 .2 .7
3.6 .5 1.6

10 .9 2.9
71.5 2.5 8.2
135 3.5 11.5
270 5.1 16.7
360 6.0 19.7
540 7.4 24.3
720 8.7 28.5
750 8.9 29.2

1000 10.5 34.4
1500 13.3 43.6
2250 16.9 55.4
3000 20.3 66.6

20 AWG Solid .032" Bare Copper  Duofoil + 95% Tinned Copper Braid Shield

Plenum  Foam FEP Insulation  Flamarrest Jacket (Available in 10 colors)'
SDI/HDTV 1506A
Digital Video
75°C

NEC:

CMP
CEC:

CMP FT6

5001' 152.4 16.5 7.5 20 AWG .133
1000r 304.8 33.0 15.0 (solid)

.032"
BC

10.0S1/M'
32.8(2/km

3.38

Suitable for Outdoor and Direct Burial applications.
'500 ft. put-up available in Black or Natural only.
'1000 ft. put-up available in all ten colors: Black, Brown, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet, Gray or Natural.

Duofoil .199
+ 95%

TC Braid
3.8L3/M'

12.50/km

5.05 75 84% 16.1 52.8

100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 3 GHz.

1 .3 1.0
3.6 .6 2.0
10 1.1 3.4

71.5 2.3 7.4
135 3.2 10.5
270 4.6 14.9
360 5.3 17.2
540 6.4 21.0
720 7.3 23.9
750 7.5 24.6

1000 9.4 30.8
1500 12.8 42.0
2250 17.5 57.4
3000 21.9 71.8

BC = Bare Copper  BCC = Bare Compacted Copper  DCR = DC Resistance  HOPE = High -density Polyethylene  TC = Tinned Copper

For Connector Cross Reference, visit www.belden.com or call Customer Service 1-800-BELDEN-1. For NV cable assemblies, visit the Belden Web site for a list of Belden Certified Asssemblers.

'Compacted conductor combines impedance uniformity of solid conductors and "nick -resistance" of stranded conductor.
TSpools are one piece, but length may vary ±10% from length shown.

BeldeqBelden Electronics Division Technical Support: 1 -800-BELDEN- 1 or 1 -800-BELDEN-3  www.belden.com
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BRILLIANCE® BROADCAST CABLES

Precision Video Cable for Analog and Digital
Double Braided RG-59/U Type

BRILLIANCE

Description
Part
No.

UL NEC/
C(UL) CEC

Type

Standard Lengths

Ft.

Standard
Unit Weight

Lbs. kg

Conductor
(stran ding)
Diameter
Nom. DCR

Nominal
Core OD

Shielding
Materials
Nom. DCR

Nominal OD

MEI
Nom.
Imp.

(51.)

Nom.
Vel.

of
Prop.

Nominal
Capacitance

pF/FI. pF/m

Nominal
Attenuation

dB/
100 Ft.

dB/
100m

20 AWG Solid .031" Bare Copper  98% Tinned Copper DoLble Braid Shield
Polyethylene Insulation  Polyethylene Jacket (Available in Red, Yellow, Green, Light Blue, White, Orange or Black)
80"C 8281 500' 152.4 37.0 16.8

1000 304.8 74.0 33.6
20 AWG 198 5.03 TC Double .305 7 75 75 66% 21.0 68.9

(solid) Braid

.0:31" 98% Shield
BC Coverage

9.912/M' 1.112/M' For Plenum versicn of 8281,

32.552/km 3.612/km see 88281.

100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 850 MHz.

1

3.6
10.0
71.5
135
270
360
540
720
750

1000

.3

.5

.8
2.1
3.0
4.3
5.1
6.3
7.4
7.6
9.2

.8

1.8
2.6
6.9
9.8

14.1
16.6
20.7
24.3
24.9
30.2'500 ft. put-up not available in White.

Flame-retardant Semi -Foam Polyethylene Insulation  PVC Jacket (Available in 10 colorsJ
20 AWG 198 5.03 TC Double 305 7.75 75 66% 21.0 68.9

(solid) Braid

.031" 98% Shield
8C Coverage For Plenum version of 8281B,

9.901M' 1.10/M' see 88281.
32.5D/km 3.60/km 100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 850 MHz.

Black.

1

3.6
10.0
71.5
135
270
360
540
720
750

1000

.3

.5

.8
2.1
3.0
4.4
5.1
6.6
7.8
8.0

10.2

.8
1.8
2.6
6.9
9.8

14.4
16.6
21.5
25.4
26.2
33.5

UL AWM 82818 NEC: 1000 304.8 85.0 38.6

Style 1354 CMR

(30V 80°C) CEC:

CMG FT4

'8281B available in Brown, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet, Gray, White or

22 AWG Stranded (7x29) .031" Bare Compacted Copper'  Double Tinned Copper Braid Shield

Polyethylene Insulation  PVC Jacket (Matte Red, Blue, Green, Gray or Black)

22 AWG 193 4.90 TC Double 305 7.75 75 66% 21.0 68.9

(7x29) Braid
031" 98% Shield
BCC Coverage

12.212/M' 1.7WM'
40.012/km 5.652/km 100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 850 MHz.

1

3.6
10.0
71.5
135
270
360
540
720
750

1000

.3

.5

.9

2.5
3.6
5.1

6.0
7.4
8.7
8.9

10.5

.9
1.7
2.9
8.0

11.6
16.7
19.7
24.3
28.5
29.2
34.4

High -Flex 8281F 500' 152.4 32.0 14.5

60°C 1000 304.8 65.0 29.5

'500 ft. put-up available in Black only.

20 AWG Solid .031" Bare Copper  98% Tinned Copper Double Braid Shield
Plenum  FEP Insulation  Black Fluorocopolymer Jacket

1

3.6
10.0
71.5
135
270
360
540
720
750

1000

.2

.5

.8
2.3
3.3
5.1
6.1

8.0
9.7

10.0
12.3

.7

1.6
2.6
7.5

10.8
16.7
20.0
26.2
31.8
32.8
40.3

150°C 88281 NEC: 500t 152.4 46.0 20.9

CMP 10001 304.8 86.0 39.1

20 AWG .185 4.70 TC Double .271 6.88 75 71% 19.0 62.4

(solid) Braid

.032" 98% Shield
BC Coverage

9.952/M' 1.1 WM'
32.552/km 3.612/km 100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 216 MHz.

CEC:

CMP FT6

Suitable for Outdoor and Direct Burial applications.

BC = Bare Copper  BCC = Bare Compacted Copper  OCR = DC Resistance  HOPE = High -density Polyethylene  TC = Tinned Copper

For Connector Cross Reference, visit www.belden.com or call Customer Service 1-800-BELDEN-1. For AN cable assemblies, visit the Belden Web site for a list of Belden Certified Asssemblers.

*Compacted conductor combines impedance uniformity of solid conductors and "nick -resistance" of stranded conductor.
f Spools are one piece, but length may vary ±10% from length shown.

BeldenBelden Electronics Division Technical Support: 1-8 0 0-BELDEN-1 or 1 -8 0 0-BELDEN-3  www.belden.com
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BRILLIANCE BROADCAST CABLES

Precision Video Cable for Analog and Digital
Low Loss Serial Digital Coax
RG-6/U, RG-7/U and RG-11/U Type BRILLIANCE -

Description Part
No.

UL NEC/
C(UL) CEC

Type

Standard Lengths

Ft. m

Standard
Unit Weight

Lbs.

Conductor
(stranding)
Diameter

Nom. DCR

Nominal
Core OD

IOW
Shielding
Materials

Nom. OCR

Nominal OD Nom.

Imp.

(3)

Nom.
Vel.
of

Prop.

Nominal
Capacitance

pF/Ft. pF/m

Nominal
Attenuation

dB/
100 Ft.

dB/
100m

RG-6/U Type  18 AWG Solid .040" Bare Copper  Duofoil® + 95% Tinned Copper Braid Shield

Gas -injected Foam HDPE Insulation  PVC Jacket (Available in 10 colors)*
SDI/HDTV 1694A NEC: 500' 152.4 23.0 10.5
Digital Video CMR 1000 304.8 45.0 20.5
75°C CEC: 4500 1371.6 207.0 94.3

CMG FT4

'500 ft. put-up available in Black only.

18 AWG .180
(solid)
.040"

BC

6.40/M'
21.00/km

4.57 Duofoil
+ 95%

TC Braid
2.811/M'
9.20/km

.275 6.99 75 82% 16.2 53.1

For Plenum version of 1694A,
see 1695A.

Also available in bundled versions.
See 7710A through 7713A.

100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 3 GHz.

1 .2 .7

3.6 .5 1.6
10 .7 2.3

71.5 1.6 5.2
135 2.1 6.9
270 3.0 9.8
360 3.4 11.2
540 4.3 14.1
720 4.9 16.1
750 5.0 16.4

1000 5.9 19.4
1500 7.3 24.0
2250 9.1 29.9
3000 10.7 35.1

Plenum  Foam FEP Insulation  Flamarrest Jacket (Available in 10 colors)"
SDI/HDTV
Digital Video

75°C

-Cmitattlac.

1695A NEC:

CMP 1000 t 304.8 45.0 20.5
CEC:

CMP FT6

5001* 152.4

500 ft. put-up available in Black, Red, Yellow, Violet or Natural only.

22.5 10.2 18 AWG
(solid)
.040"

BC

6.4E2/M'
21.0u/km

.170 4.32 Duofoil
+ 95%

TC Braid
2.80/M'
9.20,/km

.234 5.94 75 82% 16.2 53.1 1

3.6
10

71.5
135
270
360

100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 3 GHz. 540
720
750

1000
1500
2250
3000

.2 .8

.5 1.5

.8 2.5
1.8 5.8
2.4 7.9
3.4 11.2
4.0 13.1
5.2 17.1
6.1 20.0
7.3 23.9
7.5 24.6
9.2 30.2

11.6 38.0
13.7 44.9

RG-7/U Type  16 AWG Solid .064" Bare Copper  Duofoil + 95% Tinned Copper Braid Shield
Gas -injected Foam HDPE Insulation  PVC Jacket (Available in 10 colors)*

SDI/HDTV 7855A
Digital Video

75°C

NEC:

CMR

CEC:

CMR FT4

500 ft. put-up available in Black only.

500' 152.4 32.5 14.8 16 AWG
1000 304.8 62.0 28.2 (solid)

.064"
BC

1.20/M'
3.90/km

225 5.71 Duofoil
+ 95%

TC Braid
1.7(1/M'
5.6a/km

.320 8.13 75 84% 16.1 52.8

100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 3 GHz.

1

3.6
10

71.5
135
270
360
540
720
750

1000
1500
2500
3000

.2

.4

.6
1.1

1.8
2.5
2.9
3.6
4.2
4.3
5.0
6.1

7.9
8.7

.6
1.2
1.9
3.6
5.8
8.1
9.4

11.7
13.7
14.0
16.3
20.0
25.9
28.5

RG-11/U Type  14 AWG Solid .064" Bare Copper  Duofoil + 95% Tinned Copper Braid Shield
Gas -injected Foam HDPE Insulation  PVC Jacket (Available in 10 colors)*

SDI/HDTV
Digital Video
75°C

=

7731A NEC:

CMR

CEC:

CMG FT4

'500 ft. put-up available in Red or Black only.

500,
1000
4000

152.4
304.8

1219.2

48.0 21.8
94.0 42.8

467.0 212.3

14 AWG
(solid)
.064"

BC

2.562/M'
8.211/km

280 7.11 Duofoil
+ 95%

TC Braid
1.5f1/M'
4.90/km

.405 10.3 75 85% 16.0 52.4

100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 3 GHz.

1

3.6
10

71.5
135
270
360
540
720
750

1000
1500
2250
3000

.2

.3

.5
1.1
1.5
2.1
2.5
3.1
3.6
3.7
4.3
5.5
6.9
8.2

.5

1.0
1.5
3.6
4.8
6.9
8.0

10.0
11.7
12.0
14.1
18.0
22.6
26.9

Plenum  Foam FEP Insulation  Fluorocopolymer Jacket Available in 10 colors)"
SDI/HDTV
Digital Video

150°C

7732A

070,4,,c0fac_,

NEC:

CMP

CEC:

CMP FT6

500
1000
2000*

500 ft. put-up available in Black or Natural only.
*2000 ft. put-up available in Natural only.
Suitable for Outdoor and Direct Burial applications.

152.4
304.8
609.6

45.0
88.0

176.0

20.5
40.0
80.0

14 AWG
(solid)
.064"

BC

2.563/M'
8.20./km

.274 6.96 Duofoil
+ 95%

TC Braid
2.56//M'
8.2a/km

.348 8.84 75 83% 16.3 53.5

100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 3 GHz.

3.6
10

71.5
135
270
360
540
720
750

1000
1500
2250
3000

.2

.3

.4

1.2
1.8
2.6
3.1
3.9
4.6
4.7
5.5
6.9
9.2

10.2

5
.9

1.3
4.1
5.8
8.5

10.2
12.8
15.0
15.4
18.0
22.7
30.2
33.5

BC = Bare Copper  DCR = DC Resistance  HDPE = High -density Polyethylene  TC = Tinned Copper

For Connector Cross Reference, visit www.belden.com or call Customer Service 1-800-BELDEN-1.

Available in Black, Brown, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet, Gray or White.
** Available in Black, Brown, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet, Gray or Natural.

Belden
I Spools are one piece, but length may vary ±10% from length shown.

Belden Electronics Division Technical Support: 1 -800-BELDEN- 1 or 1- 800 -BELDEN- 3  www.belden.com
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BRILLIANCE' BROADCAST CABLES

VideoFLEX Snake Cable for
Precision Analog and Digital
Bundled Miniature and RG-59/U Type BRILLIANCE®

Description
Part
No.

UL NEC/
C(UL)CEC

Type

No.
of

Cond.

Standard
Lengths

Ft. m

Standard
Unit Weight

Lbs. kg

Conductor
(stranding)
Diameter

Nom. OCR

Nominal
Core OD

Shielding
Materials

Nom. DCR

Nominal OD Nom.
Imp.

(12)

Nom.
Vel.
of

Prop.

Nominal
Capacitance

pF/Ft. pF/m

Nominal
Attenuation

cm
dB/

100 Ft.
dB/

100m

Miniature  23 AWG Solid .023" Bare Copper  DuofoiF + 95% Tinned Copper Braid (100% Shield Coverage)

Solid Copper, Gas -injected Foam HDPE Insulation  Overall Matte Black PVC Jacket (Color Code: See chart below)
SDI/HDTV 7787A NEC: 3 500 152.4 47.5 21.6 23 AWG .102 2.55 Duofoil .432 10.97 75 83% 16.5 54.1 1 .4 1.3

Digital Video C,1-1 CMR 1000 304.8 94.0 42.7 (solid) Coax OD: + 95% 3.6 .8 2.6

75°C
(1855A Bundled)

CEC:

CMG FT4

.023"
BC

20.10./M'
65.90/km

.159 4.03 TC Braid
4.152/M'

13.50/km

10 1.2
71.5 3.2
135 3.9
270 5.5
360 6.3

3.9
10.5
12.8
18.0
20.7

540 7.9 25.9
720 9.7 31.8

7788A
GED

NEC:

CMR
CEC:

4 1000 304.8 111.0 50.5 same
as

above

.102 2.55
Coax OD:

.159 4.03

same
as

above

.481 12.22 750 9.8
1000 10.7
1500 13.3
2500 16.3

32.2
35.1
43.6
53.5

CMG FT4 3000 18.9 62.0

7789A NEC: 5 500 152.4 72.5 33.0 same .102 2.55 same .539 13.69

LD CMR

CEC:

1000 304.8 141.0 64.1 as

above
Coax OD:

.159 4.03
as

above

CMG FT4

7790A NEC: 6 500 152.4 88.5 40.2 same .102 2.55 same .597 15.16

eID CMR

CEC:

1000 304.8 175.0 79.5 as

above
Coax OD:

.159 4.03
as

above

CMG FT4 Sweep tested 5 MHz to 3 GHz.
7791A NEC: 10 500 152.4 155.5 70.7 same .102 2.55 same .796 20.22

em CMR

CEC:

1000 304.8 303.0 137.7 as

above
Coax OD:

.159 4.03
as

above

CMG FT4

7792A NEC: 12 500 152.4 171.5 78.0 same .102 2.55 same .825 20.96

COM CMR

CEC:

1000 304.8 353.0 160.5 as

above

Coax OD:

.159 4.03
as

above

CMG FT4

RG-59/U Type  20 AWG Solid .032" Bare Copper  Duofoil + 95% Tinned Copper Braid (100% Snield Coverage)

Gas -injected Foam HDPE Insulation  Overall Matte Black PVC Jacket (Color Code: See chart below)
SDI/HDTV 7794A NEC: 3 500 152.4 94.5 43.0 20 AWG .145 3.68 Duofoil .631 16.03 75 83% 16.3 53.1 1 .3 1.0

Digital Video 41[1") CMR 1000 304.8 188.0 85.5 (solid) Coax OD: + 95% 3.6 .6 2.0

75°C
(1505A Bundled)

CEC:

CMG FT4

.032"
BC

10.0Q/M'
32.80/km

.235 5.97 TC Braid
3.80/M'

12.50/km

10 .9
71.5 2.1
135 2.8
270 3.9
360 4.5

3.0
6.9
9.2

12.8
14.8

540 5.6 18.4
720 6.5 21.3

7795A
tILL)

NEC:

CMR
CEC:

4 500
1000

152.4
304.8

116.5
237.0

53.0
107.7

same
as

above

.145 3.68
Coax OD:

.235 5.97

same
as

above

.706 1793 750 6.6
1000 7.8
1500 9.5
2500 11.8

21.7
25.6
31.2
38.7

CMG FT4 3000 13.7 44.9

7796A NEC: 5 500 152.4 150.0 68.2 same .145 3.68 same .790 20.07

ID CMR

CEC:

1000 304.8 293.0 133.2 as

above
Coax OD:

.235 5.97
as

above

CMG FT4 Sweep tested 5 MHz to 3 GHz.
7798A NEC: 10 500 152.4 319.5 145.2 same .145 3.68 same 1.166 29.62

eas, CMR

CEC:

1000 304.8 625.0 284.1 as

above
Coax OD:

.235 5.97

as

above

CMG FT4

BC = Bare Copper  DCR = DC Resistance  HDPE = High -density Polyethylene - SC = Tinned Copper

For Connector Cross Reference, visit www.belden.com or call Customer Service 1-800-BELDEN-1. For AN cable assemblies, visit the Belden Web site for a list of Belden Certified Asssemblers.

Color Code Chart
Cond. Color

Red

2 Green

3 Blue

4 White

IBelden

Cond. Color

5 Yellow

6 Brown

7 Orange

8 Gray

Cond. Color

9 Violet

10 Black

11 Pink

12 Tan

Belden Electronics Division Technical Support: -8 0 0-BELDEN-I or I-8 0 O-BELDEN-3  www.belden.com
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BRILLIANCE BROADCAST CABLES

VideoFLEX Snake Cable for
Precision Analog and Digital
RG-6/U Type BRILLIANCES

Description
Part
No.

UL NEC/
C(UL) CEC

Type

No.
of

Cond.

Standard
Lengths

Ft. m

Standard
Unit Wei pit

Lbs.

Conductor
(stranding)
Diameter
Nom. OCR

Nominal
Core OD

MEI
Shielding
Materials
Nom. DCR

Nominal OD Nom.

Imp.

(sa)

Nom.
Vel.
of

Prop.

Nominal
Capacitance

pF/Ft pF/m

Nominal
Attenuation

dB/
100 Ft

dB/
100m

RG-6/U Type  18 AWG Solid .040" Bare Copper  Duofoil® + 95% Tinned Copper Braid Shield

Gas -injected Foam HDPE Insulation  Overall Matte Black PVC Jacket (Color Code: See chart below)
SDI/HDTV 7710A NEC: 3 500 152.4 131.5 59.8 18 AWG .180 4.57 Duofoil .770 19.56 75 82% 16.2 53.1 1 .2
Digital Video CMR 1000 304.8 273.0 124.1 (solid) Coax OD: + 95% 3.6 .5
75°C

(1694A Bundled)
CEC:

CMG FT4

.040"
BC

6.42/M'
21.00./km

.257 6.99 TC Braid
2.80/M'
9.20./km

10 .7
71.5 1.6
135 2.1

270 3.1

360 3.5
540 4.4
720 5.0

7711A NEC: 4 500 152.4 174.0 79..1 same .180 4.57 same .900 22.86 750 5.1

CMR

CEC:

1000 304.8 339.0 154.1 as

above
Coax OD:

.257 6.99

as

above

1000 6.0
1500 7.4
2500 9.3

CMG FT4 3000 10.9
7712A NEC: 5 500 152.4 209.5 95.2 same .180 4.57 same .942 23.93

CMR

CEC:

1000 304.8 440.0 200.D as

above
Coax OD:

.257 6.99

as

above

CMG FT4
Sweep tested 5 MHz to 3 GHz.7713A NEC: 10 500 152.4 450.0 204.5 same .180 4.57 same 1.386 35.20

CMR

CEC:

1000 304.8 878.0 399.1 as

above
Coax OD

.257 6.99

as

above

CMG FT4

BC = Bare Copper  DCR = DC Resistance  HDPE = High -density Polyethylene  IC Tinned Copper

Color Code Chart

Cond. Color
Red

2 Green

3 Blue

Cond. Color
5 Yellow

6 Brown

7 Orange

4 White 8 Gray

Video Triax Cable
RG-11/U Type

Cond. Color
9 Violet

10 Black

.7
1.6
2.3
5.2
6.9

10.2
11.5
14.4
16.4
16.7
19.7
24.3
30.5
35.8

Description
Part
No.

UL NEC/
C(UL) CEC

Type

Standard Lengths

Ft. a

Standard
Unit Weight

Lbs. kg

Conductor
(stranding)
Diameter

Nom. DCR

Nominal
Core OD

IMO
Shielding
Materials

Nom. DCR

Nominal OD Nom.
Imp.

Nom.
Vel.
of

Prop.

Nominal
Capacitance

pF/Ft. pF/m

Nominal
Attenuation

dB/
100 Ft.

dB/
100m

14 AWG Solid .064" Bare Copper  Two Bare Copper Braids (95% Shield Coverage)

Gas -injected Foam HDPE Insulation  Black PVC Jacket (PVC Insulation between Braids)
80°C 8233A NEC: 1000 304.8 142.0 64.5 14 AWG .285 7.24 (2) BC Braids .475 12.07 75 84% 16.1 52.8 1 .2 .7

CMR 2000 609.6 240.0 109.1 (solid) 95% 3.6 .3 1.0
1219.2 574.0 260.9 .064"

BC

2.513/M'
8.2i2/km

Coverage

Inner:
1.6S1/M'
5.2f)./km

10
71.5
135
270
360

.4
1.1

1.5
2.3
2.7

1.3
3.6
4.9
7.5
8.9

MOZZ' CEC: 4000

CMG FT4

Outer:
1.41)./M' 100% Sweep tested. 5 MHz to 3 GHz. 540

720
3.5
4.2

11.5
13.8

4.60/km 750 4.3 14.1
1000 5.2 17.1
1500 7.1 23.3

For additional sweep -tested digital video Triax Cables,
see the Belden Master Catalog and/or www.belden.com.

2250
3000

9.6
12.0

31.5
39.4

BC = Bare Copper  DCR = DC Resistance  HDPE = High -density Polyethylene  PE = Polyethylene

For Connector Cross Reference, visit www.belden.com or call Customer Service 1-800-BELDEN-1. For M/ cable assemblies, visit the Belden Web site for a list of BeldenCertified Asssemblers.

Belden Technical Support: 1-800-BELDEN-1 or 1-800-BELDEN-3 Belden Electronics Division www.belden.com



BRILLIANCE BROADCAST CABLES

Audio and Video Composite Camera Cable
SMPTE 311M HDTV Cables
Single -mode Fiber with Copper Conductors BRILLIANCE

Description
Part
No.

UL NEC/
C(UL) CEC

Type

Standard Lengths

Ft. m

Standard
Unit Weight

MEI
Conductor

(stranding)

Nom. OCR

Nominal
Core OD

MCI
Shielding
Materials

Nom. DCR

Nominal OD

DIE
Nominal Optical

Attenuation M1310nm)

dB/1000 Ft.

4 Power Conductors  SM Fiber w/ 24 and 20 AWG Stranded (7x32 and 19x32) Tinned Copper  Overall 95% TC Braid Shield

PVC Insulation  Black Berner) Jacket
75°C 7804R

CID
NEC:

CMR
CEC:

CMG FT4

328 100.0 33.5 15.2 (2) Fibers:

500 152.4 50.0 22.7 SM/125p/900p
1000 304.8 98.0 44.5 (core/clad/buffer)
1640 500.0 155.8 70.8 (2) Cond.: 050 1.27
3280 1000.0 321.4 146.1 24 AWG

(7x32)
.024"

Tinned Copper
23.30./M'
76.40./km

.079 2.00

(4) Cond.: .063 1.60
20 AWG
(19x32)

.037"
Tinned Copper

8.80./M'
28.90/km

36 AWG

TC Braid
95% Shielo
Coverage

2.9c2/M'
9.50/km

362 9.20 .14

Plenum version and other
conductor counts/diameters
available by special order.

.45

2 Power Conductors  SM Fiber w/ 24 and 16 AWG Stranded (7x32 and 65x34) Tinned Copper  Overall 95% TC Braid Shield

PVC Insulation  Black Belflex Jacket
75°C 7804C NEC:

CMR
CEC:

CMG FT4

328 100.0 32.0 14.5

500 152.4 46.0 20.9

1000 304.8 87.0 39.5
1640 500.0 140.0 63.6

3280 1000.0 288.0 130.9

(2) Breakout
Fibers:

SM/125p/900p
(core/clad/buffer)

.079 2.00

(2) Cond.: .050 1.27

24 AWG
(7x32)
.024"

Tinned Copper
23.30/M'
76.40/km

(2) Cond.: .093 2.36
16 AWG
(65x34)
.059"

Tinned Copper
4.30./M'

14.10/km

38 AWG

TC Braid
95% Shield
Coverage

2.80/M'
9.20/km

362 9.20 14

Plenum version and other
conductor counts/diameters
available by special order.

.45

DCR = CC Resistance  SM = Single -mode  TC = Tinned Copper

For Connector Cross Reference, visit www.belden.com or call Customer Service 1-800-8ELDEN-1. For AN cable assemblies, visit the Belden Web site 'or a list of BeldenCertified Asssemblers.

Belden Electronics Division Technical Support: 1-800-BELDEN-1 or 1-800-BELDEN-3  www.belden.com
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Beltleo BRILLIANCE

Brilliance Precision Digital Video Coaxial Cables
3 GHz Sweep Tested for Return Loss

Maximum Transmission Distance at Serial Digital Data Rates

Data Rate: 143 Mb/s 177 Mb/s 270 Mb/s 360 MI/s 540 Mb/s 1.5 Gb/s

Spec: SMPTE 259M ITU-R BT. 601 SMPTE 259M SMPTE 239M SMPTE 344M SMPTE 292M

Application: Composite NTSC Composite PAL Component Video Component Widescreen Component Widescreen HDTV

Part No. Ft. m Ft. m Ft. m Ft. m Ft. m Ft.

179DT 504 154 457 139 384 117 242 74 196 60 110 34

1865A 810 247 760 232 600 183 520 158 420 128 170 52

8279 910 277 810 247 640 195 550 168 440 134 170 52

1855A -7787A 1000 305 910 277 750 229 650 198 530 162 210 64

9209 1030 314 930 283 750 229 650 198 540 165 200 61

9209A 1030 314 930 283 750 229 650 198 540 165 200 61

1505A -7794A 1430 436 1320 402 1110 338 960 293 790 241 300 91

1505F 1200 366 1071 326 857 261 732 223 588 179 225 68

1506A 1360 415 1200 366 940 286 810 247 670 204 270 82

9231 1430 436 1270 387 1000 305 850 259 680 207 260 78

9141 1430 436 1270 387 1000 305 850 259 680 207 260 79

8281 1430 436 1270 387 1000 305 860 262 700 213 260 79
8281B 1430 436 1270 387 1000 305 850 259 680 207 250 76
8281F 1250 381 1100 335 860 262 730 222 590 180 240 73

88281 1300 396 1150 351 910 277 770 235 600 183 200 61

1694A -7710A 1760 536 1620 494 1360 415 1180 360 970 296 370 113
1695A 1670 509 1520 463 1250 381 1080 329 880 268 310 94
7855A 2220 677 2000 610 1670 509 1460 445 1210 369 470 143
7731A 2730 832 2460 750 2000 610 1740 330 1430 436 540 165
7732A 2420 738 2140 652 1690 515 1440 439 1150 351 430 131

The serial digital interconnect standards are designed to operate where the signal loss at 1/2 the clock frequency does not exceed the approximate loss valueslisted below.
The maximum length values shown are based on typical attenuation values for the cables listed and the following criteria:

Maximum length = 30 dB loss at 1/2 the clack frequency: SMPTE 259M, PAL, Widescreen.
Maximum length = 20 dB loss at 1/2 the clock frequency: SMPTE 292M.

The bit error rate (BER) can vary dramatically as the calculated distances are approached. BER is dependent on receiver design and the losses of the actual coax used.
Distribution and muting equipment manufacturers should be contacted to verify their maximum recommended transmission.

Return Loss Headroom (1694A)
-10

-15

-20

07 -25

cn -30
O

-1 -35

7 -40
.411

IC -45

-50

SMPTE Return Loss Limit

Belden Return Loss Specification Limit

SMPTE 259M -4. -

Typical Return Loss

SMPTE 292M (Beyond Industry Standard)

360 850 '500

Frequency (MHz)
2250 3000

For More Information: www.belden.com

Belden Electronics Division Technical Support 1-800- BELDEN-1 or 1- 800- BELDEN-3



FCC
proposes unlicensed
use of TV channels
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

The FCC has released a con-
troversial Notice of Pro-
posed Rulemaking (NPRM)

that could open the door for the use
of unlicensed devices on vacant TV
channels in each market. Typically, an
off -the -air TV at a given location can
receive a picture on only a small frac-
tion of the 68 possible channels. The
FCC wants to make the unused chan-
nels in each area available to unli-
censed transmitters.

An earlier proposal in this proceed-
ing drew strong opposition from
broadcasters who feared interference
from unlicensed devices would cause
adverse effects during the transition
to digital TV. Other opponents to the
current proposal include public safety
entities that use two-way radio service
in the TV bands. By contrast, wireless
Internet providers strongly endorse
the plan because it would make more
spectrums available to them.

The FCC is proposing to address
broadcasters' interference concerns
differently for low -power "personal/
portable" unlicensed devices, Wi-Fi
laptop cards and home networks, and

Oct. 1 is the deadline for TV, LPTV
and TV translator stations in
Florida, Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands to file their renewal
applications, and for TV stations
only, their ownership reports. Also
on Oct. 1, TV stations in those
locations must place their annual
EEO public file reports in their
public files and on their Web sites.

Oct. 1 is the date TV stations in
Alabama and Georgia must begin
broadcasting their pre -filing
renewal announcements.

higher -power "fixed -access" equip-
ment, such as that used for wireless
Internet access links to fixed locations.

Personal/portable devices would
have to receive and comply with a
"control signal" that identifies vacant
channels in the local area. The control
signal could emanate from a DTV sta-
tion, an analog TV station (in the ver-
tical blanking interval), an FM station
(in a subcarrier), a licensed wireless

(3) responding to an enhanced con-
trol signal that indicates channel avail-
ability in various parts of the service
area. Fixed units would also have to
transmit an ID signal.

Inflation increases
forfeiture amounts

The FCC, acting pursuant to the Debt
Collection Improvement Act of 1996,
increased its maximum monetary for-

Personal/portable devices would, have to receive

and comply with a "control signal:

provider, or a fixed -access unlicensed
device. It would have to update chan-
nel availability at least daily to allow
for changes during the DTV
transition. An unlicensed device un-
able to receive the control signal would
not be permitted to transmit.

The NPRM invites comment on
whether TV broadcasters might pro-
vide the control signal in return for
payment from unlicensed device
manufacturers or service providers.
Because unlicensed devices must in-
corporate receivers to get the control
signal from a DTV station, the station
could provide pay services, such as
sports and stock market information,
to unlicensed users.

Fixed -access devices would be al-
lowed 1W of power. Antenna gains
over 6dBi would be permitted, but at
reduced output power. These devices
would have to protect TV operations
by (1) identifying vacant channels us-
ing a built-in GPS receiver and data-
base of occupied TV channels; or (2)
requiring professional installation by
someone who consults a database of
occupied channels for that location; or

feiture penalties to reflect inflation. The
new levels for broadcasters are $32,500
per violation or per day of a continu-
ing violation, with the amount for a
continuing violation not to exceed
$325,000. That's up from $27,500 per
violation and a $275,000 cap for con-
tinuing violations. The new levels take
effect 30 days after those levels are pub-
lished in the Federal Register. Note that
these changes affect only the maximum
fines, not the base fines for various vio-
lations. Note also that there is legisla-
tion pending that would increase the
maximum fines for indecency -related
violations up to $275,000 per violation.
Still, the maximum indecency fine ap-
proved by the Senate - $275,000 - is
lower than the $500,000 already ap-
proved by the House, necessitating fur-
ther Congressional action. BE

Harry C. Martin is president of the Federal
Communications Bar Association and a
member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth,
PLC, Arlington, VA.
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Bit -serial
digital video distribution
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

The 4:2:2 bit -parallel digital
signal is distributed using a
shielded twisted 12 -pair

(balanced) cable of conventional de-
sign. The bits of the digital words that
describe the video are transmitted in
a parallel arrangement using 10 (eight

equipment interconnection is ad-
equate for short distances and
simple, point-to-point signal distri-
bution patterns. It is inadequate for
large teleproduction centers with
complex signal distribution patterns
where the high cost of multicore

Analog video Bit -parallel
signals in digital video

signal

Ey

E'R.y

E'R.y

Transmitted
bit -serial

digital video
signal

Source mommo Channel
encoder encoder Medium

Received
bit -serial

digital video
signal

1

Receiver
thermal

noise

Bit -parallel Analog video
digital video signals out

signal

Receiver
Signalchannel

decoderdecoder

E'y

E'R.y

Figure 1.4:2:2 bit -serial digital distribution model

for eight bits/sample) conductor pairs.
An 11th (ninth for eight bits/sample)
pair carries a parallel clock.

The 4:2:2 digital signal bit -parallel

cables and the large size of multipin
connectors come into play and
bit -serial digital distribution is
preferred.
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The SDTV bit -serial
distribution standard

The SDTV SMPTE standard 259M
specifies the characteristics of the bit -
serial interface for 525/60 and 625/50
digital equipment operating with ei-
ther component digital signals or 4fsc
composite digital signals. It has appli-
cations in a television studio using
75f/ coaxial cable lengths not exceed-
ing the amount specified by the equip-
ment manufacturer. Typically, a 4:2:2
bit -serial digital signal loss of 30dB at
the clock frequency at the receiver in-
put is acceptable.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a
4:2:2 component digital bit -serial dis-
tribution. The source encoder is the
conventional set of three (E' , E'

BY'

R_y) A/D converters followed by a
time division data multiplexer. The
output of the multiplexer is a sequence
of CB, Y, CR parallel 10 -bit words. The
channel encoder transforms the bit -
parallel digital signal into a bit -serial
digital signal suitable to transmission
via the chosen medium (for example,
7511 coaxial cable).
The signal is corrupted by thermal

noise, which in a studio environment
is contributed by the receiver input
stage. The receiver channel decoder
deserializes the received bit -serial sig-
nal and recovers the bit -parallel digi-
tal video signal. Poor signal -to -ther-
mal -noise ratio at the receiver input
may affect its capability to reconstruct
the original signal, resulting in bits in
errors or missing altogether.

The output of the receiver channel
decoder is the original sequence of
CB, Y, CR. The signal decoder is the
conventional demultiplexer followed
by a set of three D/A converters re-
covering the original analog compo-
nent video signals (E'y, E' B_y, E'R_y).
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signal integration solution.

General Features
Supported Standards
NTSC, PAL, PAL -N, PAL -M or any ATSC standards.
480i, 480p, 576i, 576p, 720p, 1080i, 1080sF

Format Conversion
INPUT:Composite, SVHS, Component, RGB, SDI, DV*
to OUTPUT. Composite, SVHS, Component, RGB, SDI, DV*

Genlock
REFERENCE: Composite Black Burst, or HD tri-level sync.

Video Test Generator
SIGNALS: Various pattems +zone plate + size chart with circle.

Optional 4 Channel Audio Delay
SIGNALS: SDI -Embedded audio.; Analog Audio (balanced)
25 F Dsub (Industry standard pinout); AES (unbalanced)

Remote Control
SERIAL: RS232 / RS422 (SONY pinout)
NETWORK: 10/100 ETHERNET
GPIO: 2 Programmable BNC's for control inputs or outputs.

Miscellaneous Features
TBC/Sync, Auto freeze/trouble slide, Hot switch, Auto Proc
adjust, Noise reduction, Color correction, Audio/Video
test signal generator, VITS inserter, Audio embedder/de-
embedder, animated logo inserter, User presets, 64 Meg
user frame/logo storage, Upload/download stills through
Ethernet to emulates still store with dissolve/clean cut.
FLASH firmware/software upgradable.

1 RU x 17 inches x 17 inches case.
Power = 100 - 120/120 - 240 VAC 60/50 Hz Auto Switching

"DV (IEEE 1394) can be configured for input or output but
not both simultaneously

SPECIFICATIONS MAY CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE

California Media Engineering

HD/SYNC High Definition Synchronizer
The HD/SYNC is an ALL definition video synchronizer ideally suited

for HD broadcasters and production facilities, or those planning to

make the transition to high definition. The HD/SYNC supports all world

standards from SD through HD in either analog or digital formats.

Incorporating full 10 -bit processing, digital FIR filtering, a three-

dimensional adaptive COMB filter, motion adaptive noise reduction,

full proc amp controls, and color correction, the HD/SYNC provides

superior processing for analog to digital conversion. A built-in test

signal generator, frame store with linear keyer, and an animated logo

inserter, are just some of the extra features that make the HD/SYNC the

most versatile synchronizer in the industry. Designed to be future proof,

the HD/SYNC satisfies your needs today, and tomorrow.

Primeimage
Performance by definition.

Tel (408) 867-6519
Fax (408) 926-5177
www.primeimageinc.com
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Figure 2. Formation of the eye pattern

The serializer
(channel encoder)
The serializer converts the bit -par-

allel digital signal into an analog
physical representation. The eye

from superimposed binary patterns

resulting in transitions with a slower
risetime and the familiar eye shape.
Bit -serial signals are specified in terms
of eye amplitude, risetime and decay -
time, overshoot, and jitter.

10 -bit
parallel
data in

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

0

Parallel
clock

a

V

Parallel
to serial
converter

Scrambler NRZ to NRZI

Serial clock

Phase
detector LPF VCO

Cable
drivers
1 per
output

Serial
data
out

Figure 3. Block diagram of an SDTV 4:2:2 component digital serializer

pattern (or eye diagram) is used in
specifying and verifying the charac-
teristics of a bit -serial digital signal.
The name results from the appear-
ance on a storage oscilloscope of sec-
tions of digital symbol patterns su-
perimposed on one another.

Figure 2 shows the formation of an
eye pattern from superimposed binary
patterns. For an infinite -bandwidth
system, the transitions from zero to
one to zero are instantaneous and,
consequently, the eye is rectangular. A
practical system has a finite bandpass,

Figure 3 shows the simplified block
diagram of an SDTV 4:2:2 component
digital serializer. It performs several
functions implemented in dedicated
ICs. These are:
 Parallel -to -serial conversion. This is
performed by a 10 -bit shift register that
is clocked at 10 times the input rate.
 Scrambling. The scrambling random-
izes long sequences of Os and is as well
as repetitive data patterns that could
result in clock regeneration difficulties
in the deserializer. It helps eliminate the
DC content and provides sufficient

signal transitions for reliable clock re-
covery in the deserializer.
 Conversion from non-return-to-
zero(NRZ) to non -return -to -zero -in-
verted (NRZI). The scrambler can
produce long runs of ones. These are
converted to transitions by an NRZ-
to-NRZI converter.
 Serial clock generation. The serial
clock is generated using a voltage -
controlled oscillator (VCO) operating
at the bit -serial clock frequency
(270MHz). Its frequency is derived
from the parallel clock frequency
(27MHz) and is controlled by a phase -
locked loop (PLL) circuit. The derived
VCO frequency control voltage is low-
pass -filtered by an unspecified filter
that determines the capture range and
the hold range of the VCO and re-
moves high frequencies from the con-
trol voltage. This allows the serial clock
to follow low -frequency jitter or drift
(wander) of the parallel clock as well
as correct for a temperature -related
drift of its own.
 Cable driving. Following the NRZI
converter, there are 7512 source im-
pedance unbalanced active line driv-
ers for each output, unlike baseband
video, where multiple outputs can be
split from a single active driver.

Figure 4 shows a typical eye diagram
as displayed on a wideband oscillo-
scope. Table 1 on page 40 lists some
interface specifications.

The deserializer (receiver
channel decoder)

Figure 5 on page 40 shows a sim-
plified block diagram of a 4:2:2

Figure 4. Oscilloscope display of an
eye diagram
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Canon's HO Compact Studio Lens.
High Quality. Light Weight. Lighter Price.

About 1/3 the weight of standard studio tenses.

Portable HD cameras used in studio, now have a lens
they can call their own, Canon's DIGI SUPER 22xs. At
about 1/3 the weight (13.4 lbs.) of the big lenses, with
studio performance features that surpass ENG, this
compact, economical HDxs lens (XJ22x7.3 BIE-D) is a
full featured stud o lens that provides outstanding
quality in HD and SD applications. The 22xs lens
incorporates Canon's Power Optical System to achieve

the highest possible specifications. This unique lens,
which features a focal length of 7.3 - 161mm
(14.6 - 322mm with 2X Extender) and is equipped with
Canon's new rotary encoder servo system, comes
complete with a Compact Supporter plus your choice of
three levels of Digital Controls. The 22xs is part of the
full line of HD Studio lenses which includes the
DIGISUPER 25xs and new DIGISUPER 23xs.

Maximize Your Camera's Performance.
Find out more at canonbroadcast.com

1 -800 -321 -HDTV (Canada: 905-795-2012) Canon KNOW HOW
(dkork4 Canon USA... Canon and .:anon Know are registered trademarks of Canon In m the united States

and may also be registered trademarks or trademarks in other countries.
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Parameter

Signal format

Source impedance

Return loss

Signal amplitude

DC offset

Rise/fall time

Overshoot

Jitter

Specification
Unbalanced

7551 nominal

_15dB (5MHz to 270MHz)

800mVp.p ±10%

0.0V ±0.5V

0.4 to 1.5ns (20% to 80%)

<10% of signal amplitude

Above 10Hz: 0.74ns p -p maximum

Table 1. Interface specifications

component digital deserializer. The
system performs several functions

- implemented in dedicated ICs.
0 These are:

 Cable -loss equalization. An automatic
cable -loss equalizer for high -
frequency (>8MHz) and low -fre-
quency (<8MHz) losses introduced by
the coaxial cable. The equalization ca-
pability is a manufacturer's choice.
 NRZI-to-NRZ conversion. This pro-
cess is the reverse of the process tak-
ing place in the serializer.

circuitry to the incoming
data. PLLs have a specific
bandwidth determined
by the low-pass filter at
the output of the phase
detector. The bandwidth
should, ideally, be narrow
to achieve a high level of
noise immunity. Narrow -
bandwidth PLLs have a
correspondingly narrow

pull -in (capture) range, requiring a
highly stable crystal -controlled VCO
to stop it from drifting beyond the
PLL capture range. Noise immunity
and capture range are conflicting re-
quirements in the design of PLL cir-
cuitry. The current dominant tech-
nology relies on a PLL bandwidth
of the order of 2MHz. This means
that the VCO will follow incoming
signal jitter frequency -domain com-
ponents up to a limit of 2MHz. It
also means that the VCO free -run

10 bit

9

8

parallel
data out

7

Serial

NRZI NRZ Descrambler Serial to
parallel
converter

6In
5IN
4OE
3

2

data Cable equalizer
input

to

Serial clock 1

0

Parallel
Parallel
clock

Phase
LPF VCO

Timing
detector generator

clock

Figure 5. Block diagram of a 4:2:2 component digital deserializer

 Descrambling. This process is the
reverse of the process taking place in
the serializer resulting in the recov-
ered data being identical to the origi-
nal data.
 Clock recovery. The bit -serial digi-
tal signal is self -clocking. This means
that it carries no specific clock.
Rather, the clock is recovered by
counting the zero -to -one -to -zero
transitions in the signal. The clock re-
covery relies on the fact that the
scrambled NRZI datastream contains
a large number of transitions.

Current state-of-the-art technol-
ogy relies on PLL concepts for lock-
ing the receiver data extraction

frequency may drift up to a limit of
2MHz from the wanted frequency
and the PLL will correct for this fre-
quency drift. The regenerated serial
clock feeds the NRZI-to-NRZ con-
verter and the descrambler. It also
feeds a timing generator that regen-
erates the 27MHz clock required by
the serial -to -parallel converter.
 Serial -to -parallel conversion. The
serial -to -parallel converter recovers
the original parallel data for further
processing.

Regeneration of a reclocked
bit -serial signal. This function, avail-
able with some designs, permits
the regeneration of a high -quality

DESIGN MED INS AAAAAA ION OF
VIDEO AND LIDIO

SHIN IMP

noise -free bit -serial signal from the
corrupted input signal. The low -fre-
quency jitter of the input signal, in-
side the PLL bandwidth, will be car-
ried through, but the high -frequency
jitter will be eliminated.

Parameter

Signal format

Input impedance

Return loss

Optional cable loss
equalization

Specification
Unbalanced

7552 nominal

15dB (5MHz to 270MHz)

30dB at 270MHz

Table 2. Deserializer specifications

Table 2 lists some deserializer
specifications. The bit -parallel digi-
tal signal interface has been super-
seded by the bit -serial digital signal
interface, which is far more practi-
cal in large installations. The SDTV
model, as described above, has
served as a model for HDTV imple-
mentations with some application -
related approaches. BE

Michael Robin, a fellow of the SMPTE and
former engineer with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering headquar-
ters, is an independent broadcast
consultant located in Montreal, Canada.
He is co-author of DigitalTelevision
Fundamentals, published by McGraw-Hill
and translated into Chinese and Japanese.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

michael_rohin@primediabusiness.com

Digital
Television

Fundamentals

;:::
The Second Edition
of Michael Robin's
book may be
ordered directly
from the publisher
by calling
800-262-4729.
The book is

1111/41 available from
several booksellers.
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Network
cabling
and infrastructure
BY BRAD GILMER

la o get the most out of your
network infrastructure, pay
attention to details - such

as cabling. There are always areas in
which a good engineer can economize,
but buying cheap, non -rated network
cabling or failing to install it properly
can increase maintenance costs down
the road.

Cable categories
Let's assume that your network is

Ethernet. These networks invariably
use unshielded, twisted -pair (UTP)
cable. UTP cable manufacturers clas-
sify their products according to several
categories and frequently label them
CAT -3, CAT -5, CAT -6E and so on. As a
facility engineer, you don't have to un-
derstand the subtleties of CAT ratings,
but there are several things you should
know. First, there is a difference be-
tween rated and nonrated cable. Rated
cable has guaranteed performance
characteristics that meet or exceed IEEE
Ethernet specifications. This is impor-
tant because Ethernet network inter-
face cards (NICs) are designed to work
within these specifications. If the ca-

MIMES

type of service for which
you can use the cable, and
the maximum frequency or
data rate the cable can
handle. For example, CAT -
3 wire is typically used for
telephone service. CAT -5 is
appropriate for Ethernet
and works in 10Base-T net-
works. CAT5-E (the E
stands for extended) has
been certified for use at data
rates up to 1000Mb/s.

CAT -5 cable
A CAT -5 cable consists of

four pairs of wires (eight
wires total) twisted to-
gether in a specific way. The
IEEE Ethernet specifica-
tions specify the twist di-
rection (left-hand or right-
hand), twist per inch and so on, so that
the cable meets certain requirements
for crosstalk, return loss, etc. If you
think that crosstalk and return loss
sound like parameters that apply to a
transmission line, you are correct.
Design engineers use transmission

The wire's performance may be so bad

that the link between two Ethernet
devices fails entirely.

bling in your facility does not meet the
required specifications, it may cause
errors on the network. The wire's
performance may be so bad that the
link between two Ethernet devices fails
entirely, even though an ohmmeter in-
dicates the connection is good. Second,
the CAT ratings generally describe the

line models when designing their
cables. As for the color of the wires,
Standard 568 of the Electronic Indus-
try Association/Telecommunications
Industry Association (EIA/TIA) stan-
dardizes the colors of the wires in
Ethernet cables. Each pair is color -
coded; one wire in a pair is a solid

Figure 1. EIA/TIA
568 assigns CAT -X
cable colors in a
standardized way.
(Illustrations used
with permission
of Robert Kerr,
NetSpec)

color and the other is
striped. For example, in
one pair, one wire is solid
blue while the other wire is
blue/white. This helps
greatly when assembling
connectors or trouble-
shooting a wiring problem.
Figure 1 shows how the
EIA/TIA Standard 568 as-
signs specific pair colors.

Cable connectors
CAT -X cables are invari-

ably terminated in an RJ-
45 connector (RJ stands for
registered jack). The tele-
communications industry
has standardized several
registered jacks. The two
most common are the RJ-
11 connector, which is used

with telephones, and the RJ-45, which
is used with Ethernet UTP cable.

Roll your own
You can easily make up your own RJ-

45 cables. All you need are some con-
nectors, a crimp tool, some patience
and this article. As Figures 2 and 3 on
page 44 illustrate, the EIA/TIA 568B
RJ-45 wiring scheme standard speci-
fies that pair two connects to pins one
and two, pair three connects to pins
three and six, pair one connects to pins
four and five, and pair four connects
to pins seven and eight. For the cable
to work correctly, you must follow the
specific colors in the illustrations. Be
sure that the wires are all fully seated
in the connector before crimping.
Also, many connectors include a strain
relief that crimps the jacket of the
cable near the back of the connector.
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Be sure that you trim the wires such
that the strain relief engages the
jacket.

Plenum, please
One option you have when consid-

ering different network cables is
whether to buy plenum -rated cable.
Plenum -rated cable is designed for
use inside an air plenum (duct). It's
unlikely that you'll run your computer
cables though an air duct. But con-
sider this. Most equipment racks in a
post -production or television facility
are cooled by forcing cool air into the
bottom of the rack and exhausting it
out the top. (You can do it the other
way around, but you would be fight-
ing the tendency of hot air to rise.) In
the author's locality, the fire marshals consider the racks part
of an air plenum system. Therefore, we must use plenum -

rated cable. The author is not an expert on cable jackets but
believes that plenum -rated cable is designed to be less toxic
if the wires inside the jacket overheat and cause a fire. The

a new direction in routing
saveee 6C.sip siseesso

1)1111

Jul
5i4J)

NK is a compact and very flexible series
of routing systems designed for use in
broadcast, educational, corporate, and
government facilities.

NEW!

Coot Practical Technology

Avaliable in
analog and digital
audio and video
as well as data
routing formats.

All formats are
available in either
16x16 or 32x32
configurations.

www.rossvideo.com
tel: (613)652-4886 fax: (613)652-4425

email: solutions@rossvideo.com

Figure 2. (right) The
wires are trimmed
and ready to be in-
serted in the RJ45

cable.
Figure 3. (left) Make sure that all wires
are fully inserted into the RJ-45 connec-
tor before crimping.

most important thing project engi-
neers need to know about plenum -
rated cable is that it is expensive. In
fact, plenum -rated cable can be more
than double the price of non -ple-
num -rated cable.

CAT -rated jumpers
Frequently, installers run

Ethernet cables from patch panels
to computer equipment. They use
patch cords to jumper between the
patch panel and an Ethernet switch.
This type of installation is flexible,
and can give years of trouble -free
service. But beware of non -CAT -

rated jumpers. If you use the wrong
cable for jumpers, you can run into
all sorts of difficulties. For example,

the author was involved with a facility where the installa-
tion team had used flat (nontwisted) ribbon cable for
jumpers. Everything worked fine initially. But, after the in-
stallation was complete, some computers began to experi-
ence symptoms of network congestion. We spent a great
deal of time trying to locate the source of congestion but,
of course, we were unable to find a computer that was gen-
erating an inappropriate amount of network traffic. Ulti-
mately, we discovered that several of the flat jumper cables
were degrading the Ethernet signal to the point where the
NIC cards were unable to function properly. We replaced
all jumpers with CAT -5 -certified cables and the problem
went away.

Cable test sets
Finally, you should know that compact, full -featured

LAN -cable test sets are available. If you are going to be
doing LAN cabling on a regular basis, you should defi-
nitely purchase one of these. It can save you hours of
troubleshooting time. BE

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer & Associates, executive
director of the Advanced Authoring Format Association, executive
director of the Video Services Forum, and editor in chief of the
"File Interchange Handbook."

SEND Send questions and comments to: brad_gilmer@primediabusiness.com

FILE
INTERCHANGE

IIANDBOON

BRAD GIME-

To order Brad Gilmer's book, "File Inter-
change Handbook for Images, Audio and
Metadata," from Focal Press, visit
www.focalpress.com or call 800-545-2522.
The book is also available from most major
booksellers.
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Belden Delivers Flexibility To Your
Audio and Video Digital Conversion.

Analog, Digital or Data-
More Broadcast Engineers
Choose Belden Than Any Other
Brand of Cabling Products.

Why? Because broadcast engineers know that

Belden has an extensive line-up of digital cabling

products - including data cables - and the

quality to match.

Whether you're installing cable in a television or

radio studio, a video post -production facility, an

indoor or outdoor sports arena, a film production

studio, a church, a government chamber, or an

entertainment venue - any area where a high

quality signal is important - Belden has the

digital cable to meet your needs.

BRILLIANCE
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To make your selection process easier, we're

offering a 3rd E iition of our "Digital Studio Cable

Guide:' This Gu de will help your understanding of

digital cables, SDI and AES/EBU specifications,

HD Radio concerns, key electrical/distance

parameters, and why Installable

Performance s important to

cable performance.

Look to the leader. Call 1-800-BELDEN-4

and get a free ;opy of the definitive

"Digital Studio Cable Guide." Or download

a copy from BEIden's Web site at:

www.belden.c un/tb65.pdf.

Bern
Performance Delvers The Future
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Selecting
microphones for
noise suppression
BY EDDY B. BRIXEN

H aving too much un-
wanted sound in a mi-
crophone can cause

problems, such as reduced intelligibil-
ity, comb filtering and pumping ef-
fects from bad limiters. Broadcasters
are hoping for an improvement to the
ratio between wanted and unwanted
sounds. The best solution to these
problems is selecting a quality micro-
phone and putting it in the right po-
sition. This article will address how to
reduce the amount of unwanted
sounds when using microphones in
noisy environments.

Types of sound sources
Before selecting a microphone, it's

important to define what type of
sound source to capture and what type
to avoid or control. Sound pressure

111111111111

level from a point source in the free
field will double (+6db) each time the
distance is halved. In a diffuse sound
field, the level more or less remains
constant. Also, close to a large -plane
sound source, the sound field is rather
constant. The primary rule when cap-
turing the speaking voice (a point
source) in noisy surroundings (large
sources, many sources or diffuse

This rule should be applied to all types
of microphones. Bringing a miniature
microphone from the chest to the cor-
ner of the mouth, for example by us-
ing a headband or the like, yields a gain
of at least 10dB.

Pressure microphones
The pressure microphone (or

omnis) has by definition an omnidi-

Before selecting a microphone it's important to
define what type of sound source to capture and

what type to avoid or control.

sound field) is to reduce the
microphone's distance to the mouth.
The level of the voice increases as the
background noise remains constant.

rectional characteristic. The frequency
response is not affected by the change
of distance to the sound source (as
with pressure -gradient microphones).
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Figure 1.The suppression of distant sound sources obtained by using a cardioid headband microphone is shown in
comparison with an omni-headband microphone.The curve represents the actual measurement of a 4088 (cardioid)
compared to a 4066 (omni) from DPA Microphones.The voice would be at exactly the same level.
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12x5.3 Wide Super Zoom

True Life Cinema
Soho, New York City

12 x 5.3AIF.HR Wide Super Zoom
10 x 5.3AIF.HD Wide Super Zoom

angebieux

"As an independent

production company,

you need equipment

that delivers maximum

flexibility both

during shoots and

in post. I knew that

Thales Angenieux

made great film

lenses, but was

not aware of the

video lens line. Once I saw

the images produced by

the Thales Angenieux

lenses, I knew I had to

have them,,,
said Ron Buffone,

President and Principal

Owner of True Life Cinema.

(04I tried lenses from other

lens manufacturers with

focal ranges comparable

to Thales Angenieux's

12 x 5.3 Wide Super Zoom

lens, but nothing came

close.,,
said Mr. Buffone.

THALES
For more information call 973-812-3858,

e-mail angenieux@tccus.com or visit www.angenieux.com

The 4066 (omni) from DPA Microphones is designed to
handle sound pressure levels up to 144dB SPL before
clipping occurs.

Hence, it is unproblematic to retain a constant timbre no
matter the distance. On the other hand, it can be difficult to
get rid of distant noise; only the law of distance works here.

The frequency response goes all the way down to dc if
not compensated. However, in general, the pressure mi-
crophone is the least sensitive to wind/turbulence because
the membrane is mounted in front of a small, airtight
chamber, which to some extent controls the membrane.

Pressure -gradient microphones
Pressure -gradient microphones (figure eight/cardioids)

are sometimes called noise -canceling microphones. This
is true if the wanted sound (a point source) is in the near

Concerning a low -frequency sound

wave (meters long), there is not
much pressure difference

within two centimeters.

field, and if the unwanted sound source is in the far field.
The noise canceling is obtained mainly by the so-called
proximity effect and only to a minor degree by the direc-
tional characteristic.

The sound wave has admission to both the front and back
of the microphone membrane (or membranes if it is a
double -capsule design). A typical distance between front
and back is in the range of two centimeters. When a sound
wave passes, it will reach the front side first and a little
later the rear side of the membrane. The membrane will
move (vibrate) if a pressure gradient is present, which
means that the pressure is different on the two sides.

Concerning a low -frequency sound wave (meters long),
there is not much pressure difference within two centime-
ters. The pressure gradient is low at low frequencies. The
gradient increases with frequency as the wavelength
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Managed monitoring for
broadcast and distribution

Efficient solution to display analog, digital & High Definition video, audio,
alarms, network load and computer generated data.

Autonomous or multi -screen display to monitor up to 60 windows
simultaneously.

Perfect control room design offering the best possible combination of
display technology, hardware and software for 24/7 operation.

Barco Control Rooms

Noordlaan 5, B8520 Kuurne - Belgium

Phone: +32 56 36 82 11  Fax: +32 56 36 82 48
email: sales.bcthgarco.com

Barco Projection Systems

3240 Town Point Drive, Kennesaw, Georgia 30144 - United States

Phone: +1 770 2183200  Fax: +1 770 2183250

email: bpsmarketing@barco.com
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e2v technologies inc. USA
Tel: 1-914-592-6050
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http://comms.e2vtechnologres.com

Produclioo Clips

The 4088 (cardioid) from DPA Microphones is a miniature
cardioid headband designed for acoustically demanding live
performance environments, where background noise and
feedback are concerns.

decreases. The "raw" frequency response of a pressure -gra-
dient microphone is "thin," with only limited low -fre-
quency content. This is to some degree compensated for
in the design of the membrane in order to provide a proper
frequency response. Now, if the sound source is close to
the microphone - for example, a few centimeters -a
pressure difference between the front and back will occur
due to the law of distance. This difference, or gradient,
exists at all frequencies. Nevertheless, it will only affect the
lower end of the frequency range (typically <500Hz) due
to the lack of gradient at low frequencies.

The result is low -frequency content from distant sound
sources that is not gained as compared to a low -frequency
content of close (<0.5 meter) sound sources. (See Figure 1
on page 46.) This is also why a vocal microphone for stage
use sounds "thin" if used on distant sound sources.

In addition to this, the directional characteristic (off -axis)
will help to keep unwanted sounds attenuated. By reduc-
ing the entry to the backside of the membrane, the direc-
tional pattern may change to a cardioid type.

Interference tube (shotgun)
The shotgun is popular in sound recording for film, and

it works fine for that purpose. At times, it may be used for
stand-up or interviews in noisy surroundings. This is nor-
mally a misunderstood usage, as the off -axis response is
poor, and it is difficult to get the sound source (the voice)
close to the microphone element at the bottom of the tube.

Boundary layer
In the boundary layer (close to large reflecting surfaces), the

direct sound is doubled (+6dB gain) whereas the diffuse sound
field is only gained by 3dB. The relation of the direct -sound
field to the diffuse -sound field is improved by 3dB. Putting
the microphone in a corner will improve this further.

A dedicated boundary -layer microphone or any small
microphone may be used in the boundary layer. BE

50 broadcastengineering.com

Eddy B. Brixen is an acoustic consultant for Danish Broadcasters.
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A,
updates NY facility

FOX News realized recently
that it was out of space. For
more than six years, its

broadcast center in midtown

Manhattan was able to support the
needs of the operation. But the
growth of the FOX News channel since
its launch in 1996 had stretched the

capacity of the broadcast operations
center to its limits. As the channel's
daily programming demands contin-
ued to swell, it became clear to the en -
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A high level of monitoring is employed in FOX's production control room.
Clarity Lion 67 -inch LCD monitors are used in the monitor wall, which is
completely routable and reconfigurable.

gineering department that the broad-
cast facility was becoming the limit-
ing factor to the capabilities sought by
the production department. With all

three studios full and more new shows
on the way, an expanded facility core
and an additional studio cluster were
necessary.

Then, a street -level space right in
FOX's own building, located in a high -
traffic area on 47th Street, became va-
cant. The channel determined that the
new space provided the best location
for an advanced production facility, in-
cluding a studio that could support a
variety of programming. Spectacular
25 -foot ceilings and glass on two sides
of the building provided an opportu-
nity for the live NYC backdrop the pro-
ducers sought. Unfortunately, the space
also came with enormous structural
and logistical concerns that had to be
tackled, including the need to bridge
the long distance back to the existing
technical core.

Project team
With a six-month launch target, the

channel needed a project team that
could move quickly. Architects from
HLW provided space planning, struc-
tural analysis and interior design,
while Arthur Metzler & Associates
(AMA) assessed the expansion of the
electrical and mechanical infrastruc-
ture required in the new space. The
Systems Group (TSG) of Hoboken, NJ,
was chosen as integrator for the broad-
cast systems. The facility's director of
engineering, led the design team in
technology directives, operational
needs and plant integration.

The design concepts incorporated
into the production environment
marked a new direction in operational
design for the channel. Previous de-
signs and integration had been based
on traditional network news models.
The new control room required flex-
ibility to support a range of produc-
tion requirements.

The control room design included a
three -tiered environment with pre-
ferred sight lines from all viewing lo-
cations. The team selected TBC Con-
soles to provide production consoles
and cabinetry to meet the room's
equipment requirements. The control
room needed a large number of LCD
displays mounted on movable arms to
maintain critical sight lines to the
monitor wall. The ability to custom-
ize specific console sections was a key
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benefit in providing the
technical director with con-

trol of the switching, monitor-
ing and processing required for

live news production.
The team selected a Thomson Grass

Valley XtenDD 4M/E production
switcher, an Accom Dveous DVE and
Quantel's Picturebox still store. Op-
erator positions were supplied with a
standard pod of Telex communica-
tions panels, routing control, phone
systems and flat -panel PC monitors
for access to show rundowns and net-
worked office tools including e-mail.

The team undertook an extensive
study to analyze the cost and benefits
of using a traditional CRT -based sys-
tem versus the emerging multiviewer
technologies. To achieve flexibility
early on, the production control room
was designed around a multiviewer
processor driving a rear -projection
display monitor wall controlled by se-
rial tallies from the production
switcher, as well as router -driven dy-
namic tally and source IDs. This al-
lows the TD to change monitoring
configurations through snapshot re-
call between and during shows.

The main monitor wall comprises
four Clarity Lion UX 67 -inch rear -
projection screens fed by four 32 -in-
put Miranda Kaleido-K2 multi -image
processors. A TSL USC-21 system con-
troller coordinates and tracks the

FMC's audio cont7olro.m overlooks the production control room.The new
audio room is designed around a Calrec Sigma 100 digital audio console.

source identification, routing selec-
tions, switcher tally and audio level
metering of the various sources as-
signed to the specific displayed images.
A bank of six 24 -inch LCD monitors
mounted above the Clarity systems are
fed through an analog monitoring

Design team
FOX News:

Warren Vandeveer, vp operations anc engineering
Chris Bauer, dir. of engineering

HLW International:
John Gering, partner in charge
Phillip Fishel, project mgr.
Steve Newbold, project architect
Thornton Tomasetti, structural engir cer

The Systems Group:
Paul L. Rogalinski, senior project mgr
John Holt, sr.systems engineer
Darwin Clermont, installation supervisor
Steve Losquadro, lead technician

AMA Associates:
Conrad Chang, project mgr.

router. Evertz Quattro quad -split im-
agers support the monitoring of 24 se-
lectable remotes. A bank of traditional
12 -inch CRTs, fed from the in-house
cable system, were hung from the ceil-
ing to provide an economical solution
to traditional competition monitoring
within the viewing angle of the sec-
ond and third decks. Three additional
24 -inch LCDs, fed by a mix of multi -
imagers, were designed into the audio
control room for main system moni-
toring.

The adjacent audio control suite is
designed around a Calrec Sigma 100.
This hybrid console uses snapshot re-
call to quickly reconfigure for specific
productions.

An adjacent rack room located be-
hind the main production monitor
wall was built to support the Calrec
processor frames and racks of com-
munications equipment, as well as to
provide a central point for all PCs re-
quired in the control room cluster. By
using industrial rack -mount PC chas-
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Cm's 3 -Chip PTZ Camera System
Adds A New i ension To Quality Production

REALITY PROGRAMMING

20X Optical Zoom
(UP To 100X DIGITAL)

WEATHER COVERAGE TRAFFIC MONITORING

Now broadcasters can
take advantage of a high
quality PTZ camera system
featuring genuine Canon optics,
advanced technology and
sophisticated design and control.

Tfie NU -700N p-ovides an impressive
turnkey, plug and play system for
shooting documentaries, travel
destinations, outdoor reality
programs, weather, traffic and much
more. The NU -700N combines a 1/4"
3 CCD Canon video camera with a
built-in 20X optical zoom lens and 5X
digital function for a powerful 100X
zoom range, all contained in a rugged
outdoor housing with unique features
including a rain wiper and defrost.
When used with Canon's optional
network camera server, the VB150 ,

(shown below) broadcast images can
be controlled and viewed on the
Internet or a LAN.

NU -700N FEATURES AT A GLANCE

Exceptional video quality from Canon optics and a 3 CCD camera.

*A built-in rain wiper and defrost effect for adverse weather conditions.

*Powerful 20X optical zoom lens, plus a 100X digital zoom feature.

*Auto focus for improved operability.

'Flexible connectivity, either to a LAN or the
Internet through an optional server.

Non-proprietary protocol allows users and VB-150

system integrators to provide a third -party NETWORK CAMERA SERVER

server or controller, for easy integration with other systems.

NU -700N
UNDER $10,000

Find out more at
canonbroadcast.corn

1-800-321-4388 (Canada: 905-795-2012) KNOW HOWTM
Canons o registered trademark and :anon Know How is o trademark of Canon Inc ©2003 Canon USA, Ir--.



sis and KVM extenders, virtually all
fan noise was eliminated in the con-
trol rooms. This area also provided a
connectivity -demarcation point for
the control room.

A local technical support room ac-
commodates 20 racks of broadcast and
IT -systems equipment processing and
interconnection, as well as the re-
quired technical power distribution,
filtering and monitoring. The Studio
4 cluster is fully protected with a UPS
backed up by a diesel -powered gen-
erator. This system was put to the test
during the East Coast blackout last
summer. The system kicked in appro-
priately, supporting seamless news re-
porting throughout the blackout.

Directly underneath this technical
operations cluster, new studio produc-
tion systems include seven Thomson
Grass Valley LDK 200 digital cameras.
Four of these are equipped with
Canon E20X8BIE studio lenses
mounted on Vinten Quattro
four -stage studio pedestals with
Radamec robotic heads. Three cam -

Logistics planning and
integration

The new studios are located two sto-
ries above the existing technical and
production core and just over a
breezeway that runs between the two
buildings. Tying the studios into the
existing network operations required
extensive connectivity for communi-
cations, camera control, graphics, sys-
tem reference and centralized routing.
To complete the interconnections, a
carefully planned design -and -build
integration effort was required.

The installation schedule required
that the cable pulls and terminations
be in place before the facility docu-
mentation was completed. Using sepa-
rate groups of technicians, the wiring
began from five separate demarcation
points. The wiring between the two
buildings was installed in 12 four -inch
conduits carrying more than 275 coax
and 400 audio pairs. The plan allowed
separate groups of technicians each to
focus on a different set of cables,
knowing that when they reached their

FOX's street -level studio, with its backdrop of NYC streets, would have
been impossible without the removal of an enormous column that sup-
ported the building.

eras are set up with Canon J2 lax7.8
lenses, with a seventh camera supplied
with a jib for audience shots.

demarcation point, another group
technicians would be ready for the
handoff.

Equipment
list
Accom Dveous DVE
Quantel Picturebox SS
Miranda Kaleido K2
TSL USC-21 system controller
Clarity Lion UX 67 -inch display
Calrec Sigma 100 audio mixer
Fujinon studio and ENG lenses
Radamec camerarRobotics
Canon E20X8B1E and

J21AX7.8 lenses
Vinten Quattro four -stage

studio pedestals
Evertz Quattro quad split imagers
Thomson Grass Valley LDK 200

cameras
XttenDD production switcher

QTV prompter
360 Systems DigiCart II
Telex communications panels

Centralized core facilities
In addition to expanding the

crosspoints on the routing and com-
munications systems, the addition of
the fourth studio and its camera sys-
tems pushed the capacity of the exist-
ing video -shading area beyond its
limit. To accommodate the expansion,
a larger area was required. The team
designed a new graphics area into the
annex, freeing up valuable space in the
technical core. Combining existing
and expansion hardware, engineers
were able to provide for current and
future operational requirements. The
team renovated the vacated graphics
area to support not only a larger cen-
tralized camera area with better robot-
ics and intelligent server controls, but
also an expansion of the existing cen-
tral equipment room and a new, larger
area for master control.

FOX News and TSG worked together
to complete this addition in four
weeks, and the entire project took only
six months to complete. BE

Paul Rogalinski is the director of installa-
tion and a senior project manager for the
Systems Group.
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Ross Video Introduces 10 New Multi -Definition Synergy Switchers

OVERDRIVE PRODUCTION
CONTROL SYSTEM
OverDrive is a powerful production
control system that enables touch
screen control over devices used in
productions such as news, sports or
live events. OverDrive integrates
with the Synergy SD and MDX
series of production switchers,
leveraging powerful control inter-
faces over video servers, VTRs,
DDRs, audio mixers, robotic cam-
eras, routers, still stores and more.
www.rossvideo.com/overdrive/
overdrive_overviewhtml

TALIA NK ROUTING
The NK Series is a new line of
compact and cost effective routing
switchers. NK routers are available
in sizes of 16x16 or 32x32 and in a
full range of signal formats includ-
ing serial digital, analog video,
AES/EBU, analog audio and data
routing. NK ships with a powerful
web browser based configuration
system and is available immediate-
ly.
www.rossvideo.com/talia/nk/
nkoverview.html

GEARLITE MD
GearLite MD is a line of Multi -
Definition (High Definition &
Standard Definition) products.
These include the DAC-9213
Multi -Definition Digital to Analog
Converter, the SRA-9201 Multi -
Definition Reclocking DA, and the

SEA -9203 Multi -
Definition Serial
Equalizing
Amplifier.
A -PVM version of

the DAC-9213 is used specifically
for Sony PVM/BVM monitors.
Sony. PVM and BVM are trademarks of Sony Corporation

http://www.rossvideo.com/gearlite/
gearlite.html

SYNERGY MD/MD-X
MULTI -DEFINITION PRODUCTION SWITCHERS

The Synergy MD and MD -X series
offers models ranging from the
compact and powerful Synergy 100
MD single ME switcher to the extra
large, hyper powerful Synergy 4
MD -X 4 ME switcher. Synergy MD
and MD -X support all popular for-
mats of HD and SD out of the box.

Using the absolute latest technolo-
gy, these switchers are full of stan-
dard features at a price point that
puts a multi -definition switcher
within reach of a typical mid -market
customer.
www.rossvideo.com/synergy/
switchers.html
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Synergy MD/MD-X
Mult -Definition Production Switzber,,

Synergy SD
Digi:al Production Switches

Ross RVS Series
Analog Production Switchers

NEW! OverDrive
Production Control System

Talia Routing Systems
ss,

NEW! NK Compact Routing Systems

RossGear
Te-minal Equipment

GearLite
Compact Terminal Equipmert:

.v7Vif! GearLite MD
Compact Multi -Definition
Terminal Equipmment
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74,
At\c' Northern Virginia

Community College
goes tapeless

By Trenton J Mengel
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NVCC's new automated and
tapeless contrail room increases
the programming to 24 hours a day
while reducing the labor to less
than 20 hours a week.

Northern Virginia Com-
munity College (NVCC)
served more than

300,000 students in credit and non-
credit courses the 2001-2002 academic
year. Its television center broadcasts over
cable to Arlington, Fairfax, Loudoun and
Prince William counties and the city of
Alexandria.

The television center recently under-
went a project to eliminate all tape for-
mats. The primary goal of the project
was to store video and audio data cen-
trally in a 7TB RAID -5 system and to

consisted of eight Sony VO-9600s con-
trolled by a Matco-A control system.

The heart of the new control room is
the TiltRac (now Synergy Broadcast)
master control system. It includes a
master control computer, an online
server, two video encoders, a Web en-
coder and a digital archive unit (DAU)
with DVD-RAM media. The online
server can hold 100 hours of program-
ming at 8MB/s and output eight inde-
pendent video streams simultaneously.
If the first selected output channel fails,
the system can reconfigure itself to play

The new master control room was an
old broadcast studio that had not been

used for years.

use a 2GB/s Fibre Channel to share data
among computers. The secondary goal
was to reduce the personnel needed to
run the cable channel so they could be
assigned to other duties. And, of course,
the total expense of the project had to

At the heart of the completely tapeless system is
a TiltRac hybrid server system, which uses DVD-
RAM for archive. The server will act as network -
area storage until the new 8TB storage -area net-
work is installed.

be kept to a minimum. The project was
carried out in five phases.

Phase 1, June 2000:
Master control

The new master control room was an
old broadcast studio that had not been
used for years, located next to the ex-
isting control room. The empty studio
was a clean slate; it needed power, AC
and raised flooring. The old equipment

a video file on another output chan-
nel, if there are other channels open.

Each of the two encoders has its
own 60GB hard drive. The encoders
are configured to record most shows
at 6M13/s in MPEG-2 long -GOP

480p, but they can be
set up to record an en-
coder level of 10MB/s.
As mentioned earlier,
the online server only
holds 100 hours of
video, but the station
has over 1500 hours of
video stored on DVD-
RAMs. The DAU holds
500 9.4GB DVD-
RAMs and has a maxi-
mum capacity of
4.7TB. But that capac-
ity is possible only if
each disc is filled to its
capacity. To avoid

dropped frames and other playback
discontinuities, the data for each
show must be recorded contiguously
on the disc. Each side of a 9.4GB disc
can hold 4.7GB. A typical hour-long
encoded show uses about 2.5GB, and
a half-hour show uses about 1.25GB.
Thus, a one -hour show and a half-
hour show (a total of about 3.75GB)
can be stored on each side of a disc,
leaving about 0.95GB per side (1.9GB
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per disc) unusable. An-
other problem is that eras-

ing old programs and re -using
parts of a disc for new programs

sometimes leaves only half of the to-
tal disc space usable. So, in practical
terms, the capacity of the DAU is ac-
tually closer to 3TB.

Originally, all the IP data passed
through a Netgear eight -port switch.
But, the college installed a VoIP phone
system and it needed a switch that was
controllable. So it replaced the Netgear
with a Cisco 3424. All the signals pass
through a Sigma Matrix 32x32 audio -
follow -video stereo router.

A Leitch DPS-575AV digital process-
ing synchronizer provides auto level
control and final adjustment of the
video and audio signals at the cable
headend. Also, it is configured to in-
sert on line 19 odd, which has full field
bars for test and level control for the

The audio production room handles
all of the audio needs for the 53x31 -
foot studio, voice-over booth and
Sony's ACID 3.0 audio workstation.

entire cable system. In addition to the
test signal, the station uses the keyer
option on the synchronizer to insert
the college's logo. The logo can be re-
placed with a school -closing lower -
third as needed.

The old master control signal was run
into one of the Sigma router's inputs
so the college could run its program-
ming while the shows were going
through the encoding process. After
most of the college's programming was
encoded, the old master control system
was turned off and the router input was

converted to a PowerPoint trouble slide.
After a semester of running the nor-
mal programming schedule, the college
decided to increase the total program-
ming to run 24 hours a day.

Phase 2, July 2002:
Studio control

The studio control room equipment
was as old as the master control equip-
ment. Studio control was crammed
into a 10x15 -foot room, leaving little
space to walk or sit. The plan was to
divide the audio and video equipment
into separate rooms and upgrade the

To handle the video needs for the stu-
dio control room, another TiltRac en-
coder and a smaller online server were
purchased. Because TiltRac made the
equipment in the master control room,
the files pass between the two rooms
without any problems. The online
server has half the storage of the mas-
ter control system and can output only
four video streams. The encoder is
identical to the two in the master con-
trol room.

The audio side is mixed through an
existing Mackie 24-8 and captured
into the TiltRac encoder computer or

The old audio room became a desperately needed
voice-over booth.

entire plant to a tapeless format from
3/4 -inch U-Matic. It would cost less
than an upgrade to a digital tape for-
mat and would make the plant more
efficient. If the file is already in the
computer, why record it to tape, record
it back into the edit server, perform
the editing, then record it back out to
tape for the final encode back into IP?
It would be much easier just to send
the file over the network to the com-
puter station that needs it.

The college moved the video equip-
ment into a 10x15 -foot room next
door and the audio mixer from its
6x8 -foot room into the larger space
where the video equipment used to be.
The old audio room became a desper-
ately needed voice-over booth. At the
heart of these rooms is a Sierra Video
Tahoe router. The Tahoe is
configured to handle video
separately from the audio
through three router con-
trollers, saving the cost of
buying separate routers.
The controllers for the
router were placed in the
audio room, the technical
director's station and the
engineering station. Only
the engineering station can
change both audio and
video from the same con-
troller.

a digital audio workstation (DAW).
Then the DAW is used to create new
audio beds using Sony's ACID, which
are then sent to the NLE for insertion
into the video clip. The video side
uses an existing Echolab 6. The final
output from the room is captured
into the encoder. When the file is
complete, it is sent over IP either to
an NLE or to the master control
online server for air or archive.

Phase 3, November 2002:
NLE systems

The NLE systems were placed in the
redundant master control room,
which had not been used for more
than five years. Paint and new carpet
were the only things needed to pre-
pare the edit room. Two Dell Precision

The production studio engineer position con-
trols the video levels, encoders and client copy
tape decks.
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Exceptional HD/SD Non -Linear Editing
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Integrated Content Environment

VelocityHD

See VelocityHD in action
in a city near you!

The "Take the High Road"
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Take Your Editing Performance "Higher"
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definition without sacrificing productivity. VelocityHD makes
HD editing fast and easy, bringing guaranteed, full -quality,
real-time non-linear editing performance to the HD domain.
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worlds, while its remarkable affordability brings a new level
of HD power within your grasp.
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650s were purchased for
NLE. The computers have

dual 2.8GHz processors, 2GB
RAM, 100GB RAID -5 storage and

a DVD+R burner. Vegas with DVD
authoring proved to work with the
TiltRac MPEG-2 long -GOP 480p file
format. Prior to the purchase of Ve-
gas, the facility used Adobe Premiere.

At at -
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All of the monitors for the technical
director position are routable.

The system was used to convert the
files to AVI, then back into MPEG-2
on the final render -a time-consum-
ing process. The raw field video was re-
corded into the Laird DV drive, then
dragged and dropped onto the NLE
drives. When the final program was ren-
dered, the file was transferred either
onto the master control online server
and archived in the DAU, or burned into
a data or video DVD-ROM.

Phase 4, July 2003:
Backup online systems and
Web streaming

With the addition of a second master
control computer and a second online
master control server, unscheduled
downtime is reduced to less than 15 sec-
onds a year. This low downtime is pos-
sible because the redundant and pri-
mary systems simultaneously play the
same file. When there is a problem with
the primary system, an automatic router

Nonlinear editing is done with two
Dell Precision 650s and Sony's Vegas
4.0 with DVD authoring software.

switch puts the backup system on -air.
Web streaming is done through two
servers: an off -site, third -party host and
an intranet server that both output
300Kb/s Windows Media streams. All
VOD telecourse files are located on the
intranet servers to prevent unauthorized
viewing. The students have to be on
campus and sign onto the streaming
page with their user name and pass-
word to access the files.

Kino unveils a dazzling luminaire guaranteed to
raise your IQ ( Ilumination quotient). The ParaBeam®
400 look is hip. The light is cool. A smart choice for stu-

dios, the ParaBeamBeam. can dish out more
than a 3K softlight

on less than two amps! Its

intense beam of True Match®
light can focus into the far cor-
ners of a set. All ParaBeams
come complete with flicker -free
DMX dimming, gel frame, egg
crate louver and diffuser.

10848 Cantara Street Sun Valley CA 91352
818 767 6528 voice 818 767 7517 fax
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to broadcast
Different applications require
different solutions. Most
manufacturers' limited awareness
of this fact just creates problems.

Calrec solves them.

Whatever your requirements,
Calrec have a solution available
right now.

Specialists in broadcast console

design for over 30 years. Calrec
provide all the broadcast features
your programme needs, now and
in the future.

Powerful, flexible feature set to meet all
programme needs

 Embedded control system allowing for
power -up and operation without the PC

CalreOs unique family of digital
production consoles all share the
same high levels of resilience, all
have hot-swappable cards and
panels and all operate
independently of the on -board PC.

In short, all Calrec consoles share
She same comprehensive
broadcast specifications essential
for live to air production. ft's no
,Yonder they have the finest
reputation for quality
and reliability.

Calrec,Total commitment,
total solution.

Calrec Digital Broadcast
Console Users:

 Clear Channel
 CNBC
 KJRH Ch 2 Tulsa
 KNSD-TV Ch 39 San Diego
 KXAS-TV Ch 41 Dallas
 KXTX-TV Ch 39 Dallas
 Maryland Public Television
 NBC Olympics
 NBC Television Network
 NEP Supershooters, Inc.
 Trio Video
 Univision Network
 WTVJ Ch 6 Florida
 WVTM-TV Ch.13 Birmingham
 WXYZ Ch 7 Detroit

Automatic redundant DSP, control  Hot -swap cards and modules throughout
processor and PSU systems - ALL cards and panels are removable and

High input headroom, excellent insertable under power

audio performance Full system reboot in less than 20 seconds

CALREC AUDIO LTD, NUTCLOUGH MILL HEBDEN BRIDGE, WEST YORKSHIRE, HX7 8E1, UK TEL: 01144 1422 842159 EMAIL enquiries@calrec.com WEB: www.calrec.com

South and Mid West States - TEL: (615) 871 0094 EMAIL: ericj@redwoodwen.com

North East States and Canada -- TEL: (212) 586 1376 EMAIL dsimon@studiotonsultants.com

Western States - TEL: (818) 841 3000 EMAIL: jschaller@audiospec.cora



<(.0 Phase 5,
\:\:\., May 2004: SAN

The broadcast center will use
3\ the TiltRac servers as network -area

storage until the storage -area network
(SAN) can be purchased. The SAN will
add a lot more storage for online files
(including Windows Media files)
and production files. Figure 1 shows
how the SAN will connect to the other
station devices. All the files for the sta-
tion are kept on the SAN's seven us-
able terabytes. The SAN also uses a
2GB/s fiber backbone to reduce
data -transfer times dramatically.
Transfer time over 10/100 Ethernet
was reduced from 15 minutes to two
minutes. Another plus is that, if a
computer is connected to the Fibre
Channel, the SAN behaves as a local

Design team
Installer:

Trenton Mengel, CE

Studio
encoder

Studio
online
server

Raw field
video

firewire

SAN

NLE edit

Master
control

encoders

Master
control
online

servers

Digital
audio
work-
station

ALr

Digital
archive

unit

Figure 1. Flowchart of connections to SAN

drive for that computer - eliminating
the need for data transfer. The SAN will
be set up in a RAID -5 configuration
and will serve as both long- and short-
term storage for the television center's
data. Reducing the digital archive's
workload will allow it to be what it was
designed to be: a true archive.

Some snags
Finding an NLE system capable of

handling the Synergy -encoded

MPEG-2 long -GOP 480p file format
was time-consuming. For the first year,
a product simply was not available.
Encoding all the video into the system
was a time-consuming process, with
each show taking 1-1/2 times as long
to process. The SAN has a 2TB stor-
age limitation. This is not a problem
yet. But, with HD files or other large
file formats, it could become an
issue. Asset management is becom-
ing a concern as well, with multiple

GET CONNECTED
WITH OUR COMPLETE LINE OF SIGNAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Regardless of whether your facility is large or small, new or old, digital or
analog, we can provide a signal management system to address your current and
your future needs. High performance routing switchers from 16x16 to 2048x2048,
cost effective multi channel master control switchers, and flexible control systems
that seamlessly integrate it all. Get connected and stay connected with NVISION.

S. UN{ jar ans nomas
as - tau gl Kum aim menne
se - sa- ono 

. 48411.vs-1111111111111111111111

Flexible Router Control Systems

Large Video and Audio Routers

Compact Multi Format Routers

Masters in Digital Audio, Pioneers in HDTV

Multi Channel Master Control
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SOLVED...with the Award -Winning D1, -850H1) Legalizer from Videotek!

Videotek unravels the mystery of high definition color space with the powerful new DL-850HD High Definition Serial
Digital Legalize( The intuitive design of the DL-850HD simplifies the complex task of conforming your program
content to broadcast specifications and takes the guesswork out of legalizing HD -SDI signals. The DL-850HD
continues the tradition of Videotek's legalization products by offering direct access operation, front panel status
LED's, and straight-foward system menu navigation. With vector and encoded so't limits, and optional HD -SDI
gamut monitoring output (DL -Opt. GMO), the DL-850HD is at home in any broadcast or post -production facility.

Product Highlights:

Confonis HD to Encoded. SD and RGB  CRC Monitoring with Error Indication,

Specifications Recalculation and Insertion

 Instartaneous Pixel by Pixel Correction  Adjustable Alarm Mask
 Fully Adjustable HD & SD Clip Levels  Ethernet. Web Server and GPI Control

 HD -SDI Gamut Monitoring Output Option  Front -Panel Cable EQ Notification

 20 User Presets  HD -SDI Outputs with Bypass

For more thar 30 years. VIDEOTEK has led the broadcast industry with innovative. high performance products.
In today's digital world, Videotek continues to set the standard for legalization color correction and processing
amplifiers. To team more about our solutions, visit our web site at: www.videotek.com or call: 800-800-5719 and
speak with ore of our sales engineers.
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YE AR WARRANTY

Call our product specialist today!

VIDEOTEK
A ZERO DEFECTS COMPANY

Toll Free: 800-800-5719 Direct: 610-327-2292 www.videotek.com
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CD

4ZOek
copies of the same file,

or revised copies of files,
Ifstored in multiple locations in

the system. Another issue to be re-
solved had to do with the college's vi-

rus checking software. It slowed the
data tranfer rate from 2GB/s to
100MB/s, and had to be turned off.

Benefits and costs of
tapeless operation

Transferring files over IP, rather than
tape, has improved the quality of the
facility's product dramatically, as well
as reducing the time it takes to finish

Master control conversion $250,000

Studio control conversion $100,000

Dell Precision 650s for NLE $10,030

Web server $10,030

SAN $160,000

Total $530,000

Table 1. Breakdown of costs for con-
verting to a tapeless plant

a show. This has led to 24 -hour pro-
gramming. Before, when the station
was off the air, it aired a PowerPoint
slide. Now, the station runs a selection
of programming and college promo-

tional material. The new system has
reduced maintenance cost and repair
time greatly. The labor for master con-
trol has been reduced from 96 hours
per week to less than 20 hours. The
personnel that maintained and oper-
ated master control have been moved
to other positions in the television
center. Table 1 shows the approximate
cost for each phase of conversion. The
total cost of converting to a tapeless
plant was about $500,000. BE

Trenton J. Mengel is the chief engineer at
NVCC's television center.

Equipment list
Master control room:
TiltRac

Master control computers
Online server computers
509GB RAID -5 storage
Encoder computers
Webcaster computer
Digital archive unit

Digibox 1x16 RS -232 multiplier
Vela Quad decoders
Leitch DPS-575AV synchronizer
Panasonic

External SCSI DVD-RAM drives
BT-S915DA and BTM 1950
color monitors
AJ-450 DVCPRO VTRs

Cisco 3424 Ethernet switch

Sigma
SS -2100 DAs

Matrix 32x32 audio -follow -
video router
TSG-470 test -signal generator

Viewcast Osprey -210 video -
capture card

Black Box 16 -port ServSwitch
Videotek VTM-300 multiformat on-

screen monitor
Iris Video Commander 16x16 video

stereo router
Sony BVU-900 U-Matic VTRs

Studio control room:
TiltRac online server/encoders
Lynx audio card for DAW

Panasonic AJ-230H VTRs
Videotek VTM-300 multiformat on-

screen monitor
Echolab 6 video switcher
Black Box eight -port ServSwitch
Sierra Video Tahoe 32x32 video

stereo router
Mackie 24-8 mixer

NLE room:
Dell Precision 650 dual -

processor computers
Sony Vegas 4.0 NLE software

SAN:
Dual -controller 2GB/s Fibre

Channel RAID

"Omneon is the one server that fits our tight
budget, meets all our requirements today

and supports us as our needs change."

Helge Blucher
Vice President

Detroit Public Television

With Omneon SPECTRU' media servers, Detroit Public IV
implemented a solution that works across their entire operation,

was configured precisely to their needs, and can expand in
smart, manageable increments-all without replacing the original

system and in many cases, without taking the system off-line.

To learn more about the unique advantages of an Omneon
SPECTRUM media server system visit

Its not just
what you serve.

OMNEON
VIDEONET WORKS



QScript & CNN

THE WORLD'S NEWS LEADER

Autocue

Script

...concept

...creation

...product

An Integrated Software Solution Case Study



A breakthrough in CNN production practices

Concept

In the fall of 2002, CNN International contacted Autocue to discuss their interest in a solution for

their news production process that would eliminate paper scripts with a substitute electronic view.

Such a solution would significantly reduce the high cost of supporting numerous laser printers

(paper, toner, repairs and replacement). In addition, they could put a number of VJs (video

journalists) back in the newsroom, rather than chasing paper from printers to production staff.

Autocue's unique set of products and newsroom expertise

made a perfect fit. With its QSeries product line that

included the QNews NRCS, automation capabilities,

Unicode compliance, redundant server architecture and full

integration with QTV's prompting systems, a large and

stable code base offered a running start to the solution.

The early goals set out by CNNi and Autocue included:

Q Mirror the iNews® rundown. Must continuously update with any changes including adds,
deletes, updates, reorders and floats (similar to prompter interface or machine control
integration with the rundown). Update speed is critical. Any changes made in iNews should
be reflected as quickly as they are in the prompter interface.

Q Display scripts on flat -panel touch screen monitors, minimum size 17", mounted on
adjustable monitor arms to provide flexibility and preserve space in control room. Monitor
arms should be adjustable by each operator, and should allow for viewing from two control
room workspaces approximately 3 feet apart.

Q Display at least two complete scripts at a time in two separate panels - an Air panel for
displaying the current on -air script and a Preview panel for displaying the next script to go
to air, or another script of the user's choosing.

Q Allow user to activate Air or Preview panel by touching the panel on the screen or by
pressing Air or Preview key on keypad. Through some visual indicator, it should be very
clear to the user which panel is active at any time.

CI Offer 2 modes:

Auto mode - This is the default. In Auto mode, when the user advances the Air
script, the Preview script automatically advances along with it to the script that
follows the new Air script.

Manual mode - If at any time the user manually changes the script in the Preview
panel, he switches into Manual mode. The two panels are now independent of
each other and will not advance together. The user can continue to advance the Air
script while viewing scripts from any location in the rundown in Preview.

If the user wants to go back to Auto mode, he can touch the Auto button on the screen. The
Preview panel will then display the script that follows the current Air panel script, and the
two panels will once again advance together.

CI Allow user the following options for navigating through scripts:
Advance through scripts using arrow buttons on the touch screen
Advance through scripts using arrow keys on keypad



Design
Designs for QScript began to take shape quickly as the project got under full swing in January

2003. Early views looked like this:

ON AIR

Script pagel

PREVIEW

Script page2

Touch Screen

lc ,, A.
lood Show igt

Xpi nitnu

Script Page Order

While QScript was conceived as a wireless production system, CNNi chose to physically connect

the user workstations to the QScript network with a wired network connection. After several

experiments, they choose to use flat touch screens that could be used either with a fingertip or a

stylus.

Beginning in the spring of 2003, beta releases were used by CNNi off -air to find bugs, conduct load

testing and to enhance functionality as hands-on experience was collected.

QScript On -Air

Ahead of schedule, CNNi went on -air with QScript in June of 2003. Under live conditions, CNNi

directors observed some of the hidden benefits. Because directors could prepare for their shows

earlier and because out -of -order scripts no longer congested the production process, much of the

pressure and anxiety that accompanies producing a live newscast, dissipated. Control over this

part of the production process was a stress reliever.

With some experience under their belts, Autocue and CNNi could push the envelope further by

adding additional features such as 'personal inking', archiving and printing. This additional

functionality allowed different groups of users to apply different sets of notations to the same script,

provided a way to archive and subsequently retrieve the marked -up scripts and added the ail lity to

print the scripts together with the notations.
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Final implementation of the main screen

work area took this form.

The custom QScript layout displays two

scripts at the same time - typically the

current on -air script on the left-hand side

and the next script on the right-hand side.

The narrow bars on either side of the

screen provide a quick way of navigating

between scripts when in manual mode.

The director can make annotations

(scribbles, highlights or stamps) on either

script, with a choice of pen colors, widths and opacities. Once the annotations have been saved for

a particular script, they will be displayed immediately on all other workstations viewing that script.

Across the bottom of the screen are easy -to -access buttons that help the director to navigate or

annotate, quickly and easily. QScript is

designed to be fast and simple to operate ...

relieving complexity, not increasing it.

This view is of QScript while being used in a

wireless mode. This allows the user to be

freed from a fixed position to mark up and

annotate their show. In a wireless

implementation, QScript can easily be

mounted on cameras in the studio making it

easy for camera operators to see the scripts

and anticipate camera cues.

The implementation of QScript at CNNi was

a success and has resulted in CNN adopting QScript for all their facilities under a global license.

"We have simplified our entire production process," - Anne Woodward, Director of Technical
Operations

"There are no more late or out of order scripts. Everything is right there at their fingertips," - John

Davies, News Production Supervisor.

Whether by evolution or revolution, QScript has, after 20 years of NRCS development, finally

achieved the goal of paperless news production.

For further information about QScript visit the Autocue website on www.autocue.com
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Meeting SHVA
measurement requirements
BY DON MARKLEY

any TV viewers
choose to use satel-
lite service to receive

signals other than their local stations.
Viewers who cannot receive their lo-
cal stations' terrestrial broadcasts can
request that the satellite service pro-
vider offer the main network signals.
There are two sets of legislation that
allow such viewers to request this ser-
vice: the Satellite Home Viewer Act
(SHVA) of 1988, 17 U.S.C. Section
119, and the Satellite Home Viewer
Improvement Act (SHVIA) of 1999,
PL 106-113. But, for the viewer, it's a
confusing mess.
First, the viewer has to request net-

work service. The satellite service pro-
vider then checks the viewer's zip code
to see if a local station claims service
to that area. That is where the first

abuse of the system happens. Some
stations claim service to zip codes
where their signal could only be re-
ceived on a tethered balloon. If a sta-
tion claims service to the viewer in

11111111111111

islation specifies the time allowed for
the station to act on the waiver re-
quest, stations routinely drag out
their denial for as long as possible in
the hopes that the request will sim-

Some stations claim service to zip codes

where their signal could only be received

on a tethered balloon.

question, the satellite service provider
may then request a waiver so it doesn't
have to provide network service.

Here's the second abuse of the sys-
tem. Naturally, the television station
in question is reluctant to admit that
there is any area it doesn't serve or to
relinquish claim to a household as
part of its viewership. While the leg -

A look at the consumer side of DTV

Use of broadband connections is increasin
South Korea has highest number of broadband users

EU average]

United States

Japan

South Korea

15

6

 Current penetration2  Potential penetration2

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

The percent of households with broadband connection
1- Penetration is significantly higher in certain EU member states - for example,

Sweden at 23%, Belgium at 20%, Netherlands at 19%.
2- Current penetration based on estimated 2003 data; potential penetration assumes

households are willing to spend up to 1% of income on broadband.

120%

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company www.mckinsey.corn

ply go away. If at all possible, a sta-
tion will try to justify a denial of the
waiver request.

The first thing the station has to do
is calculate the predicted field
strength at the viewer's location.
SHVA has defined rigid criteria us-
ing the Longley-Rice Propagation
Model, Technote 101 and OET Bul-
letin 69 for this calculation. For a
single location, the FCC states that
stations must use the Individual
Location Longley-Rice (ILLR)
model. This is basically the same
model applied to other broadcast -
oriented calculations, with some
small variations. For example, the
ILLR calls for running the model in
the individual mode instead of the
broadcast mode. In addition, the sta-
tion must consider terrain elevation
every 0.1 kilometers, use a confi-
dence -variability factor of 50 per-
cent, ignore any error codes and
consider the antenna height to be 20
feet above ground level (AGL) for
single -story buildings or 30 feet AGL
for buildings taller than one story.
The Cable Services Action CS 99-1
contains this specification. OET 69
gives the elevations as six and nine
meters. Section 73.686(d), for mea-
surements as opposed to calcula-
tions, specifies the elevations as 6.1
and 9.1 meters.
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If any reader thinks that there is go-
ing to be some significant difference
between 6 and 6.1 meters or between
9 and 9.1 meters AGL, he should seek
a different field of endeavor. Yet, that
is one of the complaints
raised in Petitions to Deny
the First Report and Order
in this matter, ET Docket
No. 00-11, 15 FCC Rcd
12118 of 2000. Again, this is
an abuse of the system. That
type of action is obviously
an attempt to delay enforce-
ment of the act for as long
as possible. It is easy to pick
on the commission's deci-
sions because it often seems
to do dumb things. But it's
a pity the commission
seems to have no authority
to simply throw out nui-
sance petitions. Our good
vice president would know
what to tell them, but the
commission can't use that
type of language.

To predict the eligibility of
the viewer to receive the sat-
ellite signal, the station must
run the calculations using
ILLR. At least one of the
popular software services in-
cludes this ability in its pro-
gram. While a station would
naturally be hesitant to pur-
chase all that software for one calcu-
lation, the station's consulting engi-
neer should be empowered to do so.
A big difference shows up at that
point in the individual study. Nor-
mally, the station would perform the
study only for a small area where the

predicted field -strength value is re-
quired only at the viewer's location
- not everywhere in the service area.

If the station, based on ILLR, does
not grant the waiver, the viewer can

cellent TV field -strength meters, oth-
ers are truck -driver CBers who have
upgraded to technician class to get
away from the noise. In other words,
the technical ability of these people

varies greatly. The commis-
sion does touch on a rough
technical requirement for
field -strength meters in
Section 73.686, but there
are no real criteria to judge
the accuracy of the meter,
the ability of the operator
or the calibration of the an-
tenna, feed line and meter.

But that's enough com-
plaining. If the measure-
ments reveal that the viewer
does not receive a signal suf-
ficient for off -air viewing,
the television station gets to
pay for the measurement. It
seems, to this humble au-
thor, that there's a lot of
wiggle room here. For ex-
ample, the cost of doing the
measurement seems to be
closely related to the expe-
rience and qualifications of
the person doing the work.
If a ham operator - using
a meter of unknown brand
from the last ham fest -
does the work, the cost
would probably be minimal.
On the other hand, if an ex-

perienced professional engineer in the
business does the work with the latest
model UHF field meter, freshly cali-
brated, then get ready to face the
equivalent of a few hours time for a
good attorney.

Stations sometimes must conduct field -strength mea-
surements to verify coverage. This truck is operated
by INRAL-TV, NC. Photo courtesy Potomac Instruments.

request field measurements. The sat-
ellite service provider then selects an

independent signal -intensity tester
from a list provided by the American
Radio Relay League (ARRL) - the
same organization that we hams have
belonged to, off and on, for many

It's a pity the commission seems to

have no authority to simply throw
out nuisance petitions.

viewer is located. To do the study with
points at 1/10 of a kilometer all the
way out to the edge of service would
cause the poor computer to slog away
for hours for no good purpose. The

years. It is considered to have the
right people and the right technical
skills to perform the measurements.
Right. While some members are
hams who could design and build ex

BE

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates, Peoria, IL.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

don markley@primediabusiness.com
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The modern digital television
camera is an impressive piece
of technology. In fact, it

might be the ultimate analog -to -digi-
tal converter. It converts light -inten-
sity variations into an analog electri-
cal signal, and then converts that to a
digital signal. Given the high band-
width of the video signal and the fact
that the digital conversion is three di-
mensional (one temporal dimension
and two spatial dimensions), the digi-
tal video camera ranks high on the

scale of commercially available con-
verters. And the range of resolutions
available in modern video cameras is
huge, from Webcams to eight -

MIN=

high frame rates; some hang on the
back of telescopes and are cooled by
liquid nitrogen to reduce noise and
increase sensitivity. Of course, such

Image sensor technology has advanced

tremendously since the days
of tube cameras.

megapixel electronic cinematography
cameras and everything in between.
Some scientific image sensors run at

devices don't serve broadcast televi-
sion. But the research -and -develop-
ment funding for such advanced
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Today, high -definition, multiformat,
multi -frame -rate cameras are the
norm. Photo courtesy Panasonic.

sensor technology has over time trick-
led down to mainstream television ap-
plications, resulting in improved sen-
sitivity and resolution, effective meth-
ods for managing defective pixels, and
other important developments.

Image sensors designed for scientific
and technical applications define the
upper limits of electronic imaging
technology. It is important to recog-
nize that, though HDTV is just now
beginning to impact consumer prod-
ucts, HDTV cameras are well into their

third and fourth generations. At the
same time, some research institutions
have begun to define extremely high -
definition television for the next gen-
eration of camera technology. A 12-
megapixel image sensor might be the
seed for research into real-time imag-
ing at stunning quality levels. But re-
member that HDTV's native resolu-
tion is already adequate for most of
today's consumer applications.

Imaging
technologies

Image sensor technology has ad-
vanced tremendously since the days of
tube cameras. Plumbicon, orthicon
and other tube technologies served
well in their day. But factors such as
lifetime operating cost (capital and
replacement cost), sensitivity, labor
cost for constant adjustment, size,
power consumption, weight, limiting
resolution, and modulation transfer
function have consigned tube cameras
to the scrap heap of TV history. Early
CCDs struggled to match the perfor-
mance of modest plumbicon cameras,
but CCD technology quickly advanced
to eclipse tube technology and has be-
come today's standard. The newest
technology for image sensing is
CMOS. These image sensors offer
lower noise, higher sensitivity and
other improvements. CMOS image
sensors are showing up in consumer
still cameras and in both
consumer and profes-
sional video cameras. It is
logical to expect that the
research dollars invested
in developing CMOS im-
age sensors for consumer
applications will drive it to
higher levels of perfor-
mance, challenging CCD's
dominance in professional
cameras.

The ultimate criterion
for imaging devices is the
distance between display
pixels. The human visual system can
distinguish adjacent pixels only when
the distance between them is at least
one arc minute, depending on age and

High -resolution im-
age sensors like this
12-megapixel CCD
chip represent the
upper limit in elec-
tronic imaging tech-
nology. Photo cour-
tesy Canada France
HawaiiTelescope.

several other factors. One current
HDTV format, 1920x1080 pixels, sat-
isfies the limits of the human visual
system's resolving power when viewed
from approximately 3.3 times the pic-
ture height. (For NTSC, the corre-
sponding viewing distance is about six
times the picture height.) An image
created with twice as much horizon-
tal and vertical resolution, using
square pixels, would either increase
the allowable viewing distance or in-
crease the picture's surface area by
roughly four times. Such displays
would not be very useful in most con-
sumer environments, but could be at-
tractive for virtual reality and other
applications. They are aimed at futur-
istic markets or industrial applica-
tions. But the purpose of this article is
to review real-time imaging systems.

The lens
It is also important to consider a tele-

vision camera and its lens as a com-
bined system. The camera and lens
contribute equally to picture quality.
For instance, buying an HDTV cam-
era and using an older lens with a
modulation transfer function that is
not a good match to the performance
of the camera's imager will yield infe-
rior results, or at the least impaired
performance. Larry Thorpe, former
Sony executive and advocate for
HDTV for nearly two decades, was

recently asked - only
slightly facetiously - if
his current position with
a lens manufacturer
might lead him to view
television cameras merely
as a lens accessory. In-
deed, some manufactur-
ers have reduced the size
of their high -quality tele-
vision cameras until they
are significantly smaller
than the lens to which
they are coupled. Modern
HDTV system perfor-

mance would not be possible without
the incredible advances in lens perfor-
mance over the last decade. But such
performance does not come cheaply;
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long -zoom -ratio HDTV
lenses still cost between
$150,000 and $200,000.

The combined camera -
lens system affects many
aspects of performance,
including colorimetry.
The combination of im-
age -sensor sensitivity
and the spectral
bandpass of the optical
system is additive. In
general, lens manufac-
turers design their prod-
ucts to provide a flat
spectral response to be
compatible with any
other manufacturer's
cameras without modifi-
cation. The only
customization on the lens is its elec-
tronic interface to the camera. But,
today, SD/HD-switchable cameras in-
creasingly dominate the marketplace.
So, when buying a lens, you must
consider carefully whether the lens
should have a ratio converter that will
allow the taking angle of the lens/
camera system to remain fixed in
both 16:9 and 4:3 aspect -ratio imag-
ing modes. If the lens is intended for
use with a specific image sensor at 4:3
and the camera is switched into 16:9
mode, two effects can happen. The
image becomes significantly nar-
rower for a given focal length. And,
if poorly adapted to the application,
vignetting can occur, especially at
wider focal lengths.

For modern three -chip CCD or
CMOS cameras, the mechanical align-
ment of the three color channels can
be close to perfect. With tube cameras
- even early HDTV cameras - chro-
matic aberration was not nearly as
critical because it often was masked to
a certain extent by the performance of
the imaging tubes. To be equal part-
ners in today's improved camera sys-
tems, lenses have had to improve along
with the image sensors. Manufactur-
ers of today's lenses have dramatically
reduced the effects of design compro-
mises that were significant in lens
technology only a few years ago. In

A glimpse inside this old RCATK-60 camera reveals a 4-
1/2 -inch orthicon tube image sensor (at bottom). Photo
courtesy Pavek Museum of Broadcasting, MN.

addition to reducing chromatic aber-
ration, they also have reduced focus
breathing. Focus breathing appears as
zooming when users adjust the lens'
front focus. All lens manufacturers
have improved the performance of
their products in large part to satisfy
the changed characteristics of today's
cameras.

Canon and Fujinon both have pre-
sented papers at technical conferences
in the last several years to discuss im-
provements in lens technology as they
apply to both television and electronic
cinematography products (TV zoom
and cinema prime lenses).

One recent paper described experi-
mental technology to allow automated
focus for HDTV camera systems. It
uses advanced electronics in the lens
system, including a second imager.
The purpose of the imager in the lens
is solely to sample the image and de-
termine when the captured image is
in sharpest focus, and then provide
feedback to the focus servo to correct
errors. This may become critically
important in some future applica-
tions. HDTV applications suffer from
an apparent reduced depth of focus,
making it more difficult for camera
operators to maintain optimal focus,
especially when the lens is operating
at wide aperture settings as in a night
sporting event. An automated focus

assist might provide a
more pleasing result for
the viewer.

Oversampling
One important distinc-

tion between HD and SD
cameras is the significant
difference in cost and per-
formance. Some manu-
facturers have begun to
whittle away at the prob-
lem by designing image
sensors that are inher-
ently oversampled for all
resolutions. Thomson
Grass Valley employs this
technique and has sold
many HDTV cameras
that are capable of native

resolutions from SD through 2.4:1 as-
pect ratio HDTV for electronic cin-
ema applications. This technique uses
vertical oversampling while maintain-
ing 1920 horizontal pixels. It permits
a native 1080 horizontal resolution.

The lens is just as important as the
camera. Photo courtesy Thomson
Grass Valley.

And, by combining samples before
processing the picture, it permits other
horizontal resolutions, such as 1280
samples for 720p and 720 samples for
525/625.
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The same concept can apply in
the vertical dimension, combining
multiple vertical samples to
achieve 1080-, 720-, 525- or 625 -line
outputs. This technique of
oversampling in the vertical dimen-
sion is both clever and effective at
achieving native resolu-
tion. A purist might argue
that it is not truly native
resolution because the
samples are not sited in
the precise locations that
a native sample might be,
but it's still a good ap-
proximation and yields
good results. One argu-
ment put forward by
other manufacturers is
that such a technique
comes with a sensitivity

able -resolution image sensors and
camera systems, so look for even
more options.

Cost versus performance
Other factors also differentiate the

wide variety of television cameras. The

Sony's HDC-910 can capture 10801 50/60 im-
ages and output them as 1080i 50/60, 480i 60
or 720p 60.

penalty. Other manufacturers are
known to be working toward simi-
lar variable -aspect -ratio and vari-

biggest factor is price. The differences
between many current production
cameras and high -end consumer

cameras include marketing, the
amount of metal in the case and the
quality of the lens. High -end con-
sumer cameras that use three image
sensors can produce high -quality pic-
tures indeed. Many producers of en-
tertainment and documentary pro-
grams have put such lower -cost hard-
ware in the hands of capable
videographers and achieved stunning
results. The cost secret is the hidden
fact that the development of the con-
sumer hardware is amortized across
perhaps millions of delivered cam-
eras, while the professional camera is
sold at higher margins but delivered
in quantities of hundreds or perhaps
a few thousand. Usually, the biggest
factor separating these cameras is the
optics. A $4000 consumer camcorder
cannot have a high -quality lens with-
out raising the cost. But, put a $4000
lens on a high -end consumer cam-
era and it will be clear (no pun in -

movable +
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other direction. Initially, the only 24fps
cameras on the market were high -end
HDTV cameras. Then, Panasonic in-
troduced a professional SD model for
under $5000 that could record 24p im-
ages. Now, the same feature has shown
up in consumer hardware, at an up -cost
to the consumer, but little additional
manufacturing cost. This kind of prod-
uct differentiation is not unique in the
broadcast business. Indeed, helical -scan
VTRs existed in the professional do-
main before the consumer electronics
industry in Japan brought us Betamax
and VHS. Today, the same crossover of
features and technologies is making
products much more capable. For ex-
ample, DVD camcorders arrived on the
market soon after the cost of DVD
burners for computer applications
came down to a modest amount. V
olume drives the manufacturing cost,
and features sell the new application of
the hardware.

Studio versus handheld
Two decades ago, the difference in

image quality between a studio cam-
era and a handheld was substantial.
Handheld cameras were versions of
their big -brother studio cameras. To

four orders of magnitude.
Today, the difference in image qual-

ity between portable and studio cam-
eras is less dramatic. The electronics
are simply so small that housings
larger than that of a portable camera

Put a $4000 lens on a high -end consumer camera

and the results are spectacular for the price.

cut size and weight, camera makers
sought a practical package by elimi-
nating everything unessential. It is not
unreasonable to compare the picture
quality of some early (and expensive)
handheld professional cameras to the
image from today's three -chip con-
sumer camcorders. In fact, the current
consumer products probably produce
a superior picture. Interestingly, the
difference in price between these two
types of cameras may be about two to

are not necessary. Digital processing,
solid-state image sensors and digital
transmission make a large package
unnecessary. Some manufacturers
have taken to building only portable
cameras, notably Thomson Grass Val-
ley, and resorting to "sleds" to mount
the camera body to larger lenses.
Here, the camera truly becomes a lens
accessory, with the rear of the lens of-
ten holding the camera weight and
the sled simply holding the lens. By

ai
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camera truly becomes a lens accessory,
with the rear of the lens often holding
the camera weight and the sled sim-
ply holding the lens. By doing this,
manufacturers have minimized the
cost differential between applications,
and companies needing both types of
cameras can buy a quantity of sleds to
match their collection of long lenses

without having to duplicate expensive ers use per production has increased
electronics in camera heads that might steadily over the years, any flexibility

The camera truly becomes

not be used for every show. Because
the number of cameras that broadcast -
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in camera cost makes the mobile tele-
vision business more affordable.

This approach also makes available
the full feature set of a studio camera
in all applications. Return video loops,
intercom, tally, prompter outputs and
other features are no longer excluded
from applications that require a small
(but not handheld) package, which
increases production flexibility greatly.
Lastly, this approach is clearly the best
solution for technicians because now
they can focus on the technology of
fewer products. It also reduces repair
time and parts inventory. Counterbal-
ancing this is the long -held opinion
of some camera operators that the low
mass of buildups makes high -quality
camera moves more difficult. Perhaps
this is true. You might remember
when RCA sold a TK-76 portable cam-
era and a TK-760, which was nothing
more than a TK-76 with a big case
around it to make it feel big. That
might not satisfy the market today, but
the issue is one you must consider
when specifying studio cameras.

Finally, with zoom ratios extending
beyond 100x, the stability of the cam-
era -lens system is a serious consider-
ation. When the camera's mounting
platform cannot prevent vibration -
for example, on a scaffold at a stadium
- the mass and inertia of a large cam-
era can help produce a more stable
picture. Even with modern lenses that
have internal image stabilization, this
total body mass may be an important
supplement in some applications.

Editor's note: For a full discussion of
imaging and critical human visual sys-
tem capabilities, see the Apri12004 article,
"HDTV displays: How good do they need
to be?" by Jukka Hamalaien, available at
www.broadcastengineering.com. sE

John Luff is senior vice president of
business development AZCAR.
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IT moves
Olympic
graphics
forward
By Michael Grotticelli

As director of graphics
engineering and opera-
tions for NBC Olympics,

Philip Paully has almost seen it all.
Over four consecutive Olympic tele-
casts that span back to the 1992 games
in Barcelona, Spain, Paully has seen
NBC's Olympics graphics production
department progress from a logistical
nightmare to this year's well-oiled
machine. It's been a gradual learning
experience, making the transition in
technology from large, dedicated
hardware boxes to open, IT -based net-
works and production devices that
streamline the creative process and get
elements to air faster than ever before.
For example, in 1992, it took NBC
from 45 to 60 seconds to produce a
frame of animation. Today, with sig-
nificantly improved processing ma-
chines and networked efficiency, the
network can produce 30fps video.

After manning the ninth floor of 30
Rockefeller Center at NBC's New York
headquarters for about a year, Paully
supervised the transportation of his
25 -person team and all of its related

equipment to Athens, Greece, to set up
NBC's graphics at the International
Broadcast Center on site. His team cre-
ated most of the complex, prebuilt, 3-
D graphics clips with subtly animated
backgrounds and uniquely styled sta-
tistics in New York well before the
August start date of the Summer
Olympic Games.

Behind the scenes
To create the majority of the clips and

animations in New York, the graphics
team used a variety of paint/
compositing systems, induding a Dis-
creet flame compositing system running
on an SGI Octane2 workstation and an
SGI Tezro system running Alias
Wavefront and Maya software. They
needed this horsepower to create the
multiple layers and 3-D elements that
make up this year's vibrant, eye-catch-
ing colors and subtle background
changes. Because these systems are for-
mat -independent, they allow the team
to produce graphics in both SD and HD
to feed the network's dual video -distri-
bution platforms. This multiformat

design also enables NBC technicians iu
Greece to crossconvert between PAL and
NTSC, and convert from analog to digi-
tal and SD to HD. All of the graphics
production equipment can share AVI,
Targa and Quicklime files.
A significant amount of footage for

the graphic elements originated as
720p HD masters from international
freelancers using Panasonic's AJ-
HDC27 multiple -frame -rate VariCam
HD camera. NBC's HAD format of
choice is 1080i, so crossconversion to
1080i/50 and 60fps will play a big part
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in this year's Olympics coverage.
Sony's HDCAM VTRs will also play a
big role. Most of the graphic elements
were shot in HD for clarity and will
be downconverted for the SD telecast.

The infrastructure set up this year
between New York and Athens is de-
cidedly different in that there will not
be a full-time, dedicated LAN between
the two sites. This time, the team will
create graphics locally.

Gigabit networking
Figure 1 shows the entire graphics

workflow, from creation to playout.
This is the first Olympics for which
the network has established a 1Gb
network, sometimes transporting
18K jumbo packets at 6x to 8x real
time. At this speed, a 60 -second clip
will arrive in 10 seconds. For this
year's Athens network, several NBC
departments are using and sharing
Cisco 3750 and Cisco 6505 switching/
routing equipment. Once the team
has completed the graphics elements,
they will upload them onto the net-
work and send them to multiple net -

Operators n Athens use Pinnacle
Deko cha acter generators to
prepare Olympic graphics.

worked Pinnacle Systems Deko char-
acter generators - FXDeko II for SD
and HD Deko500 for HD - which
will electronically fit the files into
custom templates. Pinnacle Thunder
servers will store some of the graph-
ics before they travel to Athens for
real-time playback. The team will play
the majority of the graphics in real
time with live data from the Dekos.
NBC uses Deko's file -association
and macro capability to display cus-
tomized graphics without having to
physically create each separate file,
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saving both creation time and opera-
tor training. The team plays out ani-
mations and over -the -shoulder
graphics directly from the Thunder
broadcast servers.

In Athens, a large Blue Arc 8300 server
with 2TB of storage and a sustained
45Mb/s throughput serves as an on -site
graphics library. The team sends

finished graphics to the server and
places them in a specific folder dedi-
cated to individual pieces of equipment
on -site in Athens. Every member of the
Olympics graphics team has a custom-
ized mailbox togo to whenever he or
she needs something related to the
graphics production.

"We've gone from pushing and
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based systems. Call or visit our web site for more details.

 3 -Year Warranty 

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

FTP'ing files, recording stuff in real
time, and `sneakernetting, to a more
simple drag -and -drop workflow that
serves the interests of the network so
much better," Paully said. "We don't
have the delays that we used to get."

To ensure against system failure,
the network has set up three meth-
ods for moving graphics files
around. It can route to a device with
live video, network it between two
individuals, or use the old standby
sneakernet with files burned on a
CD or saved to videotape.

To save space on the main server,
where 20GB equals about 30 minutes
of HD material, NBC is spreading
material across several different stor-
age devices. Storage consists of two
Sony AIT drives linked to two Quantel
EQ systems, and several Apple )(serve
servers tied into a 3TB )(raid array.
The system allows editors and graph-
ics artists to begin working on a
project as soon as the first frame of
new full -resolution material uploads
onto the server.

Streamlining the
build process

NBC has also streamlined its opera-
tions to the point that it now trans-
ports 10 -RU, prewired systems, called
short rack -in -the -box (RIBs) to Ath-
ens. These RIBs are more compact
than the 20RU RIB systems that were
carried to the past five Olympics. The
new RIBs slide into 40 -foot contain-
ers for ocean shipment to Athens.
Each RIB contains a specific produc-
tion subsystem, such as routing, dis-
tribution, transmission, videotape
and communications.

The team is doing more work this year
with a smaller budget and less equip-
ment than ever before. Paully decided
to use off -the -shelf Macintosh and PC
platforms, not necessarily because of
cost, but primarily due to the function-
ality and flexibility they offer. The plat-
forms allow the staff to use a variety of
Adobe, Apple and other common
graphics programs, because the Deko
and Thunder on -air systems can easily
import and play back those files.
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Graphics creation
Station style/brand is created here
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Figure 1.This diagram show the workflow of the Olympic graphics, from creation to playout.

In Athens, NBC has replaced a tra-
ditional $350,000 graphics system
with a $40,000 SuperMac workstation
equipped with a dual -processor G5
computer, Xraid storage array and Fi-
nal Cut Pro editing software. The team
created most of the bumpers, tags and
station IDs on a Mac.

"For the more complex work, with
up to 100 layers, there's still no substi-

tute for the high -end Dicreet Logic
Flame or Quantel eQ systems," Paully
said. "However, in the next few years
- probably by the Turin, Italy Olym-
pics [2006 Winter Games] - we'll be
working predominantly on Macs and
PCs and creating even more work than
we are doing now."

Paully said that all of the graphics -
equipment vendors involved in this

year's production have been helpful in
customizing their respective devices to
fit NBC's workflow model. To NBC, its
entire Olympics graphics production
team and veterans of multiple Olym-
pics, that's progress. BE

Michael Grotticelli regularly reports on the
professional video and broadcast
technology industry.

Holds color in captivity.

Introducing the new 8.4" diagonal ERG HDM-EV8OD HD
monitor with eAtremely accurate color. Its HD innovations
include four inputs and one output, which allow it to be
used with multiple cameras. The monitor's DC output and
cost effectiveness make it ideal for rack mounting while
its compact, rugged design and low power consumption
make it perfect for location shooting. No matter how you
use it, the monitor will capture your imagination. For more
information about the HDM-EV80D, call or visit our
website: erg-ventures.com, contact@erg-ventures.com,
U.S.: +1-949-263-1630, Japan: +81-3-3760-8161

HD Monitors
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The Houston

A Barco iStudio .rirtual monitor wall lets HLSR se-
lect from 10 pre -atilt configurations and supports
the production's unusual aspect ratio requirements,
including 4:3, 1ec .4 and 32:9, on the same wall.

he contrast couldn't be more
striking Out there in the
cavernous expanse of

Houston's Reliant Stadium, amid the
dust and the din, are the broncs, the
bulls, the cowboys and the crowd. In
here, behind innocuous security doors
at Reliant Center, is a cool, clean, mod-
ern video production facility where di-
rectors, TDs, CG operators and a vari-
ety of other production personnel work
in unison, far removed from the chaos.

These two disparate worlds collide
for 20 days each year and co -mingle
to produce the Houston Livestock
Show and Rodeo (HLSR), one of the
largest rodeo events in the world.

Video is critically important to the
success of the event -a charitable un-
dertaking that has awarded more than
$100 million in scholarships to area stu-
dents since 1957. HLSR, the sole AV

contractor for Reliant Park, has invested
about $8 million in video and audio pro-
duction equipment and $3 million in
cabling and engineering. It's invested
another $75 million in the construction
of Reliant Stadium, becoming partners
with the NFL Houston Texans' franchise
in the building.

HLSR feeds 72 closed-circuit video
channels throughout the complex. Eight
are the company's original program-
ming, including rodeo action, informa-
tion channels with livestock -show
scheduling and a sponsorship channel.
Fifty-two come from partner DIRECTV.
The others are used as needed.

Besides producing Rodeo Houston
coverage to feed Reliant Park's closed-
circuit system and stadium display, the
AV contractor distributes rodeo cov-
erage as live pay -per -view events on
DIRECTV and other taped action on

ESPN. This year, three nights of ro-
deo action appeared on DIRECTV.

After each day's rodeo, a mobile, self-
propelled stage creeps from one end
of Reliant Stadium to the center of the
floor, where country music stars per-
form nightly concerts. HLSR provides
video and audio support for the con-
certs as well.

But the most important thing video
does for the rodeo is provide a narra-
tive and context for the casual rodeo
fan seated in the stands. Few have little
more than a passing familiarity with
the sport. Providing narrative and
context is a big point of focus for the
video presentation - an estimated 95
percent of the people watching the
event are not into rodeo. It is the HLSR
broadcast and audiovisual services
division's job to make it as easy as pos-
sible for them to watch and have fun.
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Easy and fun
Easy and fun aptly describes the fan

experience, but there's nothing
simple about the production. It takes
55 people, 15 cameras, thousands of
feet of triax, four video switchers, a
sizable wideband routing switcher,
multiple character generators and
digital effects units, more than a
dozen digital videotape machines,
linear and nonlinear editors, audio
production equipment, and a bevy of
other gear to pull off the production.
Rodeo Houston requires 100 percent
of the contractor's technical and pro-
duction capacity. By contrast, a Hous-
ton Texans game requires 30 percent.

Reliant Stadium is awash in video
display. Suspended from the stadium's
retractable roof are six 28x16 -foot
Lighthouse LED indoor displays for
larger -than -life views of the action. At
either end of the stadium are 96x27 -
foot, 32:9 aspect ratio display walls that
display standings and statistics as well
as sponsorship messages.

Elsewhere in the stadium, video is a
little more intimate. In the four main
quadrants of the concourse, 16x9 -foot
rear projectors keep wandering fans ap-
prised of what's happening on the show
floor. At the clubs located around the

pealing. The studio has
10 prebuilt monitor -
wall configurations
that can be called up
with the touch of a but-
ton to support work
related to Rodeo Hous-
ton. Three modules,
each capable of dis-
playing 30 SDI sources,
make up the wall.

HLSR relies on
Thomson Grass Valley
Kalypso and Zodiak
production switchers
in the main control
room and an Accom
Abekas 8150 and Sony DFS700 in
offline suites that can serve live pro-
duction if needed. Operators use the
Kalypso switcher to switch rodeo ac-
tion coverage, and the Zodiak for
sponsorship fulfillment on the 32:9
end -zone displays.

Reliant Center's mixed 4:3, 16:9 SD,
16:9 1080i HD and 32:9 (two side -by -
side 16:9 SD channels) display re-
quirements are reflected in the studio.
The facility's primary emphasis is 16:9
SD, which is upconverted for HD dis-
play where needed and cropped for
the 4:3 displays scattered throughout

HLSR feeds 72 closed-circuit video channels

thunighouttlie_complex.

stadium, fans can watch in HD while
stopping by for a beverage. And, in the
boxes surrounding the stadium, four
monitors are tuned to HLSR coverage
while a fifth is suspended above the seat-
ing outside the box. Another 1500 4:3
displays scattered throughout Reliant
Park display rodeo action, livestock cov-
erage and scheduling information.

The centerpiece of the studio is a
Barco iStudio virtual monitor wall that
fully supports the 32:9 display require-
ment of Reliant Stadium. The contrac-
tor chose the virtual monitor wall for
its ability to display 4:3, 16:9 and 32:9
at the same time. The only alternative
would be to use masked -off CRTs,
which were considered much less ap-

Reliant Park. Ninety-five percent of
everything appearing on the 4:3 moni-
tors comes out of 16:9. There are times
the AV contractor needs to put in a
4:3 insert, like a sponsor -supplied
message. In those cases, it will actu-
ally switch to a playout of that and cut
back to the 16:9 being produced.

A Thomson Grass Valley 250x250
7500WB wideband digital routing
switcher feeds any source to any pro-
duction switcher over CAT -6 cabling.
The facility's routing switcher, patch
bays and cables are all HD -capable, al-
though the facility is strictly SD. The
routing switcher operates in a 192x128
configuration but is prewired for easy
expansion. Additionally, HLSR uses

A Thomson Grass Valley Kalypso switches rodeo
action coverage and a Zodiak drives sponsorship
fulfillment on the two 96x27 -foot video displays.
Pictured are Bill Bradley and Zoli Vajda.

Thomson Grass Valley modular signal
conversion products and DAs, the En-
core router and facility control system,
and the NetCentral software applica-
tion to monitor the health of the entire
system from a PC. The company chose
Thomson as a single -source vendor for
major pieces of equipment to achieve
seamless integration.

Four Pinnacle Systems Dekocast
character generators play a prominent
role in the main studio. Each is re-
sponsible for a specific task, including
creation of the statistics channel, ro-
deo timer, rodeo scoring and internal
InfoNet channel. A fifth serves as a
backup. Two FXDeko Its feed lower -
thirds from the main studio, while two
DVEXCELs deliver effects. Two Pin-
nacle Systems Lightning 1000s assist
the FXDekons by delivering
preproduced graphics.

Adjacent to the studio is a rack room
that is home to the routing switcher,
tally control, signal converters, DAs,
DIRECTV receivers, modulation
equipment for closed-circuit distribu-
tion, CCUs and triax terminations
from 28 camera stadium positions.
In another area, a Thomson Grass

Valley Profile video file server, an EVS
LSM-ST networkable production
server, 16 Digital Betacam machines and
a four -channel Pinnacle Systems Thun-
der combo still/clip store serve up the
features, promos and commercials seen
in the stadium, as well as most of the
video seen on the information channels
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HLSR uses three separate audio studios to support its
Rodeo Houston production; in the main room is a 64 -
input Amek Recall console used to control all live feeds,
and Yamaha DM2000 consoles are the centerpieces of
the surround and concert audio rooms.

throughout Reliant Park.
Three audio control rooms handle sound for HLSR. In

the main audio room, a 64 -input Amek Recall console con-
trols all feeds leaving from and arriving at the facility. Here,

Gear
NEW!

ROSS

Cool Practical Technology -

1, JJJ
Multi -Definition
SDI to Analog
Component
Converter
for Sony Monitors
Installs directly
in the rear option
slot of select
Sony PVM / BVM
series monitors

Sony, PVM, 8 BVM
are trademarks of
Sony Corporation

www.rossvideo.com
tel: (613)652-4886 fax: (613)652-4425

email: solutions@rossvideo.com

the contractor mixes and monitors the stadium's audio. It
also uses the main audio room to create all of the mixes
and submixes stored on tape.

In the surround audio room, a Yamaha DM2000 creates
a surround mix of the show that's tracked to tape. It also
mixes program sound on the nights the rodeo is broad-
cast. During the rest of the year when there is no rodeo,
the room serves as a ProTools workstation -based audio
production room.

The concert audio room has two functions. It tracks all
concert sources to multitrack recorders and creates the ste-
reo mix that is stored on tape, modulated and then fed to
Reliant Center's closed-circuit monitors. The key equipment
in this room includes two Yamaha DM2000s, 48 channels
of Tascam DA88 and a 48 -channel Radar hard -drive re-
corder.

In the stadium
Few in the audience at the rodeo could imagine the com-

plexity and technology necessary to display the video, data
and graphics that keep them informed.

In the stadium are 15 cameras, including six Sony BVP
550s, a single 570, two 790s, two 950s and three D30s. Add
to that a Giraffe Cam mounted to a rodeo clown's helmet
to provide up -close -and -personal shots of riders and ani-
mals, and there's no possible angle left uncovered.

But staying informed at a rodeo requires more than pretty
pictures. It takes facts - lots of them. There's information
on the riders, their scores, standings and history; there's the
rider history of the bulls and broncs, and there's the clock.
All of that information must be conveyed and displayed for
fans to stay informed.

This year, HLSR pushed rodeo data and character dis-
play to the next level with a little help from the facility's IT
department and Pinnacle Systems. The problem the con-
tractor faced was an incompatibility between Daktronics
and the Trans -Lux scoreboards the Houston Texans speci-
fied for the stadium.

Most people don't know there's a subtle difference be-
tween the typical stadium scoreboard and a rodeo
scoreboard, but the score clock is specific to rodeo.

Reliant Stadium is dual use - football and rodeo. Foot-
ball and soccer won out in the selection of the scoreboard.
Reliant Stadium settled on a Trans -Lux scoreboard.

But Daktronics has the rodeo -oriented scoreboard and
associated timekeeping equipment. The challenge was to
get Daktronics' support equipment to feed the Trans -Lux
scoreboard. In rodeo, scoring is done on the field. A com-
puter located on each end of the field generates a clock
over the network. Custom software created by the IT de-
partment looks for the clock feed from the Daktronics scor-
ing device, strips out all extraneous data and allows re-
placement clock data to be inserted and fed to the
scoreboards. The scoreboard server relies on custom data
formatting to feed the display, so an XML file was created
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that corresponds to the template that the Trans -Lux
scoreboards need. With the XML template in place, a Pin-
nacle Systems Dekocast in the studio can map replacement
clock information in the right spot.

But the three-quarters of a mile distance between the
stadium floor and the Trans -Lux scoreboard - via the
studio - introduced unacceptable latency in the clock
display. In a sport measured in tenths of a second, a delay
of several seconds could not be tolerated. The biggest chal-
lenge in the project was working with tenths of a second
because it allowed less time to refresh data. The solution
involved relying upon a fiber connection and speeding
up the baud rate to spit out reconstituted clock informa-
tion faster than what was coming in. The result is an im-
perceptible delay from the clock and what shows up on
the board. The same XML file that corresponds to the
Trans -Lux template allows the Dekocasts to insert other
information, such as rider name and number, standing,
and score for display on the scoreboard.

Another critical piece of custom code was a self -refresh-
ing browser that updated whenever data changed. High
above the stadium floor, this piece of code running on the
announcers' computer screens keeps them informed of
changing scores for up -to -the -second commentary.

Fade to black
By nearly any measure,

Rodeo Houston is a re-
sounding success. This
year, more than 1.1 million
people attended the event
- the tenth consecutive
year of drawing more than
one million paying specta-
tors. On March 17, the ro-
deo set a single -night at-
tendance record of more
than 70,668.

HLSR and its video pro-
duction of Rodeo Houston
play a large part in that suc-
cess. It has supplied the
people, effort and technology needed to engage a large sta-
dium full of spectators and keep them coming back for
more. Not too bad for an event where 95 percent of the
spectators are not into rodeo.

Although Rodeo Houston
signal routing and machine
control is fully automated,
James Davidson, HLSR
managing director of broad-
cast and audiovisual ser-
vices, likes having the abil-
ity to monitor status with
the flip of a switch. Photo
courtesy Phil Kurz.

BE

Phil Kurz authors several Broadcast Engineering newsletters,
including "News Technology Update," "RF Update," "IBC Update,"
and "Sports Technology Update."
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Maintaining an
IOT cooling system

An 10T's lifeblood is
is cooling system,
so keep it healthy.

perhaps the most expensive
single component in a TV
broadcast station is the

transmitter's inductive -output tube
(IOT). Therefore, it is imperative that
the station's engineers operate and
care for this tube properly. Aside from
improper tuning and mishandling,
the biggest threat to the IOT's health
is poor cooling. It can be a subtle but

real cause of early failure in an IOT
or, for that matter, any vacuum tube.
Most, if not all, IOTs employ both air
and water cooling systems that require
regular care.

Air cooling
The air cooling system filters and

blows air past the outer parts of the
IOT assembly to remove heat. The IOT

assembly includes the input cavity,
where most of the tube connections
are located, and the primary and sec-
ondary output cavities. Dirt and dust
should not get into the cavities for any
reason. Check the blower fan's intake
air filter regularly; clean or replace it
as necessary. It is a good policy to keep
the floor surrounding the transmitter
clean either with a wet mop or a shop
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The power amplifier cabinet fan
cools the top of the 10T's input cav-
ity.

vacuum cleaner. Sweeping the area with
a broom will only transfer the dust
from places you can see to places you
can't; the best place to use a broom is
outside the building. You'll be surprised
at how long you can keep the intake air
filter clean just by keeping the build-
ing floor free of dust.

To make sure that the air cooling sys-
tem blows sufficient air through the
IOT assembly when the IOT is oper-
ating, regularly verify that the air
blower interlock operates correctly.
Check the interlock by shutting off the

their model numbers and
availability.

Poor air filtering can be-
come a serious problem, es-
pecially in an urban area
where air pollution can cause
the IOT's high -voltage arc -

The primary and secondary output
cavities of the IOT are air-cooled and
should be kept clean to keep the
high -voltage arc detector working.

protection circuitry to malfunction.
The pollution can cause a buildup of
soot in the internal output cavities
(both primary and secondary), dark-
ening the cavities and preventing the
arc detector from functioning properly.
This is a serious problem that can only
be addressed by dismantling the IOT
assembly, cleaning the inside of the

Air pollution can cause the 10T's high -voltage

arc -protection circuitry to malfunction.

blower's circuit breaker and verifying
that it shuts off the transmitter power
amplifier (or puts it in standby mode).
Of course, you don't want to unnec-
essarily stress the IOT during this test,
so it's best to turn off the high -voltage
(beam voltage) at the same time. Oth-
erwise, with the blowers off for a
minute or so, the tube may become
dangerously hot.

Inspect cooling fans daily, or every
time an engineer is on site, to make
sure they are operating properly and
not making any unusual noise. A noisy
muffin fan, for example, probably has
damaged bearings and blows less air
than it should. Replace it as soon as
possible. It's good policy to keep a
spare fan in stock, just in case. The next
time you inspect the fans, find out

cavities and, thereafter, permanently
preventing polluted air from entering
the air cooling system.

Water cooling
Most water cooling systems for

transmitters employ a mixture of eth-
ylene glycol and water, typically in
equal parts. In its warranty require-
ments, the IOT manufacturer should
specify the proper mixture. The ma-
jor reasons for using ethylene glycol
are to keep the solution from freezing
in cold weather and to prevent corro-
sion on the copper piping and IOT
collector. If the station uses the solu-
tion as an electrical part of the trans-
mitter dummy load (i.e., impedance),
monitor and maintain it.

To keep the IOT collector at the proper

temperature, make sure to maintain the
proper coolant flow. Monitor the level
of the coolant inside the make-up tank
or reservoir and add some coolant if the
level falls near the minimum. Refer to
the IOT manufacturer's data sheet to
verify the minimum coolant flow -
usually expressed in gallons per minute
(gpm) - and the maximum inlet tem-
perature. Take note that most IOT
manufacturers advise an increase of 20
percent in minimum gpm if you use
anything other than 100 percent dem-
ineralized water as a coolant. For ex-
ample, using coolant composed of equal
parts ethylene glycol and water with a
64kW-rated IOT (sync output power)
requires a minimum collector coolant
flow of 12 gpm instead of the 10 gpm
specified for water -only coolant.

Also, the freezing point of the coolant
depends upon the concentration of eth-
ylene glycol. For example, a 50 percent
concentration by weight of Dowtherm's
SR -1 has a freezing point of -28.9° Fahr-
enheit. Increasing the concentration up
to 80 percent by weight decreases the
freezing point down to -52.2°F. Work

With the removal of the pump
module's side panels, the coolant's
reservoir tank is ready for visual in-
spection.

with the transmitter manufacturer to de-
termine what concentration you should
use depending on the climate and win-
ter weather in your station's particular
location.

The coolant pump pressure - moni-
tored at the transmitter in pounds per
square inch (psi) - determines the
coolant flow. This meter usually is
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Flow regulators maintain the
correct coolant flow into the
10T.The red LEDs indicate that
the flow is above the mini-
mum allowed.
located in the pump module
near the main and standby
pumps. Monitor this pressure
meter and log the measure-
ments in the transmitter's op-
erations log so that you can
detect any gradual drop in
pressure. Inspect the pumps
and repair them as needed.
Valves and connections
should be inspected for leaks.
The main and standby pumps should
take turns operating on a monthly ba-
sis so that, if one fails it will be detected
on the next change cycle and not be
discovered only in an emergency.

Like your car's cooling system, the
IOT's heat exchanger has a fan and a
radiator. The radiator has a coiled
coolant path with fins that radiate the
coolant's heat to the outside environ-
ment. These fins need to stay clean and
free of dust and oil deposits to allow
efficient thermal transfer of heat from
the coolant. Clean them regularly with
an industrial -grade solvent. Clean
them more often during the summer

This IOT shows corrosion on the col-
lector.The compressed air tank in the
background is for drying the collec-
tor body after it has been cleaned
with water and light brushing with
a copper brush.

and autumn months when lawn clip-
pings and dead leaves are likely to clog
the fins. Industrial -grade solvents can
contain corrosive chemicals like so -

Pumps can be used alternately on a monthly
basis. Valves and connections should be in-
spected for leaks.

dium hydroxide, so handle them with
care. Wear the appropriate safety
goggles, and chemical -resistant gloves
and clothing. Make sure to read and
comply with the material safety data
sheet (MSDS) that accompanies the
cleaner. Mixing the proper concentra-
tion of cleaner into a portable pres-
sure sprayer can make the job easier.
Approach the cleaning procedure with
care. Before attempting to clean the
heat exchanger, before you even re-
move the heat exchanger's guard
screen, turn off the power to the fan.
And beware! The fact that the fan
blades aren't turning doesn't necessar-
ily mean that the power is off; it may
just mean that the thermostat hasn't
kicked in. Verify that the fan's AC
power switch is off.

Regularly check for coolant leaks.
Any short or arcing on the focus coils
can result in costly replacements. Eth-
ylene glycol, like Dowtherm SR -1 and
the older Ucartherm, is available with
fluorescent color to aid in detecting
leaks. Inspect the pump module for
coolant leaks, especially at the output
of the pumps and the drain valves.
Also check the IOT collector coolant
connections. Leaks on the collector
near the magnet frame can disturb
transmitter operation by showing up

as increased body current or can trip
the circuit's breaker.

IOT manufacturers recommend
flushing the system and replacing the

coolant after each winter sea-
son. But you can choose the
less expensive option of
closely monitoring the
system's health and using the
coolant for more than one
winter. If you choose the lat-
ter option, use a pH tester to
check the coolant for its acid-
ity. The pH should be some-
where between 8 and 10. If it
drops to less than 8, then the

This photo shows the heat exchanger
with the pump module at the back.
Air is blown upwards by the fan, and
the radiator is underneath the enclo-
sure at the air intake.The AC power
switch for the fans is at the upper
left corner.

coolant is starting to become acidic and
it will start to corrode the copper pip-
ing and the collector of the IOT. You
can mitigate this problem to some ex-
tent by adding heat -transfer fluid
(HTF) inhibitors. Perform the pH test
monthly and send a sample of the cool-
ant to a laboratory for the standard cor-
rosion testing at least once a year.

A proactive program of maintaining
the cooling system for the IOT power
amplifier requires a fair amount of
effort. But, in the long run, it will save
time and effort and avoid the perils
that a damaged IOT can bring to the
engineering department. BE

Rolin Lintag is an RF engineer with the
Victory7elevision Network in Little Rock, AR.
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HD
production
BY JOHN LUFF

It's all about resolution...or is it?
During the last year, HD produc-
tion volume has exploded. Liter-

ally hundreds of HD cameras have
been sold, many to the live entertain-
ment market. New cable networks seem
to come online almost weekly, and an
all -HD DBS provider is trying to make
a go of it in an SD world. Driven by
market forces in consumer electronics,
as well as a desire to grab market share
early and hold it for the long term, pro-
grammers are increasing cost and qual-
ity in the expectation of future returns
on investments. Turner Entertainment
recently launched an HD version of
TNT. ESPN gave its infrastructure an
HD makeover and will broadcast more
than 100 live HD events this year (see
Broadcast Engineering June 2004). FOX

and CBS plan to commit to HD sports
for the fall of 2004 - with FOX build-
ing out an HD affiliate distribution sys-
tem for the first time this fall.

Is resolution the driver? From a mar-
keting perspective, it is. With ESPN
and FOX joining the 720p camp in
2003, the 720p vs. 1080i argument
continues unabated. Also, several

Aspect ratio is one of the most criti-
cal core issues. The good news for SD
program services is that 4:3 aspect ra-
tio content will continue to drive rev-
enue. The bad news is that mixing any
two aspect ratios can get messy. Think
about a service that wants to distribute
a live event such as the 2004 British
Open. For North American HD con -

It's all about resolution...or is it?
other factors have proved to be defin-
ing issues for those making the leap
from SD to HD production systems.
Interestingly, graphics, which one
might think could be created cheaply
in software -based systems, have lagged
behind cameras and other more com-
plicated electronics.

Turner Entertainment recently launched an HD version of its TNT channel
to coincide with its newly upgraded HD facility. Photo courtesyTurner En-
tertainment and AZCAR

sumption, as well as the Japanese, 16:9
HD is preferred. For European distri-
bution, PAL Plus (625/50i 16:9, some-
times converted from 4:3 as 14:9 aspect
ratio) is needed. For the North Ameri-
can SD market, 525/59.94i in 4:3 aspect
ratio is a mandate. This means that
standards conversion, frame rate con-
version and aspect ratio conversion all
must be done while preserving high
technical quality. Even more impor-
tantly in this context, no less than three
aspect ratios are required (4:3, 16:9 and
perhaps 14:9). If graphics are added in
the normal production process, they
will be compromised in at least two of
the three aspect ratios. As a result, pro-
ductions are done with separate switch-
ing of 4:3 and 16:9, with 14:9 being a
compromised subset of the 16:9 broad-
cast if derived by the end user from the
625/50i 4:3 broadcast.

For instance, lower thirds, which are
left -justified and end at the right side
of the frame, must be reframed for
two additional uses. Perhaps a single
format can be agreed upon that has
different appearances in the three po-
tential output formats. But adding
moving graphics with sound effects,
and trying to get the effect to appear
correctly in two (or more) aspect ra-
tios is not so simple. Timing the au-
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dio to have the right "motivation" in
two different screens can also be dicey.

Consider the technical complications
of switching two programs from one
panel. First, all of the
sources must be available in
the respective chassis and,
most likely, must be
mapped to the same physi-
cal inputs. This includes
POV cameras, graphics and
key channels, any still stores
or other fixed graphics, and
specialty graphics. The next
step is to get the moving
graphics and the DVE chan-
nels lined up and timed to
appear on screen perfectly
(a left push on in 16:9 might
arrive earlier than a left
push on in 4:3, with audio
out of sync). Then deal with
the fact that the two switch-
ers and DVE channels
might have different electri-
cal length, which can affect the overall
sync of the program's audio.

Flat -screen displays create another
pernicious effect. They are not "real-
time devices," and have in fact had a
frame delay built in as well. What then
is the right audio sync? What the di-
rector sees? What the viewer receives?
Consider that the camera signals are a

frame late on the monitors, the
switcher is a frame or two long, and
the output plasma is perhaps a frame
later still. What is the correct audio

The production control area of the Center for Disease
Control's HD press room in Atlanta is equipped with all -HD
equipment including Evertz's conversion and signal process-
ing systems, and Panasonic's AK-HC900 720p cameras and
AJ-HD1700 archive video recorder. Photo courtesy Digital
SystemsTechnology.

sync for the control room? Will it
bother the production staff that the
camera on the line monitor is out of
sync with the camera direct monitor?
Probably not, because it is a problem
that cannot be fixed easily.

One might think that the control
room should have the exact audio from
the output broadcast. Consider the fact

that almost no control rooms are the
shape or dimensions of the home lis-
tening environment. It is not trivial to
create a sound field in that space that

works for the full pro-
duction staff. Most pro-
duction teams have
settled on perhaps a ste-
reo feed for the control
room, maybe augmented
with the LFE channel. It
is much easier to create a
broad sound field that is
uniform in stereo than in
5.1, especially in wide
rooms that are not very
deep - mobile unit con-
trol rooms, for example.
After decades of experi-
ence designing and
working in control
rooms, we are in need of
new experience to turn
the capability of HDTV
into reality. Understand-

ing the features the technology offers
can offer insights into implementation
and the best use of the considerable
power of this relatively new medium.B[

John Luff is senior vice president of
business development for AZCAR.

'SEND
Send questions and comments to:

john_luttamimediabusiness.com

Easily
Mini Media Converters
 Ultra compact... fits anywhere
 Rugged design for tough

environments

 Provides fiber links to 20km!
 Field -proven
 75ohm BNC to ST singlemode
 SMPTE HD/SD/SDTI & DVB-ASI

 Diagnostic interface and
status LED

 18 module rack available

STR AT OS

Convert BNC to Fiber
Digital Video Transport Over Fiber

Digital Cameras

Truck/Studio

Satellite Uplinks

HD Displays

Video Tae Recorders

Stratos Lightwave LLC  7444 W. Wilson Avenue  Chicago, Illinois  60706
Telephone: 708-867-9600  Fax: 708-867-4140  www.stratoslightwave.com
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VIDEO CLIP
SERVER
Video Technics
NewsFlow: Staff
members can work

simultaneously from a common
pool of digital media; anyone can browse, log or
edit material in real time even as it is being

captured; offers the Apella VCS, central NAS/SAN
storage, proxy editors/browsers and online/offline edit
workstations with an open architecture.

404-327-8300; www.newsflow.tv

MULTIVIEWER
Zandar Predator HD4: Is 1RU; accepts HD or SDI inputs;
displays in quad or full -screen mode; selectable output
resolutions include XGA and SXGA, in addition to
widescreen resolutions common to plasma and LCD
displays; features input source auto -detection, embed-
ded audio monitoring via in -picture bargraph display and
alarms, video fault detection and alarms for loss of sync,
frozen picture, and black picture detection.

321-939-0457; www.zandar.com

SHOULDER-
MOUNT MINIDV
CAMERA
Panasonic AG-DVC60: Is
3CCD; employs a wide-
angle, 16x optical zoom
lens; has 12 -bit A/D and
RGB gamma processor; features infrared nighttime
shooting, movielike recording and 16:9 recording modes;
has optical image stabilizer (0 IS) and a focal length of
39.5mm to 632mm; has low -dispersion glass to reduce
chromatic aberration, flare and ghosting; includes IEEE
1394 interface.

201-392-4127; www.panasonic.com/broadcast

PROMPTING SOFTWARE
UPGRADE
BDL-Autoscript +WinPlus+: Operates in any language
supported by Windows and Unicode; output as data for
closed captioning; PCI PromptCard has full NTSC or PAL
color capability with optional genlock; use with a laptop;
XBox USB provides the same facilities in an external
mains/battery-powered enclosure; can be controlled by
an unlimited number of local or remote desk/foot speed
controls using the BDL ControlNet system with standard
coax video cable connectivity.

516-799-3869; www.bdlautoscript.com

ACTIVE
BIAMPLIFIED
MONITORS
Genelec 8000 MDE: Is com-
prised of three new models: the
8030A, 8040A and 8050A; enclo-
sure features rounded edges and
gently curved front and sides; has
unsurpassed frequency response and minimized cabinet
edge diffraction; models use an entirely aluminum MDE
design with integrated Advanced Directivity Controlled
Waveguide (DCW).

508-652-0900; www.genelecusa.com

WORKFLOW SOLUTION
Chyron and Proximity Lyricstore: Integrates connectiv-
ity between Proximity's Xenostore and Chyron's Lyric;
search, transfer, convert and manage Lyric graphical
assets; integrate Lyric software into graphics operations
with legacy equipment from Adobe, Avid, Chyron,
Discreet, Leitch, Omneon, Pinnacle, Quantel, Sundance
and Thomson Grass Valley.

631-845-2000: www.chyron.com

830-433-2900: www.proximity.com

DATA COMMUNICATION
MONITOR
DNF Controls The Analyst: Isolate, identify and
resolve RS -422 and RS -232 interface problems quickly;
simplifies the testing of cable runs between floors or
between buildings; verifies RS -422 and RS -232 signal
paths; detects RS -422 -to -RS -232 adapter problems; is a
compact, handheld device with a four -line -by -40 -
character display, eight -key keyboard, and RS -422 and
RS -232 connectors.

818-898-3380; www.dnfcontrols.com

MPEG-2 DVR/PLAYER
LEIGHTRONIX TCD R/P: Drive size has been increased
to 160GB in standard production models; TCD/IP net-
work -managed video system controls the player;
integrate into systems involving one or more TCD R/Ps,
as well as DVD players and VCRs; uses variable bit rate
MPEG-2 encoding; select a VBR encoding rate maximum
limit between 1Mb/s to 10Mb/s.

517-694-8000; www.leightronix.com
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SD/HD PRODUCTION SWITCHER
Snell & Wilcox Kahuna: Process selected mix effects
on SD and HD outputs; simultaneously mix together SD
and HD sources in one mix effect; provides
macro and timeline features, 80 inputs, 2-D DVE effects
per keyer plus an additional eight channels of 3-D DVE
effects; mix SD and HD material on the same screen
without an intermediate conversion step; is offered in
2M/E, 3M/E and 4M/E versions.

408-260-1000; www.snefimicox.com

OPTICAL DISTRIBUTION FAMILY
Telecast Fiber Systems Mamba: Comprised of an
integrated family of optical distribution products;
features low -profile video and audio patch bays, using
the mini-WECO and bantam jacks; fiber-optic interframe
cables are smaller, lighter and easier to manage;
features optical DA outputs, and electrical -to -optical
media converters for HD/SDI, AES-EBU and analog
audio; fiber cables are standard single -mode type.

508-754-4858; www.telecast-fiber.com

UNIVERSAL VIDEO AND AUDIO
PROCESSOR
Miranda Imaging Series XVP-801i: Simplifies incoming
feed processing with multiple SD and HD formats; offers
up-, down- and crossconversion; includes HD/SD signal
processing, frame synchronization and 16 -channel audio
processing using embedded audio or separate AES with
the DAP -781i audio processing module.

514-333-1172: www.oranda.com

ON -AIR
BRANDING
Inscriber Inca Station:
Create and streamline
professional, custom
layouts used for
multilayer graphic

insertions with new layout editor; seamlessly combine
bugs, clocks, crawls, logos, graphics, clips, video and
animations into simple or complex presentations;
designed to maximize \fewer impact and retention.

519-570-9111; wwwinscriber.com

PROMPTING SOFTWARE
Autocue ascript: Add hand annotations to scripts using
a wireless touch screen or tablet workstation and stylus;
instantly view multiple scripts in the rundown; runs as a
front end to any newsroom system or any script source.

800-293-0118; www.autocue.com

liward-winning multi -format router
with built-in Signal Processing TechnologyTm (SP])

Xenon's plug-in SPT modules let you bring additional hardware 'uncials into the router, saving

money and rack spice while simplifying system design

SPT modules include: Channel Branding Master Control Quad Split Embedded Audixenon- -J r- Get yoir BROCHURE online NOW
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DATA MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE
SGL FlashNet: Links video stored as files on video
servers and network storage systems to libraries that
serve as long-term repositories; move material from the
server to the archive either manually or under the control
of an application; tracks all video assets by a user or
application assigned unique ID; use as a stand-alone
system or integrate directly into the application.

+44 23 8023 3322; www.syluk.com

PROGRAMMABLE
PATCHING SYSTEM
ADC ProPatch: Combines the ruggedness and reliability
of a WECO-compliant bantam jack, with a precision DIP
switch, enabling users to change normalling and grounds
quickly and easily; is a high -density system that fits in
1RU; modular design allows individual front jack access
for circuit and ground configurations without having to
take the entire panel offline or remove it from the rack;
available in several termination options.

952-917-3000; www.adc.com

ROUTERS
Leitch Panacea and Integrator: Includes three new
additions: the Panacea Clean Switch, which handles
multiple SD/HD channels simultaneously; Panacea Lite
12x1 routers; and Integrator GOLD with analog, SD and
HD in the same frame.

859-371-5533; leitch.com

ROUTING
SWITCH E R
PESA XD photonic
switcher: Can switch
any signal format, in-
cluding video signals of
any definition; delivers

.4.14Nrituittst
4144. aliavinive '" "
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m

transparent connections between any of
its input fibers and output fibers without converting light to
electrical signals; switches video as laser beams between
fiber-optic cables instead of as electrical voltages;
integrates Glimmerglass' Brilliance microphotonics
technology with PESA's 3500PR0 control system.

631-845-5020; www.pesa.com

PLAYOUT SOLUTION
OmniBus HeadLine TX: Can be used in a simple form for
Betacart-style playout; adapts to perform more advanced
automation with graphics, timelines and secondary events;
integrates with the latest version of MOS; is compatible with
newsroom systems such as ENPS and iNews.

303-237-4868; www.omnibus.tv

CONTENT PROTECTION
SOLUTION
Irdeto Access Plright: Protects against the possible
theft of premium video content deployed over DSL and
FTTH infrastructures; features the Irdeto secure soft-
ware client, which offers security protection without the
need for a smart card; provides IP level encryption and
supports unicast and multicast streams, as well as
persistent encryption; secure storage is possible in video
servers, edge servers or set -top boxes with hard disks.

858-668-4800; www.irdetoaccess.com

Ready to ride with 1111?

800.251.4224
530.274.2048
Grass Valley, California

www.aja.com

Full 10 -bit broadcast quality
RH I OUC-SDI to HD -SDI upconverter

with motion adaptation and genlock

RH 1 OM D-HD-SDI to SDI downconverter
and HD distribution amplifier

RH1ODA-1x8 reclocking DA for
SDI and HD -SDI, auto -input selection

HD10C2-SDI/HD-SDI dual rate D/A
mini -converter
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PRODUCTION
SERVER
Accom Abekas 6000: Mix and
match SD and HD channels with
high -quality I -frame compression;
features up to eight digital video
channels, each capable of simulta-
neous recording and playback;
includes improved networking with
Gigabit Ethernet and Fibre Channel
options and an updated content
management panel.

650-328-3818; www.accom.com

STORAGE SOLUTION
Sony SONAPS: Is a fully managed
environment for planning, ingest,
production and publishing of AN
content; shared access to all
material with full browse capability
simultaneously; can work as a stand-
alone solution or can be integrated
within an existing infrastructure.

800 -686 -SONY

www.sony.com/professamal

COMBINER
Radio Frequency Systems manifold
combiner: Combines digital channels
up to 250W; is tuneable over the entire
UHF band (470MHz to 860MHz) for 6-,

7- or 8MHz bandwidths; exhibits low
losses for its given filter sizes; features
coaxial filters of up to seven poles;
transmitter DIV masking is available.

203-630-3311; www.rfsworld.com
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MULTISTANDARD
WAVEFORM
MONITOR
Leader Instruments LV5700A:
Make accurate adjustments of color
balance while shooting; includes DC -
power, tripod attachment, embed-
ded -audio headphone output and
TFT LCD screen; has extensive error
detection for SDI signal monitoring,
individual or four -in -one multiple
display of waveform, vectorscope,
picture, status and embedded audio;
supports 20 formats.

714-527-9300; www.leader.co.jp

MULTIROLE
CAM ERA
JVC KY-F550E: Has
1/2 -inch bayonet lens

mount, 12 -bit ADC
and 24 -bit DSP; fea-

tures 1/2 -inch 3CCD

color accuracy; can
be expanded to in-
clude 26 -pin con-
nector and SDI
compatibility with
optional boards and studio kits;
remote camera control via SDI
interface is possible in conjunction
with pan and tilt head and system
controller; has horizontal resolution
of 850 TVL and S/N of 62dB and full-
time automatic operation; has RS-
232C interface capability and JVC
KY -F32 series compatibility.

800-582-5825; www.jvc.com/pro

#

MEASURING THE DIFFERENCE
in Video Cable

Design...
The innovator and leader

in video coax technology,
Gepco continually
advances and develops
high -resolution video
coaxial cables that
ensure optimal picture
quality and
exceptional reliability
in today ' s
demanding High
Definition, multimedia

and broadcast video
applications.

 All Reels 100% Swept Test & Certified
 3 GHz Bandwidth for HDTV
 Gas-Injected,Crush Resistant Dielectric
 Zero Center Conductor Migration
 Exceeds SMPTE Specifications
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.30d13

-4008
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GEPCO
INTERNATIONAL, INC. TRANSMITTING CLARITY
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HD/ SD
DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

V -R65 -HD

.

71rIrr rr

6.5" Portable HD Monitor with frame markers,
A.C. or battery power. Standard inputs: HDSDI/SDI

plus all Analog HD/SD Signals

....

- - .

17"
weighs only

HDSDI/SDI plus all

V-R171P-HD
....

-
HD Monitor fits in 6U,

13 lbs. Standard inputs:
Analog HD/SD signals.

......

iiii '
6,

Ilr& VIM

Ten 2.5"
with

V-R25P-SDI

i -11:1111 'UM

"4.0.
V 'lila 14111' 1111111.'

screens have SDI inputs
reclocked loop through

I..

19" Monitor fits in
Standard inputs: SDI,

V-RI9IP-SDI

'. .

8U, weighs only 14.6 lb.
Composite, Y/C and XGA

BC -0103-10 BC -0301-10

Mg
Precision Analog Video

to Digital (SDI) Converter

eV
Precision Digital (SDI) to
Analog Video convertor

IBC Booth 9.550
Marshall
www.LCDRacks.com
Tel.: 800-800-6608

MPEG-4 ENCODER
Thomson Grass Valley VIBE:
Combines encoding, decoding,
MPEG processing, multiplexing and
network adaption functions in a
modular chassis; is available in 1RU
and 5RU versions; features solutions
for transport over IP/MPLS, ATM,
PDH or SONET/SDH backbones;
supports analog inputs, additional
digital audio inputs, IP outputs, noise
reduction and advanced pre-
processing features.

530-478-3000;

www.thomsongrassvalley.com

MULTIFORMAT
VIDEO WAVEFORM
MONITORS
Tektronix WFM700: Displays safe
area graticules on the picture
display to help editors correctly
position action, graphics or text in
the video image; has new automated
measurement of six eye pattern
parameters, including rise and fall
overshoot, plus a histogram of eye
pattern signal levels; for content
monitoring, a new multi -axis display
of surround -sound audio shows
audio levels, total sound volume,
phantom sound sources, and the
dominant sound source to enable
the efficient adjustment of surround -
sound audio content.

800-426-2200; www.tektronix.com

AES AND DATC
REFERENCE
GENERATOR
Sigma Electronics SG5605: Track
audio channels by generating AES
tone/silence with eight audible
channel identifiers; operate as a
stand-alone reference generator or
lock to a master video reference for
complete system synchronization;
generates digital audio time code
and simultaneous outputs of tone
and silence; features a user -
selectable ID timing period.

866-569-2681;

www.sigmaelectronics.com

HD MONITOR
ERG Ventures HDM-EV80D: Is 8.4
inches; includes enhanced color,
gamma adjustment functions,
additional framing markers and a
convenient memory preset function;
can serve as a rack -mount monitor;
HD and SD inputs can be intermingled;

has four input changes; features front -

panel volume adjustment.
949-263-1600; www.erg-ventures.co.jp/e

STUDIO OPERATION
SYSTEM

Sachtler Pilot
System and Pilot
Wing: Has
luminaire,
barndoors and

motorized yoke;
available in three

versions with power
capacities of 1kW, 2kW and 5kW;
features a modular design that
enables full automation of all
luminaire functions; control via a
DMX512 (unidirectional) or
Sachtler's HelioCan studio control
software; features direct access and
status information via a full text
status display; includes built-in
friction clutches and electronic
torque limiters on all axes.

516-867-4900; www.sachtler.com

HD, VOD RECORDER
SeaChange International Record-
ing System 2.0: Has HD support;
record and store HD and SD televi-
sion broadcasts for on -demand
viewing; data entry is minimized via
point -and -click graphical user
interfaces; captures the video
content from broadcast sources,
generates Cable Labs -compliant VOD
metadata from television schedule
information, and propagates files to
servers; allocates video encoders to
record incoming content from several
sources; manages multiple HD and
SD sources simultaneously; adds
previously broadcast programming to
VOD libraries continually.

978-897-0100; www.schange.com
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MULTI-ROLE VISION MIXER
Eyeheight irisHD: Can switch between up to eight HD -
SDI inputs under local control or via a standard iris
control panel; switch incoming video feeds via an 8x4
crosspoint router and a dual input cut/mix/wipe unit with
manual or user -controllable automatic wipe transitions,
adjustable edges and variable -speed auto transitions;
store settings in power -protected user memories; has
four HD SDI outputs.

+44 1923 256 000; www.eyebeightcom

HEAVY-DUTY HYBRID FIBER-
OPTIC CABLE
Gepco HDC120P: Is SMPTE 311M -compliant; features
12mm polyurethane jacket that is rugged, puncture -
resistant and aids in the reduction of cable kinking; uses
a nylon -based polymer, and a 16 -gage steel strength
member cabled at the center of the cable core; each
fiber includes a Kevlar wrap and PVC jacket; electrical
components consist of two 16 -gage auxiliary conductors
and two 24 -gage signal conductors.

800-966-0069; www.gepco.com

SIGNAL INTEGRATION SYSTEM
Ensemble Designs Avenue: Is housed in a 1RU or 3RU
frame; allows any combination of HD, SD, DVB-ASI and
audio modules in the same frame; frames are 1.5Gb/s
capable; control and monitor all modules in the system
from one or many locations - locally or worldwide; can
adjust video level, timing and audio delay parameters;
features alarm generation and logging.

530.478.1830; www.ensembledesigns.com

SDI/COMPOSITE DETECTOR
Hamlet WhichWire: Is rugged and waterproof; battery -
powered unit can be used in environments such as
ungrounded bays, in pouring rain; case is sealed to the
IP65 waterproof standards; with one BNC input socket
automatic detection of SDI or CVBS input video signal is
indicated on LEDS A BNC; indication of the SDI signal's
nominal cable length on one of two LEDs for less than
100M or greater than 100M is provided.

+44 1494 729 728; www.hamletco.uk

I D Thinking Blue?
15 Years of Excellence Join the Club!
"We outfitted six of our news .."...ameras with the ENDURA System
and the photojournalists love them. They can't believe the amount of
runtime they get before needing a recharge .... Needless to say the
overall light weight is a plus as well. The only gripe I've heard is the
crews using the old battery s"stem want to know when they are
getting ENDURA's".

Mork Schaefer. Director of Engineering
WFLA-TV

"We are pleased with the power to weight ratio and reliable perfor-
mance of the IDX Lithiun Ion batteries. The quality of their products
and exceptional service and si.pport we get from IDX, gives us the
best return on our investment"

Peter Larson. Vice President
Broadcast Sports Technology

"While compact and amazingly lightweight, the IDX ENDURA
System has proved itself completely durable with tremendous
holding power. I have taken IDX ENDURA batteries into extremely
difficult environments foi commercials, features, and
documentaries...the batteries have performed flawlessly."

Matthew J. Siegel
Director of Photography

sy.tim

UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION BAG

IDX System Technology. Inc
1602 Loclness Place Torrance CA 90501

Phone 13101891-2800 F. W0) 891-3600
Ern. ido usa@do N ~NV www ado hr

BroadcastEngineering

e volutibn of broadcast

As the television industry continues to redefine itself,
Broadcast Engineering is there. Broadcast Engineering is the
industry's preferred resource for learning about the ever -evolving
television market. Stay current on the latest technology developments,
new players, products and decision -makers.

To start your FREE subscription with the industry's #1
authoritative source of technical information*, go to
www.broadcastengineering.com and click on SUBSCRIBE NOW.

'2002. Paramount Research , Wald Edition.

redefining television
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RFS provides DTV
to LA broadcasters
BY MIKE DALLIMORE

n innovative, shared
broadcast system atop
Mount Wilson, CA, pro-

vides four LA broadcasters with high
performance and highly sculpted digi-
tal and analog television coverage.

The advent of digital television and
simulcast digital/analog services has
changed the face of global broadcast-
ing. With real estate often at a pre-
mium, the escalating potential for in-
terference and the considerable cost of
deploying new infrastructure, many
broadcasters are moving toward

channel combining. Dual subsystems
also allow greater flexibility for main/
standby services, as well as accommo-
dating the stations' individual pat-
tern -tailoring requirements.

Sculpting the signal
Accurate sculpting of the broadcast

signal was one of the primary perfor-
mance requirements of the system. A
number of channels required signal
restrictions over Mexico or toward San
Diego, and it was desirable to reduce
wasted power over the ocean for all

The advent of digital television and simulcast
digital/analog services has changed the face of

global broadcasting.
multiservice systems.

For four Los Angeles broadcasters
(ICDOC-TV, KJLA-TV, KOCE-TV and
KXLA-TV) seeking to add DTV to
existing analog services, these consid-
erations ultimately have led to the de-
ployment of a shared broadcast facil-
ity at Mount Wilson. The solution in-
corporates a dual broadband panel an-
tenna/combiner system from Radio
Frequency Systems (RFS).

A shared system was imperative. Not
only is Mount Wilson a highly con-
gested site, but the existing analog ser-
vices being moved there coupled with
the new digital services-the whole
involving adjacent channels-needed
to be broadcast from the same loca-
tion to prevent interference. A shared
system also offered the advantage of
economy of scale.

For channels 32, 44, 48, 49, 50, 51
and 56 to be broadcast, dual antenna/
combiner subsystems were needed,
for several reasons. The first of these
was to simplify the combiner system,
eliminating the need for adjacent

channels, while ensuring premium
coverage for Los Angeles and its west-
ern satellite cities. To achieve this level
of pattern sculpting without compro-
mising performance required the use
of broadband panel arrays.

The dual, 10 -level broadband panel
arrays deployed at Mount Wilson were
designed by RFS in close collaboration
with broadcast consultant Merrill
Weiss. Early in the project, it was de-
cided to use panels arrayed on three
faces of a five -sided column, with pan-
els omitted on the two northern faces
because coverage was not required
over the nearby mountains to the
north. Using sophisticated computer
modeling techniques, the design team
assessed the effects of electrically tilt-
ing the three faces individually,
coupled with power distribution and
phasing adjustments, to determine the
optimum pattern for each antenna.

This antenna pattern optimization
process involves numerous variables.
The act of changing the beam -tilt on
individual faces leads to "transition

regions" in the pattern that require
careful analysis during the design pro-
cess. Also, the effect of signal phasing
on the pattern is tightly integrated -
such that a change of phasing on one
face has cascaded effects on other an-
tenna parameters. Finally, due to the
broadband nature of the antenna
(580- to 756MHz), any adjustments
for one frequency lead to follow-on
effects across the bandwidth, so that
the design is four-dimensional.

The process of ensuring optimum
coverage for each of the services -
and particularly, that the signal restric-
tions over Mexico didn't degrade the
performance of those channels not
requiring it - involved many itera-
tions of the key design variables. In-
terference issues and the challenge of
achieving the required gain within
specified power limitations also were
taken into account, with the ultimate
result being two, separate stacked panel
arrays (each capable of handling up to
195kW total average power input) that
meet the stringent performance re-
quirements of all four broadcasters.

Dual broadband panel arrays from
RFS provide sculpted digital/analog
signals for four Los Angeles broad-
casters at Mount Wilson.

Crucial combining
A pair of parallel RFS directional

waveguide combiner chains support
the dual broadband arrays. The
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channel combiner subsystems comprise five directional
waveguide filters and one blank section to allow for the
introduction of additional channels. The system is designed
to accommodate future channel reallocation; its compact
nature offers space in the building for two additional com-
biner systems if required for future expansion.

In order to accommodate the high -transmitted powers of
analog services on channels 50 and 56, the company devel-
oped a new full -wavelength directional waveguide combiner.
The combiner incorporates resonators a full wavelength in
height (instead of half wavelength), providing twice as much
surface area to dissipate the greater heat generated by losses
in the high -power, higher -frequency channels. Because of
this, the system does not require forced -air cooling to en-
sure that the operating combiner does not exceed the de-
sign temperature rise.

Complementing the combiner system is a network of
rigid transmission lines linking the transmitters, mask fil-
ters, combiners and flexible coaxial feeders, which are each
in different locations owing to the crowding at the site.
During the design phase, the team took care to minimize
reflections that might otherwise have occurred due to the
number of components in the rigid feed system. To do
this, they developed broadband elbows that were tuned to
optimize system performance. In addition, eight 5 -inch
RFS HELIFLEX flexible coaxial transmission lines were in-
stalled to feed the panel array - four for each sub -array.

The net result in the performance of the transmission
line system was reflected power so low across all channels
that several transmitters' reflected power indicators did not
even move when the transmitters were energized.

Structural challenges
Owing to the congested nature and potential seismic ac-

tivity of the site, installation of the combiner proved a chal-
lenge. A combiner room was built as a bridge suspended
over an existing building, and the entire combiner and
separate digital -mask filter systems were bolted onto steel
frameworks suspended from groups of four vertical steel
members. Seismic horizontal ties connect the steel frame-
works to the building structure and prevent them from
excessive swinging during seismic activity.

The internal cavity of the antenna column also needed to
be expanded in order to maintain human access, as well as
contain a large volume of equipment - induding the eight
flexible feeders, branch feeders and power dividers used for
pattern sculpting. The result was an asymmetrical crosssection,
which led to issues with the antenna/tower interface. This
was solved in collaboration with the tower designer through
the fast -track development of a unique multidimensional an-
tenna -damping mechanism.

An additional design consideration was the minimization
of tower harmonics due to wind -induced vibrations. To pro-
vide dynamic stability to the antenna structure (two RFS panel
arrays plus a third antenna mounted on top of these), the

team introduced a tuned liquid damper at the top of the 20 -
level, panel -antenna column comprised of stainless -steel tanks
filled with a specifically calculated volume of ethylene glycol
that moves against the modes of vibration, potentially reduc-
ing the magnitude of oscillations by a factor of 20.

Final result
Conceived and designed over a period of more than four

years, the final RFS combiner/antenna system at Mount Wil-
son can accommodate a total of 12 digital or analog services
from channel 32 to 56. The combiner chains were installed
in the first half of 2003, followed by the raising of the two
stacked panel arrays that October, and rigid line optimiza-
tion in early 2004. Currently configured for nine channels
(including two standby services), the first services went on -
air in April 2004 with the others joining in the following
months. After extensive theoretical design and modeling,
the physical realization of the individual components, and
the ultimate installation and commissioning, the RF broad-
cast system has met all performance objectives. BE

Mike Dallimore is vice president, broadcast and defense systems,
Radio Frequency Systems.

Weatherproof
Camera Systems

 Completely sealed from rain and dust in compact, standard
and large size housings.

 Controlled environment for broadcast quality cameras
and lenses.

Heater with thermostat control, sun shield, fan and
window wiper

Serial control of camera, pan/tilt, lens and housing features.

 Single coax cable VidedControls Multiplex Option

TeJernetrics Inc.
CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS

www.telemetricsinc.com
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Rohde & Schwarz
DVM 100/120 transport stream
monitors
BY ALEXANDER WOERNER

A'

fter transitioning to digi-
tal, many broadcasters are
n the process of adding

an active electronic programming
guide by inserting full PSIP data into
their transport stream. Or, they are
upgrading an existing static EPG to
dynamic with extended coverage into
future programming schedules and
data ingestion from traffic and auto-
mation systems. Different multiplex
profiles during the day (several SD

is compact and offers a scalable num-
ber of transport streams, up to 20 sig-
nals. It is used at transmitter locations,
playout centers, central or regional dis-
tribution hubs, or cable headends. The
1RU base unit features an integrated
system controller and up to four trans-
port stream inputs, which can be
switched electronically from DVB-ASI
to SMPTE 310 as needed. Expansion
units offer up to eight additional inputs.
The system controller provides a

The monitoring system uses a concept of
distributed signal processing,

programs during off peak, and one
HD or HD and one SD during peak
hours) require diligent service an-
nouncements by PSIP metadata, as do
the FCC -mandated closed -captioning
services and the broadcast flag (more
correctly called redistribution descrip-
tor). Additional services, such as di-
rected channel change or data broad-
casting, are new ways to enhance the
attractiveness of a single channel and
to prevent viewers from zapping away.

All of these factors contribute to an in-
creasing complexity of broadcast
MPEG-2 transport stream multiplex
signals. A broadcaster wants to make
sure that all media and metadata are sent
out properly and can be decoded prop-
erly by the DTV receiver or set -top box
for continued viewer satisfaction. Thus,
the requirements placed on the real-time
monitoring equipment keep increasing
with the complexity of the stream.

One system does it all
The MPEG-2 monitoring system from

Rohde & Schwarz, R&S DVM 100/120,

user interface and offers a detailed
overview of all monitoring results for
every signal. It includes access to op-
tional drill -down analysis displays in
case of trouble or questions. Monitor-
ing options include service table
(PSIP) decoding, PCR jitter analysis
and record -on -trigger.

The monitoring system uses a con-
cept of distributed signal processing.
Highly integrated analyzer boards per-
form the basic transport stream analy-
sis, each serving up to four inputs si-
multaneously. They are based on
FPGAs, allowing for transport stream
analysis up to the maximum ASI data
rate of 216Mb/s. Processing power is
shared between the four signals and
can be allocated to provide power to
each of the four inputs as needed.

A 100BaseT local Ethernet intercon-
nects all analyzer boards with the sys-
tem controller. Updated data on errors
detected for all transport streams, as
well as for the actual transport stream
content tree, are exchanged on a con-
tinuous basis. The fast system control-

ler collects all preanalyzed data, com-
pares measurement values against the
given limits, provides data logging and
SNMP traps, and displays the results
on the GUI.

Tailoring monitoring details
To avoid unnecessary alarms, it is

crucial for a monitoring system to be
capable of adapting all tests to the
individual signals by adjusting mea-
surement limits and excluding specific
test elements. An indefinite number
of monitoring configurations can be
stored on the controller's hard disk.

Every input is assigned to one moni-
toring configuration stored on file.
This allows different streams to use ei-
ther the same or different configura-
tions. These monitoring configura-
tions also include the basic stream
standard, which can be ATSC, DVB or
SCTE (for U.S. cable systems). This
way, the system is capable of checking
ATSC-compliant streams and typical
cable streams simultaneously.

The system includes the common set
of tests - called first, second and third
priority errors - as they are defined
in ETSI measurement guideline
TRIO1 290. Because some of the third
priority tests verify service tables ex-
clusive to the system, a modified ver-
sion of those tests was used for the
ATSC PSIP system. Besides the usual
checks for tables, such as MGT, STT,
TVCT and so forth, further tests are
included that are beneficial for ATSC
OTA TV.

Other checks include the verifica-
tion of the transport stream ID
against a given number. The trans-
port stream ID is a unique ID that is
assigned to every station by the FCC.
Another test verifies that the bit rates
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of elementary streams (video/audio/
data) are within given upper and
lower boundaries. The monitoring
system also checks when one of the
services or multiplex elements disap-
pears unexpectedly, a new one shows
up or one changes its type (i.e. from
video to audio or data), unless such
modification is announced correctly.
Verification checks include tables re -

Rohde & Schwarz's DVM 100/120
monitoring GUI can display the sta-
tus of several details for each input.

quired for OTA supplementation,
such as the DCC and LTST for di-
rected channel change and the DET
for data broadcasting to ATSC A/90.

Display guides the user
through data zoo

The GUI provides instantaneous ac-
cess to monitoring data of all stream
inputs. It can be viewed and operated
either locally or remotely through a
LAN/ WAN connection. The default
monitoring view offers three win-
dows, of which the two left ones dis-
play hierarchical trees and remain on
the screen at all times, with other in-
depth windows. The upper window of
the two (titled "Site") displays a hier-
archical tree of all streams currently
under investigation systemwide. The
user can give all streams unique and
easily identifiable names and group
them into custom -named folders (i.e.
"satellite feeds," "off -air;' etc.)

The left lower window ("Input")
shows details of the stream currently
selected in the Site window above,
with a hierarchical representation of
all elements, such as video and au-
dio elementary streams, service
tables and other metadata. Both tree

displays have a common coloring
scheme used to indicate each
element's error status (red dot = fail-
ure; yellow dot = failed before, cur-
rently without error; green dot or
not marked = no error). If within
any of the two tree displays a group
of elements is collapsed, the remain-
ing folder icon carries the summa-
rized status of all elements with its
color identification. This is valid
over several levels and also for
groups of folders, so that uninterest-
ing details can be removed from the
screen without losing the capability
of monitoring any errors within. A
red indicator with any folder icon
leads the user to the troubled item
underneath by a subsequent open-
ing of tree branches.

The main window on the right side
during monitoring mode is titled "Sta-
tistics and Log" and displays all moni-
toring errors observed by the system
on the selected stream. The upper por-
tion shows the error seconds per each
error type, while the lower one lists all
errors by time in a continuous log.

To interpret the displayed data, a
system of context -related menu op-
tions is used. Depending on which
error -indicating element is high-
lighted, further menu options are of-
fered via right -mouse click.

Monitoring made easier
The DVM 100/120 can verify mul-

tiple transport stream signals simulta-
neously. It offers a large number of de-
tailed real-time checks that can be eas-
ily tailored to the individual character-
istic of each signal. To keep a clear over-
view, a specialized user interface not
only unveils all monitoring details but
also their interrelationships.

Alexander Woemer is the manager of
market development for Rohde &
Schwarz.
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Evertz MVP
monitors KQED-TV
BY LEE YOUNG

KQED-TV serves the San
Francisco Bay area and is
the third largest PBS af-

filiate. The station has followed a
steady path toward DTV beginning
with the launch of its digital television
30 channel in 2000. Since then, the fa-
cility has migrated to a fully digital
multichannel system that transmits
four simultaneous SD channels at any
time or one HD plus one SD stream
during prime time.

The migration to multichannel was
part of the facility's complete analog -
to -digital upgrade, which features a

11111111111111E

tapeless environment with servers and
other automation. To monitor the
facility's multiple broadcast signals,

monitor the quality of incoming syn-
chronized satellite feeds, ingested ar-
chival material and QC competence

One digital master control operator and one or two
ingest operators monitor the displays at all

times to ensure signal health.

satellite and ingest reach, KQED se-
lected an Evertz MVP multi -image
display and monitoring system.

In addition to monitoring video, the
display system provides monitoring for

closed captioning,
analog and AES au-
dio, as well as user -
configurable analog
and digital clocks for
timing.

The system is in-
stalled in the digital
master control room
and two ingest sta-
tions, with five pro-
cessors shared be-
tween the three
rooms. Three pro-
cessors are in master
control, and one is at
each ingest station.
Digital master con-
trol monitors a vari-
ety of SD and HD
signals on a full wall
of Christie 60 -inch
cubes, including
cable and off -air
feeds, as well as sat-
ellite recordings and
automation playlists.
Meanwhile, ingest
operators use MVP's
multi -image display
on Clarity 42 -inch
LCD screens to
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Evertz's MVP has 15 agnostic slots in a 6RU, front -
access enclosure. It is a versatile multi -input signal
monitoring and display solution.

playbacks. Audio -level monitoring is
important to the ingest process, while
in master control it's only necessary
to ensure the presence of audio.

Evertz enhanced its display with
VistaLINK PRO, an SNMP monitor-
ing and configuration tool that pro-
vides integrated signal monitoring
and an open alarming interface to pin-
point signal problems. While some
systems provide two to four simulta-
neous monitoring parameters for a
single input, the MVP can provide ex-
tensive fault monitoring for up to 72
unique inputs per display. The system
can present fault detection in in nu-
merous ways, including user -
configurable on -screen alerts and au-
dible alarms.

The station also has purchased a sec-
ond monitoring system, which is fed
by multiple aux buses from the pro-
duction switcher. Each processor pro-
vides single -card multiple outputs for
both SD and HD signals. Unlike the
on -air encoder, which switches be-
tween SD and HD formats, the MVP
accepts feeds of both formats, plus
composite analog, on the same BNC
when ingest signals change between
SD and HD.

While configurations can be altered
easily, there hasn't been much need
to alter the image displays. Changes
to window size, aspect ratio (4:3 to
16:9 and vice versa), HD/SD integra-
tion, luminosity and other display
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aspects are made through a software
interface and PC. The multi -image
display layout is set up through tem-
plates. Preset selection and an intui-
tive drag -and -drop application allow
the user to make changes and save
them in the template.

The multichannel environment has
streamlined station operations. The
automation is in control of switching
because a single operator cannot
handle switching all channels and

The Evertz MVP multi -image display
and monitoring system is used to
monitor the facility's numerous
broadcast signals, satellite feeds
and ingest applications.

breaks. One digital master control op-
erator and one or two ingest opera-
tors monitor the displays at all times
for signal health.
MVP provides a return on invest-

ment through the elimination of un-
necessary system components, such as
master control under -monitor dis-
plays. MVP accepts program informa-
tion from the server and displays clip
numbers, counts up- and down time
and other playlist information. The
display system decodes monitored sig-
nals for closed captions, so a separate
decoder is not needed.

KQED will expand MVP within the
next year to replace CRTs in the
production control room, where it
will add HD cameras and other HD
equipment. While the production
control room will be used as a sepa-
rate feed from master control and
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ingest, the current system frames can
be used and power supplies will keep
expansion product costs to a mini-
mum. The frames have swapp able
modules, so it's possible to replace a
current single -output card with a
dual -output card. This product design
also addresses simple maintenance is-
sues. Old modules can be easily re-

placed, and the entire system runs on
redundant power supplies.

Evertz's MVP is a future -proofed
monitoring system with features that
should fulfill KQED's monitoring
requirements for a long time. BE

Lee Young is manager of engineering
facilities for KQED-TV

It's not easy!
It's not easy keeping up these days
Motion Imaging Technology no
longer changes from month to
month, but from day to day.

Keep up with these changes at
SMPTE's Technical Conference
and Exhibition in Pasasena, CA,
October 20-23, 2004.

Learn,
Know,

Achieve
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Digital Vision
helps Cablevision
launch HDVOD
BY MICHAEL GROTTICELLI

AsAmerican consumers'
appetite for HD pro -
rams continues to grow,

stimulated by a significant reduction
in digital HDTV set prices, broadcast-
ers and multichannel system operators
(MSO) are experimenting with a va-
riety of distribution platforms and
technologies to satisfy demand and
help business grow.

With more HD sports and enter-
tainment channels debuting in the
United States all the time (there are
currently about 30 HD channels
available), cable and satellite TV op-
erators have quickly begun to build
out their infrastructures with sophis-
ticated encoding systems that help
operations engineers automatically
manage and control the available
channel bandwidth. The better the
encoding system, the more digital
channels operators can squeeze into
new subscription TV services.

Launching HDVOD
Cablevision Systems, based in

Bethpage, NY, has installed about one
million digital set -top boxes to date,
with roughly 25,000 able to receive
and display HDTV signals. Last fall it
became the first cable MSO to launch
an HD video -on -demand (HDVOD)
tier offering a collection of major
motion pictures, independent films
and IMAX titles for $6.95 each.

Facilitating the new pay -per -view
service, Cablevision is using the Digi-
tal Vision BitPack-HD pre -mastering
workstation. It's an HDTV offline sig-
nal encoding system that creates 1080i
format digital files from D-5 videotape
and 35mm film masters. The worksta-
tion also can generate 480i and 576i
SD streams.

The cable company distributes these
HDVOD titles with specialized en-
cryption software that allows thou-
sands of customers to individually
rent the titles at their leisure and view
them for a 24 -hour period. While
watching the programs, viewers have
the full array of VTR -like functions -
fast -forward, rewind and pause - at
their fingertips.

Encoder hardware
The encoder is used for video file

compression, which is critical for
conserving channel capacity and
maintaining a HDVOD business. The

7P8111-2111111111111111

Cablevision was the first to launch
an HD video -on -demand tier with the
BitPack-HD.

system is used for digital cinema,
archiving and DVD applications, and
it supports future HD DVD formats.

The hardware behind BitPack-HD is
based on a proprietary MPEG-2 com-
pression engine. This provides picture
quality and the flexibility to adjust bit
rates as necessary. Also included with
the workstation computer are inte-
grated machine control functions that
enable cable operators to perform au-
tomatic frame -accurate encoding and
real-time playback. With an intuitive
Windows NT user interface, the en-
coder enables comprehensive project

management (using integrated EDLs),
bit -rate encoding control and quality -
of -service (QoS) monitoring via
thumbnail pictures.
At Cablevision's headend facility in

Bethpage, engineers can take a D-5
master tape and use the worksstation
system's sophisticated compression
algorithms to reduce the size of the
resulting audio and video data files.
The result is two separate streams
(one for SD and one for HD) that are
distributed through several
SeaChange VOD servers.

Looking ahead
The cable company currently trans-

mits 1080i HD programs with a data
transfer rate of about 14Mb/s, which
produces an HD picture. However,
this rate can be changed during dif-
ferent parts of the program as new ser-
vices are added or as special live events
(such as sports) require.
The BitPack-HD system is com-

pletely upgradeable. Users can pur-
chase the SD version to get their digi-
tal program service off the ground,
then migrate to HD channel pro-
gramming with a software and hard-
ware exchange. Cablevision operates
two BitPack-SD systems and up-
graded one to HD operation via a
hardware -board swap to feed the new
HDVOD service.
Though Cablevision was the first to

launch an HDVOD tier, now many
other operators are following suit. Us-
ing the Digital Vision BitPack-HD
workstation, HDTV programming
can be quickly developed into a prof-
itable business. BE

Michael Grotticelli regularly reports on the
broadcast industry.
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ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.
EL Series

UHF Antenna
The EL Series UHF
Transmitting
Antenna for either
DTV or NTSC

applications
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Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions

Sales@ERlinc.com +1 (812) 925-60001 www.ERlinc.cDri

TALLY
MAPPERTM

 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Videoframem
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

D es
Rea' -time, PC -based

igh-resolution (1080i) LID
EG Encoding Worksti,- tion

Input HD -SDI. output DVB-ASI

Based on the LSI Logic Dor.rliNor" chipset

Perfect for post production -ID cortent
distribution

PC platform provides flexib lity
and connectivity

For more information on the HD Maest-o or any
DVEO products. call 858 613-1813 Or visit

www.dvr.o.com

D r
Pro Broadcast D vision

Time

ishafer@
primedia
business

.com

BROADCAST VIDEO Over IP
 Broadcast Quality at

1.5 Mbps

 Contribution Feeds
 Live News Gathering

 Portable DNG & SNG
 Advanced Error Correction
 Realtime or Store & Fwd
 Multi-NetworkTl,EI,IP Call or visit our website today!

21Streambok

ACT -L3 Video Transport

www.streambox.com  sales@streambox.com  206.956.0544 x222

TENTION
vertiserS

Call to advertise in Broadcast Engineering magazine
Jennifer Shafer  800-896-9939  jshaler@primediabusiness.com
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For Sale

SONY
DSR3901-
DVCAM Camcorder
with Studio

Capability

New Type 1/2 inch

Power HAD CCD's

F13 at 2000 Ix sensitivity

65 dB S/N ratio

0.4 lx min illumination
(F1.4)

TrueEye process

Dyardatitude

Skintone Detail

Block Compress and Stretch

Authorized

Professional

Reseller

The leading broadcast video sales company an the west coast!

BRAND
NEW

PRE
OWNED

BUY

SELL

V
State Ev4ate TRADE

818.840.1351
email for quotes Paul@studio-exchiange.com

816 N. Victory Blvd. Burbank, CA 91502 FAX 818.840.1354

SKYLINE BROADCAST
QUAD,

REFURBISHED
BROADCAST

E,C 7 -140.)rit7/17
* BROADCAST * POST * PRODUCTION *

* TEST * BUY / SELL / TRADE *
* SCOPES * EQ. RACKS * VTRS *

* & MORE! *

AS'ACI4C7-..Sar-Z2--sE7e5g-A5

AcousticsFirst
Toil-Erneb888-765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

The

LIGHT BRINE
Your fiber Optic Resource

Training
Fiber Optic Training
Hands On or Classroom

 Videos, CDs, DVDs
 National schedule
 Custom classes

1.800-451-7128

Companies
Wanted

COMPANIES WANTED
A newly formed group headed by the former
CEO of a broadcast equipment manufacturer
is interested in purchasing companies with
niche products and sales of 3 to 10 million
dollars, the company does not have to be
profitable. If your company meets this crite-
ria please respond with some initial informa-
tion which will be held strictly confidential.
Please respond to PO BOX 281, Bloomfield,
MI 48303-0281.

Employment
EMPLOYERS/EMPLOYEES

Click On

KeystoneAmerica.com
NO. 1 TECHNICAL / ENGINEERING

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Professional
Services

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,

FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD "1
Loudonville, OH 44842

419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604

Phone (309) 673-7511  FAX (309) 673-8128
www.dlmarkley.com

Member AFCCE

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

BRAD GILMER
PRESIOENT 2207 RI NGSMITH DR

ATLANTA GA 30345
TEL 17701414.9952
FAX (7701493-7421
EMAIL bglImer@atInel corn
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HELP WANTED: RF APPLICATIONS
ENGINEER - The Applications Engi-
neer will report to the Sales Manager
and support Sales Engineers, Prod-
uct Managers, and Marketing Coor-
dinator. The AE is called upon to
evaluate client needs and recom-
mend full systems solutions. Famil-
iarity with video applications and
FCC standards as well as path analy-
sis programs is a must. You will ap-
ply your microwave engineering ex-
perience to the development of new
products and innovative applications
or modification of existing ones in
order to meet client needs. This calls
for a combination of sales, market-
ing, design and engineering skills;
you will also provide product train-
ing, technical assistance and trouble-
shoot problems. Send resumes to
jobs@bms-inc.com

ENGINEERING MANAGER: WABC-TV
is looking for an individual with a
solid technical background to assist
in the design, operation, and main-
tenance of server -based digital video
and audio systems, graphics and ed-
iting sytems, and their associated IT
infrastructure. The successful candi-
date will need to have several years
experience providing Engineering
and IT support to broadcast News
and Master Control/On-Air opera-
tions at a major market television
station. This position includes mana-
gerial responsibilities as well as the
need to understand complex digital
video, digital audio, and LAN sys-
tems, with a proven ability to diag-
nose and rectify problems quickly.
Excellent communication skills are
essential ti understand users' re-
quirements and provide training on
new systems. THe ideal candidate
will have a solid background in video,
audio, RF, and IT components and
systems, project management expe-
rience, an Engineering degree, and
experience working with labor con-
tracts in a represented facility. This
open position is for the late after-
noon/evening hours. Please send
your resume to Bill Beam, Director
of Engineering, 7 Lincoln Square, New
York, NY 10023. No telephone calls,
faxes, or emails please. We are an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

BROADCAST ENGINEER (BOSTON)
VideoLink, a broadcast production
and transmission company with fa-
cilities in Boston, Philadelphia, and
Baltimore, seeks an experienced
Broadcast Engineer. This individual
will provide support for studio and
field productions, work on installa-
tion projects, troubleshoot technical
issues, perform basic equipment re-
pair/maintenance, maintain/organize
the shop, handle purchasing of
equipment, parts and supplies, and
maintain preventative maintenance
program. Ideal candidate will have
minimum 2 years experience in digi-
tal and analog broadcast systems, be
familiar with operation and mainte-
nance of cameras, VTRs, switchers,
routing and distribution equipment,
have experience with fiber and sat-
ellite broadcast transmission meth-
ods, and have solid computer and IT/
networking skills. Email resume,
cover letter and salary history to
hrengineer@videolink.tv.

WPLG/TV, A POST-NEWSWEEK STA-
TION HAS AN OPENING FOR MAIN-
TENANCE TECHNICIAN. - Candidate
should be experienced in TV studio
equipment maintenance, including
video servers, automation, cameras,
still stores, computer graphics, char-
acter generator systems, switchers,
videotape, audio, editing systems,
satellite news gathering, microwave
relays and television transmitters.
Knowledge of Windows NT and net-
working is highly desirable. The suc-
cessful candidate should be a self-
starter, well organized and willing to
work flexible hours. Other duties as
assigned. Prefer applicants with 3
years experience as a Maintenance
Technician. Must possess and main-
tain a valid driver's license with a
driving record acceptable to the
company. Send resume to: Darren
Alline, Chief Engineer, WPLG/TV,
3900 Biscayne Blvd., Miami, FL
33137.

ADVERTISE
WITH US
contact

TRIO VIDEO, the leading mobile
production company in the Mid-
west, is seeking Mobile Unit Engi-
neers to operate and maintain its
standard and high definition mobile
unit fleet from its base of opera-
tions in Chicago. Responsibilities
include coordinating, troubleshoot-
ing and maintaining on -site mobile
unit operations and equipment. All
experience levels considered with:
engineering degree, technical train-
ing, multiple years of hands-on
broadcast experience or any com-
bination. Qualified candidates
should send their resume to: Trio
Video, 2132 West Hubbard, Chicago,
IL 60612; resumes@triovideo.com;
fax 312-421-0361.

DIVERSIFIED SYSTEMS INC, a grow-
ing fast paced technology company
specializing in broadcast system in-
tegration is seeking detailed ori-
ented project engineers, project
managers and auto -cad drafters.
The positions are located in
Kenilworth, New Jersey and Santa
Clara, California. The project engi-
neers must have a minimum of 5
years experience in systems inte-
gration with auto -cad skills a must.
The project managers and auto -cad
drafters must have a minimum of 3
years experience. Both project man-
agers and engineers will require
some travel. We offer a competitive
salary along with quality benefits,
401K and a dynamic work environ-
ment. Interested individuals should
e-mail resume to HR@divsysinc.com
or fax to 908-245-2150.

JENNIFER
SHAFER
800-896-9939

jshafer@
pr! mechabusiness.com
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Kria
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR - STAFF
Switches Live News shows on Air. Creates and com-
posites effects and Graphic elements as well as video
clip playback from servers. Responsible for opera-

tion of technical equipment and systems for on -air broadcast and news opera-
tions. Provides support to news, stage and special event productions. Assures
proper airing of programs, promos and commercial spots through automated
and manual systems. Minimum three years of experience as a Technical Direc-
tor switching Live News. Undergraduate degree in broadcast technology radio/
TV/film or equivalent related experience is a plus. Should have knowledge on
all aspects of television production activities. Must be able to differentiate minute
changes in picture and sound, using video and audio test equipment.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER - STAFF
To install , maintain and repair station equipment as directed. Familiarity with a
variety of Broadcast television systems, i.e. Louth, Avid, Profile, Pinnacle, pro-
duction switchers, DVE, etc. Three to five years job experience as a Mainte-
nance Engineer. BS degree in a technical discipline, i.e., electrical, engineer or
equivalent work experience. Ability to work alone and without supervision.
Ability to work under deadline and time constraint. Ability to work various hours
including nights and weekends. Also strong computer skills.

Send us your resumes by applying to the job opening on
www.ktla.com or www.tribjobs.com

Pre -employment background and drug screening required .

KTLA -TV a Tribune Broadcasting station, EOE.

THE
WEATHER
CHANNEL

weathencorn

DIGITAL VIDEO ENGINEER

We have an opportunity for a top notch Digital Video Engineer. This person
will be responsible for digital video activities associated with the development,
creation, testing and implementation of key initiatives for our company.

We are seeking a person with proven experience in video signals, digital video
technologies and compression technologies. It is highly preferred that the
individual has experience maintaining a post production facility. This person
will be a key player in maintaining the company's digital cable lab as well as
participating in key strategic projects for the broadcast engineering department.
The engineer must have experience working in cross functional teams and
meeting priority deliverables. This person will be involved in communicating
and presenting company technological contributions in the area of digital video
technology to the cable industry.

Come join our team! Candidates must apply online at www.weather.com/jobs

The Weather Channel, 300 Interstate North Parkway, Atlanta, GA 30339

TU211E12 STUDIOS

Turner Studios, the state of the art
digital television complex serving
the production needs of theTurner
Entertainment Networks in Atlanta,

Georgia, is seeking highly
motivated, client service oriented

Engineers to join our team!

We are currently accepting
resumes for:

 Engineering Mgr - IT Infrastructure
 Network Specialists
 Render Administrator
 Production Engineers (all shifts)

 Audio
 Editorial
 Effects
 Router
 Studio

Successful candidates will be
motivated self-starters, detail and
deadline -oriented team players,

with strong interpersonal,
communication and customer -

service skills. Minimum 3 -years
industry experience with strong

background in television
engineering and cutting -edge post -

production technology. Flexible
work shifts are required.

Please send resumes to:
Jeff Sharpe

Director of Engineering
Fax - 404-878-4014

Email - jeff.sharpe@turner.com

For more information, please visit:
http://www.turnerstudios.com

http://www.turnerjobs.com

WWW,
broadcast

engineering

.00 M
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Page Advertiser Web site
Hotline Address

ADCTelecom Inc 17 800-366-3891 adc.com/broadcast

AJA 106 800-251-4224 aja.com

Angenieux/Thales 48 973-812-6858 angenieux.com

Anton Bauer. 47 203-929-1100 antonbauer.com

Anystream 83 888-ANYSTREAM anystream.com

Autocue LTD 67-72 a utocue.com

Avid Technology 4-5 avid.com/broadcast

Barco Projection Systems 49 770-218-3200 barcocontrolrooms.com

Belden 19-34 belden.com

Belden 45 belden.com

Calrec Audio LTD 63 615-871-0094 calrec.com

Canon 39 800 -321 -HDTV canonbroadcast.com

Canon 55 800 -321 -HDTV canonbroadcast.com

Dolby Labs Inc 41 415-558-0200 dolby.com

ERG 88 949-263-1630 erg-ventures.com

ESE 86 310-922-2136 ese-web.com

Euphonix 51 650-855-0400 euphonix.com

Evertz 123 905-335-3700 evertz.com

E2V 50 914-592-6050 comms.e2vtechnologies.com

For.A Corp of America 95 714-894-3311 for-a.com

Fujinon Inc. 75 973-633-5600 fujinon.com

Gepco 107 800-966-0069 gepco.com

Harris Corp./Broadcast Div. 3 800-4HARRIS harris.com

IDX 109 310-891-2800 idx.tv

Inscriber 43 800-363-3400 inscriber.com

Interbee 99 bee.jesa.or.jp

ltelco/DMT USA 97 856-423-0010 dmtonline.us

Kino Flo Inc 62 818-767-6528 kinoflo.com

Leitch 61 800-231-9673 leitch.com

Leitch 124 800-231-9673 leitch.com

Marshall 108 800-800-6608 lcdracks.com

Maxell Corp 9 800-533-2836 maxell.com

Miranda Technologies 11 514-333-1772 USsalesemiranda.com

Network Electronics 82 800-420-5909 network-electronics.com

nVision 64 530-265-1000 nvision1.com

Omneon 66 408-585-5000 omneon.com

Opticomm Corp 89-90 opticomm.com

Panasonic Broadcast 7 800-528-8601 panasonic.com/p2

Prime Image 37 408-867-6519 primeimageinc.com

Pro -Bell 18 631-549-5159 pro-bel.com

Quartz USA 105 888-638-8745 quartzus.com

Radyne-com Stream 93 602-437-9620 radn.com

Ross Video 44 613-652-4886 rossvideo.com

Ross Video 57 613-652-4886 rossvideo.com

Ross Video 94 613-652-4886 rossvideo.com

SMPTE 115 smpte.org/conference

Solid State Logic 79 212-315-1111 ssl-broadcast.com

Sony Business Systems 15 sony.com/hdcx300

Stratos Lightwave LLC 103 708-867-9600 stratoslightwave.com

TBC Consoles Inc 80 tbcconsoles.com

Telemetrics, Inc 111 telemetricsinc.com

Thomson/Grass Valley 13 thomsongrassvalley.com/profile6g

Video Technics 96 404-327-8300 newsflow.tv

Videoframe 66 530-477-2000 videoframesystems.com

Videotek, Inc 65 800-800-5719 videotek.com

Vinten Broadcast Inc 87 888-2-VINTEN vintenvector.com

Wheatstone Corporation IFC 252-638-7000 wheatstone.com

360 Systems 81 818-991-0360 360systems.com

US/CANADA
WEST
George Watts III
(360) 546-0379; Fax: (360) 546-0388
georgeww3@aol.com

EAST
Josh Gordon
(718) 802-0488; Fax: (718) 522-4751
jgordon5@bellatlantic.net

EAST/NIIDWEST
Joanne Melton
(212)462-3344; Fax: (913) 514-9249
jmelton@primediabusiness.com

INTERNATIONAL
EUROPE
Richard Woolley
+44-1295-278-407
Fax: +44-1295-278-408
richardwoolley@btclick.com

EUROPE
Tony Chapman
+44-1635-578-874
Fax: +44-1635-578-874
ARCintect@aol.com

ISRAEL
Asa Talbar
Talbar Media
+972-3-5629565; Fax: +972-3-5629567
talbar@irOer.net.il

JAPAN
Mashy Yoshikawa
Orient Echo, Inc.
+81-3-3235-5961; Fax: +81-3-3235-5852
mashy@fa2.so-net.ne.jp

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
OVERLAND PARK, KS
Jennifer Shafer
(800) 896-9939; (913) 967-1732
Fax: (913)967-1735
jshafer@primediabusiness.com

REPRINTS
Wright's Reprints
(877)652-5295;
International inquiries, (281) 419-5725
jbanda@wrightsreprints.com

LIST RENTAL SERVICES
Marie Briganti, Statlistics
(203) 778-8700 x146
(203) 778-4839
primedia@statlistics.com

Customer Service:
913-967-1707 or 800-441-0294

BROADCAST ENGINEERING August 2004, Vol. 46,
No.8 (ISSN 007-19941 is published monthly and mailed
free to qualified persons by Primedia Business, 9800
Metcalf Ave., Overland Park, KS 66212-2216. Periodicals
postage paid at Shawnee Mission, KS, and additional
mailing offices. Canadian Post Publications Mail Agree-
ment No. 40597023. Canada return address: DP Global
Mail, 4960-2 Walker Road, Windsor, ON N9A 6J3. POST-

MASTER: Send address changes to Broadcast Engineer-
ing, P.O. Box 2100, Skokie, IL 60076-7800 USA. CORRE-
SPONDENCE: Editorial and Advertising: 9800 Metcalf,
Overland Park, KS 66212-2216 Phone: 913-341-1300;
Edit. fax: 913-967-1905. Advert. fax: 913-967-1904.
2004 by Primedia Business. All rights reserved.
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The cost
of standards
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

Sometimes we hear but we
don't listen to what we're
told. Such is often the case

with standards, and the costs of our
miscommunications can be incredibly
high. NASA recently learned this pain-
ful lesson because one of its teams was
using metric units while another was
using Imperial units. The misunder-
standing led to the demise of the Mars
Climate Observer. (Why are some
NASA teams using Imperial units any-
way?) Misuse of SI units is also a com-
mon error in the United States and can
be very confusing. Consider, for ex-
ample, a medical measurement of thy-
roid activity known as T4 that ex-
presses units in µg/dL. Decilitres?

Some other international standards
are neither international nor standard.
The publishing world has adopted the
International Standard Serial Number
(ISSN) standard for periodicals and
the International Standard Book
Numbering (ISBN) standard for
books. But when it comes to, say, pa-
per sizes, the International Organiza-
tion for Standardization (ISO) stan-
dard (IS0216) has certainly never
caught on in the United States; nor do
we use the IS08601 standard for date
and time notation (date in YYYY-
MM-DD). IS09000 standards have
been forced on vendors who want to
sell internationally, but it never ceases
to amaze the author how American
business shows its ignorance by ne-
glecting - refusing - to conform to
standards, thus hindering its ability to
do business in the rest of the world.

Several decades ago, when the world
felt a lot smaller - when international
travel was rare and strawberries were
available in your local markets only for
a short period in June and July each
year - there were reasons for inde-
pendent direction in standards. The

United States adopted 525 -line
29.94fps monochrome NTSC televi-
sion because it wanted more resolu-
tion than the British 405 -line 25fps
system and because it wanted to re-
duce the visibility of frame bars on the
display caused by poorly engineered
power supplies.

When it came to color standards, U.S.
engineers made the common sense de-
cision to provide a backward -compat-
ible video signal for viewers with ex -

motor industry, this protectionism
hasn't worked. For example, the larg-
est vendors of TVs in Britain turned
out to be Philips and Sony. Rank -
Bush -Murphy went out of business in
1980 after a failed venture with
Toshiba. And as for SECAM, well, let's
not even go there.

Recently, U.S. companies played a
game of chicken with the Chinese. The
Chinese proposed a unique security
protocol, Wireless LAN Authentication

U.S. engineers made the common sense

decision to provide a backward -compatible

video signal.

isting monochrome sets. Germany in-
vented PAL to overcome what it con-
sidered a major design flaw in the ex-
isting color standards. But it was also a
marketing issue, because European
vendors believed PAL would keep the
U.S. manufacturers out, and the emerg-
ing Japanese manufacturers would fo-
cus on the larger North American mar-
ket. Japan pulled a similar trick after
WWII by opting to drive on the left side
of the highway to keep North Ameri-
can vehicle manufacturers out of their
market - and it worked.

In the PAL versus NTSC decisions,
the British went a step further by in-
sisting on using a higher video band-
width and moving the sound carrier
a further half -megahertz away from
the video carrier to 6MHz. With other
European vendors focused on manu-
facturing TVs with 5.5MHz separa-
tion, British manufacturers like Rank -
Bush -Murphy expected to keep the
domestic market, along with markets
in countries such as Hong Kong and
South Africa, to themselves.
With the exception of the Japanese

and Privacy Infrastructure (WAPI), to
replace the existing 802.11 security
standards. They were going to ban im-
ports of products that did not include
WAPI, starting on June 1, 2004. In the
U.S., two companies, TI and Atheros,
caved in, while Intel and Broadcom said
they would not go along with it. The
latter two companies realized that
agreeing with it would have opened up
the floodgates for other cute little stan-
dards imported from China. And since
when does China have any interest in
its citizens' privacy?

Intel and Broadcom listened. They
heard not just the message, but the
future. Others listened but just heard
their wallets shrinking. When it comes
to the next generation of HDTV,
which is not that far away, can we, as a
planet, sit down, listen carefully and
make some sensible decisions? BE

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

paul_mcgoldrick@primediabusiness.com
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Multi -Image Video Processor

13 34/ 1,44

Experience the Dawn of Evertz MVPTM...The One to Watch!

he Most Advanced and Comprehensive Multi -Image Display System Today!

Tel: 1-905-335-3700 Toll Free 1-877-995-3700 www.evertz.com



Leitch For HDTV.
Editing

Store and Serve
IO MTS Transmission Server

Routing
Panaceol" / Integrator Cr:

Signal Processing
NEO" and 6800-t- Modular Processors

Branding

,/

D1 P" D.gacii I w nu? ound Processor / HD LogoMotion 11"

Master Control/Transmission
DTP"' Digital Turnaround Processor / Opus HD"' Master Control /

NEXIO MTS" Transmission Server / TrimStation

Control/Monitoring/Display
CCSI" Command and Control System /

MediaNet- Management / NEO SuiteViewr'

LEITCH
For Your Integrated

Content Environment

Products that improve workflow
in your HD Environment

 VelocityHD" Real -Time HD/SD Post Production Non-linear Editor

 NEXIO MTS" MPEG Transport Stream Transmission Server

 Integrator Gold"' Large Multi -format HD/SD Routing Switcher

 Panacea"' Compact Multi -format HD/SD Routing Switcher

 NEO" Modular Processor

HD Up and Down Converters HD 8x1, 4x2 Switches
HD Frame Synchronizers HD AES Mux/Demux
HD Distribution Amplifiers

 6800+" Modular Processor
HD Audio Mux/Demux HD Optical Converters
HD Frame Synchronizers HD Distribution Amplifiers

 Opus HD" Master Control
 DTP" Digital Turnaround Processor

(MPEG-2 processor for localizing programs - motion logos, ads, clocks,
stock and local news overlays, Emergency Alert Systems - EAS)

 TrimStation" - Transport Stream Trim and Groom
 HD LogoMotion
 All HD products are fully integrated with Leitch's

CCS" Command and Control System applications

 NEXIO MediaNet" Media and Asset Management

 NEO SuiteView" - Multi -display Processors

www.leitch.com © LEITCH.


